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I 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis is concerned with the need to deal with data anomalies, inconsistencies 

and redundancies within the context of data integration in grids. A data Mapping, 

Matching and Loading (MML) process that is based on the Grid Staging Catalogue 

Service (MML-GSCATS) method is identified. In particular, the MML-GSCATS 

method consists of the development of two mathematical algorithms for the MML 

processes. Specifically it defines an intermediate data storage staging facility in order 

to process, upload and integrate data from various small to large size data 

repositories. With this in mind, it expands the integration notion of a database 

management system (DBMS) to include the MML-GSCATS method in traditional 

distributed and grid environments.  

The data mapping employed is in the form of value correspondences between source 

and target databases whilst data matching consolidates distinct catalogue schemas of 

federated databases to access information seamlessly. There is a need to deal with 

anomalies and inconsistencies in the grid, MML processes are applied using a 

healthcare case study with developed scenarios. These scenarios were used to test the 

MML-GSCATS method with the help of software prototyping toolkit. Testing has set 

benchmarks, performance, reliability and error detections (anomalies and 

redundancies). Cross-scenario data sets were formulated and results of scenarios were 

compared with benchmarking. These benchmarks help in comparing the MML-

GSCATS methodology with traditional and current grid methods. Results from the 

testing and experiments demonstrate that the MML-GSCATS is a valid method for 

identifying data anomalies, inconsistencies and redundancies that are produced during 

loading. Testing results indicates the MML-GSCATS is better than traditional 

methods. 

Keywords: Data integration, Staging DBMS, Staging Schema, Metadata, Pattern 

matching, Plug-in relations, Grid, Web Services, Virtual Organizations. 
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Chapter 1 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the problem domain in relation to Mapping, Matching and 

Loading (MML), and summarises the aims and main contributions of this research in 

the context of data integration. 

This chapter is organised as follows: 

 Section 1.2 explores the current approaches faced to data integration 

challenges. 

 Section 1.3 describes the problem statement. 

 Section 1.4 describes the aims and objectives of this research. 

 Section 1.5 explains the fundamental methodology for the research.  

 Section 1.6 elaborates data inconsistencies and anomalies. 

 Section 1.7 describes the justification of the adopted methodology in an 

emerging grid environment. 

 Finally section 1.8 summarises this chapter. 

 

1.2 Current Approaches and Challenges in Data Integration 

Data integration is the area of combining data residing at different locations, 

consisting of heterogeneous data sources, and providing the user with a unified view 

of this data [2]. The data integration systems used in literature review are 

characterised by an architecture based on a global or target schema and a set of data 

sources. The sources contain the real data, while the global schema provides a 

reconciled, unified, integrated, and virtual view of the underlying sources. In order to 

integrate data from diverse sources, mapping rules are required. Mapping rules relate 

concepts from one schema to concepts of another schema [9]. Modelling the relation 
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or view in an integration environment is a crucial aspect because data anomalies and 

inconsistencies during data migration are predictable. This modelling consists of 

MML processes in data integration environment, discussed in section 1.5. 

 

In terms of current data distributed environment, the key aim of data integration in 

grids is to promote open publication and homogeneous federated access of distributed 

data. It combines a large number of distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous data 

sets which are loosely coupled, and provides a uniform mechanism to access and 

exchange them with high availability and reliability. To eliminate discrepancies in 

implementations and schemas of distributed data sets, data grid integration 

accentuates their semantic relationship, and extracts common attributes and 

knowledge from them, so as to classify data into different logical domains.  

 

Traditional distributed methods adopt an internet model but fail to achieve in a 

service oriented approach like a grid. Data inconsistencies, anomalies and 

redundancies emerged when data is loaded from source to target schema due to 

inconsistent schema structures [1, 2, 7]. The issue of data anomalies and 

inconsistencies is very important in a grid environment. During mapping it is 

necessary to identify appropriate data instances in the target database. Such 

identification is managed with the help of specific matching. Matching relates the set 

of values of a construct in source schema to the set of values of a construct in another 

schema. The matching process is one of searching for the most reasonable mapping 

based on the properties of the schemas. A service-based mapping and matching 

generic strategy Grid Staging Catalogue Service (GSCATS), is introduced. It 

consolidates mapping of distinct catalogue schemas of grid federated databases to 

access information seamlessly. 

 

There is a greater heterogeneity between different data sources or databases than 

between different file systems. Moreover, there is a higher chance for data 

inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies when integrating them since data 
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sources have been originally produced for a purpose other than their integration [73]. 

In this work, two broad classes of approaches to data integration are specified: 

Traditional Distributed Environment (TDE) and Emerging Distributed Environment 

(EDE). Existing TDE methods for data mapping and loading are “Value 

Correspondences with queries”, “Data Integration under Constraints”, “Data 

Integration in Data Warehousing”, “Client-Server Framework” and “Middleware 

Engine Development Assistant (MEntAs) Approach” [1, 2, 3]. Existing research has 

mostly dealt with the data mapping and loading using Structured Query Language 

(SQL), Extensible Mark up Language (XML) with SQL [9] and client programming 

practices. Some existing methods adopt software utilities packaged with Database 

Management System (DBMS), for example, data loading may be performed by 

simple standard SQL instructions or DBMS batch loading software such as Oracle 

SQL*Loader [57, 58] or MySQL Data loader. In the case of EDE, the approaches are 

“Federated Databases”, and “Data Grid and Concepts of Virtualisations”.  

 

1.3 The Problem Statement 

The basic concept of data mapping and matching is introduced in [2, 3, 14, 48] in an 

integrated distributed environment. A data mapping is performed as a transformation 

from data source instances to match target data instances. Matching assists in 

exploring redundancies in structure and data whereas mapping does not assist in 

extracting anomalies or errors during data loading. Mapping and matching are often 

specified in a declarative, data-independent way such as queries [11, 14]. The concept 

of data mapping and matching using queries lacks to elaborate issues such as data 

inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies. These issues restrict successful loading 

of data from source to target schema. 

 

In the context of grid virtualisation, queries are also used to access data from multiple 

sources, joining and restricting, aggregating and analysing it, with full functionality 

of the DBMS query language such as SQL and XQuery. This concept of virtualised 

service-oriented data access using queries is better in terms of large scale, wide 
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distribution, and source autonomy [51]. But it does not include handling of data 

inconsistencies and anomalies. 

 

In both TDE and EDE, there is a need to facilitate data loading process using data 

mapping and matching. This research introduced MML algorithms process where 

data mapping and matching raise issues related to inconsistencies, anomalies and 

redundancies (section 1.5). [7] points out that these issues must be logged in an 

intermediate staging facility for a successful service-oriented framework. The staging 

log service maintains the details of data loading process, and a list of patterns 

matching under grid virtualisation. The log service helps the user to validate clearly 

the data loading process. It shows exactly which records load and which fail to load 

in a target schema or database. In order to make compatible research work with EDE, 

the framework OGSA-DAI is selected. This framework is facilitated by MML-

GSCATS methodology discussed in chapters 5 and 6. A log service or a profile is an 

additional building block of extensible OGSA-DAI. 

 

In a grid data integrated environment such as in OGSA-DAI, data is accessed and 

shared among diverse/ distributed heterogeneous data sources. Data movement or 

data loading is one of the key features of OGSA-DAI [14]. A question rises however: 

how can successful be assured, that data is sharable, transformable and loadable into 

a target data source in grid? The question may be divided into the following research 

questions: 

 

a. What is the background and current situation of data mapping, matching 

and data loading? 

A literature review is conducted in chapter 2 to obtain an insight into the actual 

practices of finding data inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies. This 

supports in identifying the major problems that dictated the pace of the research. 

b. What is a major gap of data mapping between TDE and EDE? 
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Various methods and approaches are explored in chapter 2 to find possible gap 

between TDE and EDE. Data mapping and matching is focused on a consistent 

data. This does not include process and enhanced framework to manage 

inconsistent data. Such a gap of process and framework for all type of data is 

explored in various methods in section 2.4. 

c. How are data inconsistencies and anomalies extracted to store in a log profile 

using algorithms? 

Data inconsistencies and anomalies are analytically explored in terms of data 

mapping and matching algorithms (sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.5). Mainly set 

theory is used to perform analytical work to formulate algorithms (section 3.3). 

Log profiles of data inconsistencies and anomalies are generated experimentally 

using algorithms in Matching Activity and Mapping Activity Log of section 7.6. 

d. How do mapping and matching algorithms (chapter 4) facilitate current 

state-of-the-art grid OGSA-DAI? 

Data mapping and matching algorithms are applicable in TDE. To make 

applicable with EDE, a standard framework OGSA-DAI of grid is chosen 

described in sections 6.3, 6.4, 6.5. A number of development efforts for similar 

data mapping and pattern matching have been explored in a TDE [11]. But these 

efforts are not elaborated with the EDE using concept of OGSA-DAI and 

virtualisations. A software toolkit is developed on MML process leading to 

MML-GSCAT methodology to perform experiments in chapter 5. 

e. When accessing any database to find certain information from integrated 

data sources, how can we assure the information extracted from objects of 

data sources is correct? 

MML algorithms are proven analytically in chapter 4, case study (section 3.4) is 

selected to validated outcomes in chapter 5, toolkit is developed to perform 

experiment in chapter 6, and finally in chapter 7 extracted data is tested. 

f. How will the data be shared and validated in terms of meaning, matching 

and semantics of attributes? 
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In chapter 7, a case study is selected to perform experiment with three scenarios 

of a case study. Data of scenarios is shared by interchanging their schema with 

each other. Data matching equations 4.4, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8 are based on semantics 

of attributes. Results are produced, validated, and predictions or trends are 

measured using quantitative and qualitative methods. 

                   

Some of the examples or problems of data mapping inconsistencies, anomalies and 

redundancies are: 

1. Width size of some attribute in target schema is less than the size of a 

corresponding matching attribute in source schema. This problem has been 

resolved and handled using mapping equations 4.1, 4.3. 

2. An attribute in a target schema has a Not Null constraint that refers to 

corresponding matching attribute in source schema that has a Null or blank value. 

This problem has been resolved and handled using mapping equations 4.1, 4.3. 

3. Same data value exists in more than one data sources. For example, it is possible 

that the same bank credit card number appears in more than one integrated 

database. In one relation it appears to identify as personal information of a card 

holder. The same credit card number appears in some relation with status as 

defaulter or fraud. This problem is resolved by set theory algorithmic equations 

4.4, 4.5.  

4. An attribute in a target schema has referential integrity constraint that refers to a 

corresponding attribute of same or different parent table. The value is not 

populating in a target attribute if such value does not match with referring 

attribute of a parent table. Such problem has been resolved and handled using 

mapping equations 4.1, 4.3 and an algebraic expression in section 2.4.1.2. 

5. An attribute in a target schema has unique constraint. The value from source 

attribute is already exist in an attribute of a target table. This creates unique 

constraint violation during loading of same data instance. This problem has been 

resolved and handled using mapping equations 4.1, 4.3. 
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6. Data type of a target schema attribute does not match with data type of source 

schema attribute. Such problem is resolved by set theory algorithmic equations 

4.4, 4.5.  

7. More than one rows of table of source schema are trying to populate in a single 

row of a table of target schema. This problem has been resolved and handled 

using mapping equations 4.1, 4.3. 

8. During data loading the conversion of data type from source to target table fails. 

This problem is resolved by set theory algorithmic equations 4.4, 4.5.  

9. Value error is raised if an arithmetic, conversion, truncation or constraint error 

occurs. This problem has been resolved and handled using mapping equations 4.1, 

4.3. 

 

These possibilities conclude a research-focused area in the form of this research 

methodology MML-GSCATS adding to existing TDE and EDE methods. 

 

1.4 The Aim and Main Objectives of this Research 

The aim of the research is to develop strategies and recommendations for data 

loading and mapping in TDEs and EDEs. This research identifies and adopts the best 

practice appropriate for the development of data mapping and matching algorithms. 

The activities and steps associated with the objectives are also described. There are 

many existing approaches and frameworks which are investigated in chapter 2. 

However, simply improving them may not achieve the objectives set in this research. 

The research is aimed at exploring the handling of data inconsistencies, anomalies 

and redundancies.  

The aim of the research is to 

 
develop a data loading methodology of mapping and matching for managing data 

anomalies and data redundancies when integrating heterogeneous data sources in a 

traditional and an emerging grid environments. 
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To achieve this, the following objectives are required: 
 

1. To review the methods of data integration of heterogeneous data sources: 

Review of data integration with particular reference to data loading, mapping, 

matching techniques in a grid environment. 

2. To examine data loading and data mapping methodologies: To explore 

methodologies of source and target DBMS with the help of mathematical 

analysis set theory using domain functions, indexed families of sets (sections 

2.4, 3.3.1, 3.3.2). 

3. To develop intelligent algorithms based on user perception: Intelligent 

algorithms are developed in the light of mathematical analysis to manage data 

mapping, matching and loading, resolving data anomalies and data 

redundancies in a grid environment. Mathematical analysis is based on set 

theory including indexed families of sets, composition of functions (sections 

3.3.2, 3.3.3). 

4. To implement a software simulation prototype: Software toolkit is based 

on data mapping and matching algorithms. It facilitates the data integration of 

heterogeneous DBMSs using emerging trends and features of a case study 

approach described in sections 3.4, 2.4.2. 

5. To test, evaluate and refine the algorithms in a grid environment: Actual 

statistics has been gained using various sized data and used as a proof to 

refine the implemented algorithms. In fact, testing is aimed to compare the 

accuracy of the algorithms with current methods of data integration in an 

emerging grid environment described in section 3.4, 3.5. 

 

1.4.1 Accomplishment of Research Plan 

The tasks refer to the research objectives are stated as follows: 
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1. Review the methods of data integration of heterogeneous data sources 

A thorough understanding of data integration within the context of data loading, 

mapping and matching is accomplished specifically to explore issues of data 

inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies. The state-of-the-art literature review 

was accomplished by reading conference papers/journals/articles, and by attending 

relevant discussions with fellow colleagues/researchers/visitors in the department. 

This includes attending research conferences, seminars and research projects. Apart 

from these, initial experiments implementing some of the typical propagation models 

were useful in understanding literature.  

 

2. Examine data loading and data mapping methodologies 

To produce a state-of-the-art research of MML, work has been done using 

mathematical set theory as a methodology discussed in chapter 3. The research 

helped in exploring and analysing the framework adopted for data loading 

methodologies, specifically using the mappings of schema objects when integrating 

data sources. One of the methods or approaches has been explored to use SQL with 

an adopted methodology of a mapping of source to target DBMSs [1, 2, 9]. This has 

been studied thoroughly using mathematical set theory concepts (chapter 3). Set 

theory concepts help to explore analytical expressions of mappings using mapping 

elements with certain values of formula and correspondences (sections 2.4, 3.3.1, 

3.3.2). The state-of-the-art methodologies of chapters 2 and 3 are applied in the 

derivation of data mapping and matching algorithms. 

 

3. Develop intelligent algorithms based on user perception  

Algorithms have been derived and developed for mapping and matching and data 

loading, described in chapter 4. This helped in generating log files about data 

anomalies, redundancies and data loading with descriptions. Existing methodologies 

of correspondences (section 2.4) extends to explore data anomalies, redundancies. 
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The derivation of mapping and matching algorithms includes set theory concepts of 

injective, surjective and composition of functions (sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3).  

Queries produced sample data and other feedback to allow the users in understanding 

the mappings. Such understanding and interaction of user with mapping is called user 

perception. The development of data mapping and matching mathematical algorithms 

is explained in chapter 4. 

 

4. Implement a software simulation prototype 

This research developed an integrated prototype system for data loading mapping, 

matching and sharing. With the help of algorithms, draft programming/ pseudocode is 

developed followed by prototyping using the case study. A web-based software 

simulation is developed followed by prototype design of algorithms using EDE 

features such web services and vitualisation (section 2.4.2). This software simulation 

is a toolkit, which helps in data sharing and data loading of integrated databases 

described in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Also, data is extracted for analysis and validation 

purposes. 

 

5. Test, evaluate and refine the algorithms in a grid environment 

 
The pseudocode is developed on the basis of MML processes followed by software 

simulation to act as a testbed to assess the intelligent algorithms developed and 

executed in an emerging grid environment. Based on the testing results and case 

studies of real-world scenarios, data trends and empirical approaches are examined 

(sections 3.4, 3.5). Statistical performance tests are carried out to examine the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the overall accomplishments (section 3.7). A twenty 

four months period is utilised to perform the testing, validations and modifications 

including thesis writing up. The deliverables are documented including publication of 

two journal and five conference proceeding articles. 
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1.5 The Methodology for the Research 

The aim of this research study is to develop and test two algorithms consisting of (1) 

data mapping, and (2) data matching from source to target databases. The framework 

is illustrated in figure 1.2, in which data mapping is performed as a transformation 

from data source instances to match target data instances [59]. The framework of data 

mapping and matching algorithms encompasses three steps: 

1. Data mapping using value correspondences 

2. Data matching, and 

3. Data loading from source to target schemas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Framework of data mapping and matching algorithms 
 

The data mapping algorithm is employed in the form of value correspondences by 

using a staging DBMS as explained in section 4.2.1. Value correspondences are 

indicating the form how a source value should appear in the target schema [1]. This 

research study uses an intermediate staging facility in order to perform these three 

steps (assertions) and integrate data from various small to large size data repositories. 

The staging facility has been employed to temporarily data store (staging DBMS) and 

process the data before it is validated [7]. This mechanism semi-automates the 

integration process that includes not only new data, but also the legacy data in the 

context of grid.  

 

This research introduces a data matching algorithm; that is, a process of identifying 

two objects that semantically relate while referring to mapping as the transformations 

between the objects. If there are two or more accessing objects in the distributed data 
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sources, like DBMSs, then it is necessary to define matching patterns (words, text or 

sentences) to access the correct objects with their properties [10]. More precisely, 

matching is an operation that takes as input (e.g., database schemas, files) and returns 

the semantic similarity or redundant values of their elements. 

 

Data loading or data transfer from source to target is accomplished on the complete 

processes of data mapping and matching. The data loading process produces a 

summary of data loading in the form of log profile. These assertions give rise to a 

new service oriented approach in the form of MML processes that has not previously 

been explored. MML is evolving careful considerations of the data loading process 

when data is dynamic, inconsistent or when data comes from non-volatile DBMS 

data sources. There is a higher-level problem of the semantic integration of 

heterogeneous databases, which has been a subject of much attention in past decades 

[28, 40]. A service-based mapping and matching generic strategy GSCATS is 

introduced. It consolidates distinct catalogue schemas of grid federated databases to 

access information seamlessly. 

 

This research expands the integration notion of a DBMS to include the MML 

processes in TDE and EDE. In a traditional distributed environment, the methods of 

data loading and mapping mainly include set theory, data integration and data 

matching. Taking into account these shortcomings, a new kind of soft computing 

method, the basic set theory and rough set theory [39] using OGSA-DAI are 

introduced to deal with inconsistent data loading process. OGSA-DAI is designed to 

be extensible, so users can add their own additional functionalities, for example, 

MML facilitates OGSA-DAI and Grid Services (GSs) with Distributed Query 

Processing (DQP), described in section 6.5. 
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1.6 Main Contributions in Research Methodology 

This section elaborates main contributions or methods to accomplish aim and 

objectives of research. Figure 1.1 outlines the overall activities accomplished and the 

corresponding work flows which lead to the aim and objectives. 

 

Existing approaches are using methods of transformation and mapping using SQL. 

These approaches are not exploring data anomalies and inconsistencies because of 

limitation of SQL transformation. This research explored data mapping, matching and 

loading SQL record by record transformation, this helps in extracting reasons for data 

that is bounced due to data inconsistencies and anomalies. This research has main 

contribution of derivation of mapping and matching algorithms using set theory 

concepts and case study approach. It includes list of problems described in section 

1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Activities involved in building the MML-GSCATS Methodology 
 

Following are the key contributions: 

1. Analytical work using mathematical transformations (Value Correspondences) 

has been accomplished using MML Algorithms. 

2. MML Algorithms processes are derived and developed (equations 4.1, 4.3 and 

4.5). 
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3. Description of inconsistent data and MML process details are stored in log files. 

Log files store reasons of inconsistent data described in different problems as 

discussed in section 1.3. 

4. MML-GSCATS offers reliability, this includes: 

 SQL record by record cursor execution.  

 Use of an emerging grid architecture that is Virtual Organisation (VO), web 

services etc. 

 Use of intermediate storage facility Staging DBMS for processing. 

 File based data transformation using XML is appropriate for small data. This 

research resolved XML transformation using DBMS schema for large data. 

 Prototype ArabGRID Toolkit based on pseudocode of MML. 

 Validations are managed using testbeds case study and scenarios 

 Benchmarks such as execution time, least frequency errors and reliability are 

achieved with an improvement in performance of MML activity. 

 

Figure 1.1 also outlines the stages or methods involved in creating the MML-

GSCATS methodology. The first stage in the MML-GSCATS development is to set 

the criteria for its data integration and MML processes. The motivation for setting 

these criteria comes from main literatures [1, 2, 3, 11, 81]. Section 2.6 describes the 

weaknesses and limitations of existing methods. In order to design the MML-

GSCATS, the following criteria were determined: 

 

 Ease of use  

Complex models and standards are unlikely to be adopted by organisations as they 

require resources, training and effort. The structure of the MML-GSCATS should be 

flexible and easy to follow with least resources. Mostly resources and services should 

be virtually and remotely managed. 

 

 User satisfaction  
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End-users need to be satisfied with the results of the MML-GSCATS. End-users 

should be able to use the MML-GSCATS to achieve specified goals according to 

their needs and expectations without confusion or ambiguity. 

 

 Structure of the MML-GSCATS 

The aim is to examine the effectiveness of various components of the MML-

GSCATS and to verify the data inconsistency and anomalies. The overall structure of 

MML-GSCATS is based on derivation and development of algorithms, validation 

using case study approach. Grid requires algorithms to map and match a data set 

required for a target schema with a loading log profile. This includes findings of 

reliability in terms of data matching during MML processes. 

 

 

1.7 Data Inconsistencies, Anomalies and Redundancies 

Redundancy means that a matching attribute may occur in more than one data source 

segment during a search. Such type of redundancy is known as kind of anomaly. 

Schema integration uses matching to find similar structures in heterogeneous 

schemas, which are then used as integration points [11, 12]. Matching helps in 

exploring redundancies such as structure and data redundancies. For example, it may 

be possible that the same credit card number may appear in more than one federated 

database. It can even appear in more than one relation of a schema(s). In one relation 

it appears as to keep master information like personal information of a card holder. 

The same credit card number appears in some relation with status as defaulter or 

fraud. Also, such occurrences can be found with the help of the matching 

methodology using metadata discussed in section 4.3.  

 

An issue of anomalies will occur if some attribute has a certain specific meaning in 

one object. Based on its corresponding match, it may be interpreted differently in 

another schema or data source segment. For example, the size of data values of the 
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same matched attributes can be different. Similarly, for conditional scenarios of Male 

and Female, in one schema data values are ‘M’ and ‘F’ whereas in another 

corresponding schema data values could be ‘0’ and ‘1’. These data values show 

inconsistent behavior in terms of decisions. Exact match with respect to data and 

naming structure will result in redundant data. Partial match produces data anomalies 

issues. For example, using linguistic techniques, it might be possible to look at 

Employee, EmployeeName and CustName instances to conclude that EmployeeName 

is a better match candidate for an employee than CustName. 

 

1.8 Justification of MML-GSCATS Methodology with EDE 

This section summarises how the key contributions of this research contribute to the 

body of knowledge: 

 

Data mapping and loading is adopted in a traditional distributed environment with the 

concept of value correspondences between global schema and the sources using SQL 

[1, 2, 3, 8, 20]. Referring to section 1.3, data cannot load or transfer from one source 

to another if it contains inconsistencies and anomalies. Due to limitation of SQL and 

XQuery data, it is only loaded if the fetched SQL data set does not have any anomaly 

for a target source. This core drawback has been found in a TDE [1, 2, 3]. An 

algorithm for data mapping and loading in chapter 4 aims to resolve the deficiency of 

rejecting a whole set of SQL fetched data. It facilitates a filter to remove the rejected 

data with the error log of inconsistencies and anomalies, and load or transfer the 

correct data into target source. A decision can be made to resolve inconsistent data 

before transfer into the target source. This indicates explicit evidence of advancement 

over TDE. 

 

As grid emerging technologies such as OGSA-DAI, VO etc., are based on a service-

oriented architecture [4, 36, 88], using such architecture the seamless data transfer 

service provides operations for requesting transfer of data from one data source to 
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another. The traditional data mapping and loading services require the features of grid 

components where services are seamless and autonomous. As web service (WS) is 

designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction and promises to 

make available distributed access facilities, the implementation of an algorithm can 

be applicable using WS. The state-of-the-art mapping algorithm will facilitate such a 

seamless data transfer using service orchestration WS and indicates that an adopted 

algorithm is equally applicable in a grid environment. The implementation of 

mapping algorithm is being used for the first time using WS. This is explicit evidence 

of advancing the use of WS, facilitating grid technology.  

 

In a TDE, schema integration is not simply a straightforward translation between data 

definition languages. The same attribute names may appear in different distributed 

databases but with different meanings as shown in figure 4.9. Such deficiency of 

searching pattern algorithm is found in a traditional environment [11, 34]. The 

techniques have been developed in the past twenty years but those technique need to 

be generalised for an implementation and for specifying the semantics of a mapping 

produced by the match operation. Regarding section 1.6, the state-of-the-art research 

described in chapter 4 is an improved work which provides the algorithms and 

implementation of pattern search for exploring redundant data to find correct 

meaning of attributes from distributed DBMSs. Review and research shows that the 

pattern matching algorithm is applicable in TDE.  

 

The adopted approach uses the facilities of the OGSA-DAI to dynamically obtain the 

resources like heterogeneous federated DBMSs for efficient mapping and matching 

of a pattern refers to section 1.6. In grid EDE, generalized metadata catalogue is used 

to facilitate data matching pattern search activity. These resources include WSs and 

customised metadata that is a pre-requisite for an execution of match operation. The 

mapping algorithms help in extracting anomalies or errors for successful data load. 

This assures mapping and matching algorithms are facilitated in an OGSA-DAI grid 

environment. 
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1.9 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is organised as follows.  

In chapter two, the relevant literature is reviewed. The concept of data integration is 

described in detail. Background and approaches to data integration are explained. 

Different approaches of data mapping and matching are described. Summarised 

comparisons of existing approaches are also discussed. 

In chapter three, the methodologies of the research work is presented. The approach 

adopted in the research is discussed and the rationale behind choosing the research 

design is explained. This chapter also examines the particular research approaches 

and techniques used.  

In chapter four, the design of the research work is presented in the form of 

mathematical elaboration of algorithms. The approach adopted in the research is 

discussed and the rationale behind choosing the research design MML-GSCATS is 

explained. This chapter also discussed the analytical phrases of mathematical set 

theory to accomplish mapping and matching algorithms.  

In chapter five, the prototype development of the research methodology MML-

GSCATS is presented in accordance with mapping and matching algorithms. Case 

study and scenarios are discussed in different disciplines of real-world. An 

appropriate scenario is selected for an experimental analysis and software simulation. 

This chapter also discussed the design phase of high level architecture and logical 

view design.  

In chapter six, experimental software simulation is presented followed by discussion 

of the software prototype which is developed and implemented based on the case 

study and scenarios. This chapter also discussed the prototyping application 

development process and experimental infrastructure.  
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In order to evaluate and test algorithms, health care case study with scenarios is 

selected. Chapter presents the testing of the MML algorithms with experimental 

results and testbeds. Testing criteria includes time, reliability and error-frequency to 

explore data anomalies and redundancies. Data with different sizes is selected from 

remote data sources to perform mapping matching processes. This chapter also 

discussed the overall experimental achievements and limitations.  

Chapter eight concludes work, describing its limitations, and visions on the future 

work are described. 

1.10 Summary 

This chapter presents fundamentals of data integration including data mapping and 

matching concepts. The aims and objectives include basis of literature review, 

mathematical set theory, case study approach and testing/ validations. This chapter 

describes summary of each chapter of this thesis. Justification of research 

methodology is elaborated and overall thesis structure is described. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 

Literature Review 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 

Integration of data from multiple sources is become one of the major challenges and 

opportunities in corporate computing today [1]. The Literature review explores the 

integration challenge of distributed, heterogeneous data stored in various locations. 

Moreover, there is a higher chance for data inconsistencies when integrating them 

since such data sources were originally produced for a purpose other than their 

integration [7].  

 

This chapter reviews TDE and EDE and find gaps or weaknesses within these 

environments. This chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 2.2 describes how data is combined and the related concepts of data 

integration. 

 Section 2.3 describes the fundamentals of data mapping, matching and 

loading. 

 Section 2.4 presents literature review of current traditional and grid related 

approaches and methods. 

 Section 2.5 describes the comparisons of approaches and methods discussed 

in literature review. 

 Section 2.6 describes the weaknesses of existing approaches and their 

solutions. 

 Finally section 2.7 presents summary of this chapter. 
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2.2 Data Integration Concepts 

Data integration is the area of combining data residing at different sources, and 

providing the user with a unified view of this data. Such a unified view is structured 

according to a so-called global or target schema [2, 23, 40], which represents the 

elements for expressing the queries over the data integration middleware 

environment. Data is integrated from local and remote data sources [83], which are 

heterogeneous in a distributed environment. When there is a need for integrating 

them there is a high chance of inconsistencies. In any realistic scenario there is a 

unpredictable selection of many different database schemas. Often, several different 

schemas are used within a single document [9]. In the health care industry, for 

example, hospitals and doctors may use different schemas in order to describe the 

same diseases and therapies. As a result, a single electronic health record may contain 

entries with varying schemas from different hospitals and doctors. Likewise, line 

items of purchase orders may be represented using different schemas, as the result of 

customizations carried out to the order processing software for specific classes of 

products, delivery terms, or business models. 

 

Data integration is applicable in an emerging infrastructure. The grid is an emerging 

infrastructure that supports the discovery, access and use of distributed computational 

resources [88]. Its name, Grid, comes by analogy with the electrical power grid, with 

the intention that computational resources (by analogy with power generators) should 

be accessed on demand, with the location and ownership of the resources being 

orthogonal to their manner of use. In EDE, the key aim of grid data integration is to 

promote open publication and homogeneous federated access of distributed data. It 

combines a large number of distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous data sets 

which are loosely coupled, and provides a uniform mechanism to access and 

exchange them with high availability and reliability. Figure 2.1 shows a model of 

data integration, consisting of heterogeneous databases such as Oracle, My SQL, files 
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etc. This integration structure also includes traditional and grid services. Usage of 

GSCATS and a staging database identify significant improvement from TDE to EDE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Integration model of traditional and grid distributed environment 
 

Data integration causes data anomalies and inconsistencies such as data duplication, 

data mis-spelled etc. TDE methods adopt an internet model but fail to achieve  for a 

service oriented approach like a grid. The issue of data inconsistencies, anomalies and 

redundancies is most important in an emerging grid environment. To eliminate the 

discrepancies in implementations and schemas of distributed data sets, grid data 

integration accentuates their semantic relationship, and extracts common attributes 

and knowledge from them, so as to classify data into different logical domains. Then 

one can define the global uniform data schemas of each domain, and implement a 

homogeneous two-step metadata-driven access to distributed data sets in a logical 

domain. There are no formal data integration methods apart from the recently 

emerged framework OGSA-DAI. OGSA-DAI is a middleware that allows data 

resources to be accessed via web services [22, 88]. 

 
2.3 Fundamentals of Data Mapping, Matching and Loading 

The diversity of heterogeneous databases or schemas is not going to change. As the 

world becomes flattened and more interconnected due to globalization, data from 

more and more sources need to be integrated [9]. In order to integrate data from 
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diverse sources, mapping rules are required. Mapping rules relate concepts from one 

database schema to concepts of another schema. A mapping specifies how data 

instances of one data source (or source schema) correspond to data instances of 

another. Mappings are often specified in a declarative, data-independent way (for 

example, as queries or a transformation) [14]. Mapping is used to transform an 

instance of a source schema into an instance of a target schema. The source and target 

schemas may be inconsistent, so for a given source instance, there may be no target 

instance that represents the same transformation.  

 

During mapping it is necessary to identify appropriate data instances in target 

database. Such identification is managed with the help of specific matching. 

Matching helps how the set of values of a construct in source schema relate to the set 

of values of a construct in another schema. The matching process is one of searching 

for the most reasonable mapping based on the properties of the schemas, structuring 

cues that lie buried in the data. 

 

The comprehensive literature review indicates that there is a need to improve the 

MML process (section 1.5) when the data is not loaded due to data inconsistencies.  

 

2.4 A State-of-the-Art Review of Current Traditional and Grid 

related Approaches 

The literature review of this section includes research work related to data mapping, 

matching and loading in both classes TDE and EDE. 

 
2.4.1 Literature review of approaches to TDE 

One of the challenges for such facilitation is the method of data integration, which 

aims to provide seamless and flexible access to information from multiple 

autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous data sources through a query interface [2, 

15].  
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2.4.1.1 Schema mapping and integration using value correspondences 

An existing schema mapping involves the set of queries that transform the source 

data into the new structure. The focus in schema mapping is on query discovery. By 

contrast, classical schema integration (including both view integration and database 

integration) is the activity of integrating a set of schemas into a unified representation 

[1, 2, 40]. Schema integration techniques typically distinguish two key tasks: creation 

of the integrated schema and creation of the queries (mapping) between schemas. 

Creating a mapping is currently a largely manual and extremely difficult process. 

Transformation of the data is accomplished by complex programs, hand-written or 

pieced together by specialised tools (e.g., for data warehouses), and these programs 

must be carefully tuned to get reasonable performance.  

 

Clio [14, 41] is a research prototype of a schema mapping creation tool. Clio 

produces view definitions that allow applications to directly access source data using 

a middleware query engine. Clio produces the SQL for the user. These SQL queries 

produce sample data and other feedback to allow the users to understand the 

mappings. Such understanding and interaction of user with mapping is called user 

perception. However, the syntactic representation of schemas does not completely 

convey the semantics of different databases. For example, it is not possible to know 

with complete certainty from the schema and data alone whether the “Dept” relation 

in one schema has the same meaning as the “Department” relation in another. As a 

result, for both schema mapping and schema integration, it is necessarily to rely on an 

outside source to provide some meaningful information about how different schemas 

correspond. This predicts how the set of values of a construct in one source schema 

relate to the set of values of a construct in another source schema. For mapping, a 

different type of assertion is both more informative and easier to elicit from a user. 

This new type of assertion is called value correspondence as described in [1].  

 

A value correspondence is a pair, consisting of a 
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1. function defining how a value (or combination of values) from a source database 

can be used to form a value in the target, and  

2. filter, indicating which source values should be used. 

For example, a sum function can be used to indicate that a value of the salary 

attribute of the target schema is formed by the sum of basic wages and bonus from 

the source, along with the filter that selects only part time employees. It is desired to 

construct a schema mapping from a set of value correspondences by introducing the 

following suitable scenario of a single source and single target schema. 

 

Scenario 2.1: Consider the mapping of two schemas of single source and target in 

figure 2.2. Suppose a user has indicated that the values in the Professor (Sal) attribute 

should appear in Personnel (Sal) attribute. Similarly, the product of the values in the 

PayRate(HrRate) and WorksOn(Hrs) attributes should also appear in Personnel(Sal). 

The value correspondences of both mappings are represented by functions f1 and f2 

respectively. For example, assuming all filters are “True”. Then  

f1 : Professor (Sal)  Personnel (Sal),  

 f2 : PayRate(HrRate) * WorksOn(Hrs)  Personnel (Sal) 

 
These correspondences indicate how values from the sources can be combined into a 

target attribute. In this example, to produce a schema mapping a way of associating a 

specific tuple of PayRate with tuple of WorksOn must be determined. If ProjRank is 

a foreign key of PayRate, then the natural join can be performed in query q2 (figure 

2.3). This produces mapping of f1 and f2 in the form of queries q1’ and q2 

respectively. 
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Figure 2.2: Example schemas of a single source and target to be mapped 

 

The salary for personnel may be derived from professor salaries using mapping q1’. 

This ignores the salaries of students. It is better to calculate salaries for student from 

pay rates and hours together with salaries of professors using mapping q1 as shown in 

figure 2.2. Similarly, when relation Personnel contains attribute Id, Name, Addr and 

Student Name then following additional value correspondences is elaborated as 

 

f3 : Professor (Id)  Personnel (Id),  

f4 : Professor (Name)  Personnel (Name),  

f5 : Address (Addr)  Personnel (Addr),  

f6 : Student (Name)  Personnel (Name) 

 

Note that this is not the only possible mapping. Another option would be to take the 

outer-union of all relations in the source and project out attributes from source that do 

not participate in any value correspondence. This example enumerates only a few 

possible mappings that would need to be considered. The research in the context of 

the above example is closely related to the problem of finding the set of all views that 

can be used to answer a query [43]. Some studies on integration and mapping 

algorithms are found in [2, 4, 5, 14, 40], covering data integration concepts and 

transformation of data using queries (figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.3: Sample queries of a schema 
 

Similar aspects of mapping between source and target are defined in theoretical terms 

for improving integrity constraints in [2, 37]. In practice, a variety of architectures in 

terms of theory and practice have been tried out and the one that appears best suited 

to the given problem is selected. In another form of mapping research, application 

developers can write queries and update according to one specific target schema 

without being aware in which format and schema the data are actually stored. While 

the idea of mapping data to queries is general and can be applied to any data 

integration system such as peer-to-peer, it has been implemented in the context of a 

data stream management system (referring to a message as a XML document using 

XQuery processor) [9]. 

 

In Piazza [89], queries may be written on any schema and are answered using data in 

a set of networked data sources using query rewriting and mapping composition. 

Piazza uses GLAV mappings for which query answering may be not decidable. 

Piazza used a colouring algorithm in order to deal with transitivity and cyclic 

mapping rules. 

 
2.4.1.2 Data integration under constraints 

Recently, mostly driven by the need to integrate data sources on the web, much of the 

research on integration has focused on so called data integration [20, 37]. The design 
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of a data integration system is a very complex task, which requires addressing several 

issues. Here, [2] concentrates on two basic issues 

1. Specifying the mapping between the global or target schema and the sources 

2. Processing queries expressed on the target schema; global and target terms are 

interchangeable. 

A data transformation system Г is a triplet Г = (G, S, MG,S) where MG,S is a mapping 

between source (S) and target schema (G) of same or distinct database [2, 19]. S is 

interpreted for more than one source.  Under this mapping, consider a symbol C for 

relational schema that consists of 

 a relation symbol A with an associated arity, i.e., the number of arguments or 

attribute of the relation. 

 a relational database denoted by DB for a schema C is a set of relations with 

constants as atomic values, and with one relation γDB of arity n for each relation 

symbol γ of arity n in the A. γDB is the interpretation of the relation symbol γ in 

database DB such that it contains  

1. The set of tuples t that satisfying the relation γ in DB, and 

2. The set of attributes as denoted by symbol A satisfying the relation γ in DB. 

The two fundamental constraints key constraints and foreign key constraints are 

validated within DB. Using global centric approach to data integration, this 

integration scheme has shown the results of mapping in target schema under integrity 

constraints. In [2], an algorithm is formulated in terms of theoretical mapping under 

integrity constraints only. 

 

2.4.1.3 Data integration in data warehousing 

In the data warehousing approach, data from heterogeneous distributed information 

sources is gathered, mapped to a common structure and stored in a central location. In 

order to ensure that the information in the warehouse reflects the current contents of 

the individual sources, it is necessary to periodically update the warehouse. In the 

case of large repositories, this is not feasible unless the individual information 

sources support mechanisms for detecting and retrieving changes in their contents. 
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This is often an unreasonable expectation in the case of autonomous information 

sources. The warehousing approach to data integration has another important 

drawback in the case of applications such as scientific discovery in which users often 

need to analyse the same data from multiple points of view, the data warehouse relies 

on a single common ontology for all users of the system. This ontology is typically 

specified as a part of the design of the data warehouse. Each user queries the 

warehouse using a common vocabulary and a common query interface. 

 

A data warehouse is a large repository of data collected from various databases. 

Practices in relation to the data warehouse approach cover the acquisition, extraction, 

transformation and loading of the data into a centralized repository, which can then 

be queried using unified query interface. The approach further allows interactive 

analysis of multi-dimensional data of variable granularity with multi-functionalities 

such as summarization, consolidation, and aggregation [20], as well as the ability to 

represent data in multidimensional formats [21]. 

 

2.4.1.4 Client server framework 

In the client server approach, data can be accessed and shared from large number of 

clients, file servers, printers, database servers, web servers (WSs) via a network based 

environment. The client machines provide the user with the appropriate interfaces to 

utilize these servers, as well as with local processing power to run local applications. 

Client server architecture removes dependencies on hardware platforms, but these are 

still dependent on underlying application infrastructures such as .NET, J2EE etc, all 

of which have varying degrees of scalability and reliability problems [3]. A client 

may find inconsistency in job outputs and their logs. A client server environment 

faces abnormal task terminations without quick resets because it is not based on 

service based technology. Client server approach relies on a single central server for 

all users of the system. This ontology is typically specified as part of the design of the 

client server. Each user queries the server using web or GUI form interface and a 

common query interface. 
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2.4.1.5 A practical MEntAs approach to access heterogeneous databases  

Data integration is widely applied in various fields to resolve database heterogeneity 

in mostly large corporations due to diversity of database systems [3]. A database 

access interface using SQL2 queries is used to relate the data from heterogeneous 

data sources. The heterogeneity is completely hidden from the user and what the user 

perceives is a global database schema in a client server environment. In practice, one 

of the architectures the Middleware Engine Development Assistant (MEntAs) is 

introduced as a middleware system at DaimlerChrysler Research and Technology to 

address the heterogeneity problem in a client server environment. In paper [3], 

MEntAs allows users to formulate mapping as SQL queries in a homogeneous way 

against a federation of heterogeneous databases. 

Figure 2.4: The MEntAs approach towards integration of heterogeneous schemas [3] 
 

Client server architectures may be differentiated according to how the data are 

transferred and the distribution of tasks is organised. The three most important forms 

are: Page Server, Object Server and Query Server. DaimlerChrysler consider client 

server architecture of the MEntAs database access interface as being a simple but 

very effective example of query server approach. Figure 2.4 illustrates how the 

interconnection of heterogeneous databases in MEntAs works as a middleware [3]. In 

this integration, researchers had to reorganise semantic differences, redundancies, 

synonyms, and homonyms with some common points, overlapping objects, which 

could then be exploited for cross-database join operations. Therefore, in the context 
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of data modelling analysis, SQL views are defined to access data from integrated 

databases. For performance purposes, Java threads, better usage of cache, and type 3 

Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) drivers are used to execute queries in parallel. 

 
In terms of consistency monitor, a shadow mechanism is used in the generation of the 

mapping tables for schema mapping. On the implementation side, a graphical user 

interface (GUI) is provided the facility to draw Entity Relationships (ER) and 

formulating query representations for data identification purposes [13, 44]. The 

resultant factory produces sets of objects containing parts of the whole result tables of 

the SQL2 statements, giving support to the cache’s pre-fetcher [3]. This approach is 

applicable in TDEs. 

 

2.4.1.6 Data integration and data matching 

Data integration schema uses a matching to find similar structures in heterogeneous 

schemas, which are then used as integration points [11, 12]. Matching techniques are 

solutions to find correspondences automatically between schemas in order to allow 

their integration [31]. Matching helps in exploring redundancies in structure and data. 

Also, such redundant occurrences can be found with the help of the matching 

methodology discussed in section 5.2.  

 

The issue of anomalies or inconsistencies will occur if attribute has a certain specific 

meaning in one schema and based on its corresponding match, is interpreted 

differently in another schema or data source segment. For example, the size of data 

values of the same matched attributes can be different. Similarity of names or string 

can be defined, recognised and measured in various ways such as: 

 

 Equality of synonyms. For example, car  vehicle or car  automobile and make 

 brand or model 

 Similarity of names based on common substrings, edit distance, soundex (an 

encoding of names based on how words sound rather than how they are spelled) 
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etc. For example, CR_amount  Credit, ShipTo  Ship2, OrderType  

ShipmentType, representedBy  representative 

 

Despite many searching and matching algorithms, there are still problems that require 

further research, such as schema matching and accessing common or similar 

information in an integrated environment, and matching similar information in grid 

environment.  Matching of names uses a linguistic approach that helps in finding 

semantically similar schema elements. There are several other matching approaches 

explored such as SemInt (Northwestern University) [85], Learning Source 

Description (LSD Washington University) [86] and Semantic knowleEDE 

Articulation Tool (SKAT Standford University) [87]. These specify the supported 

schema types, the internal metadata representation format, the matchng tasks to be 

performed manually, and the application domain. 

 
2.4.2 Literature Review on Emerging Distributed Environment 

The following is the literature review of each of the approaches of EDE class. 

 
2.4.2.1 Emerging distributed service oriented environments 

Generally, “Data Sharing using Mapping and Matching”, “Data Integration in Data 

Warehousing”, and “Federated Databases” are implemented using client-server 

architecture. This implementation is mostly managed locally within a uniform 

organisation with limited remote distribution, homogeneous/ heterogeneous data 

sources with non-web based architecture. Traditional distributed methods adopt an 

internet model but fail to achieve a service oriented approach. 

 

The format of data that needs to be shared can be plain text, rich text, images, audio 

and video. Currently, these formats are shared in semi autonomous or unstructured 

fashion by email or ftp download, without log history. The key difference of the data 

federation approach is that decision makers can query directly the dispersed 
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heterogeneous data sources and hence, users are required to impose their own data 

semantics in relation to the requested data. 

 

2.4.2.2 Federated databases 

In case of database federation, information needed to answer a query is gathered 

directly from the data sources in response to the posted query. Hence the results are 

up-to-date with respect to the contents of the data sources the time the query is 

posted. More importantly, the database federation approach lends itself to be more 

readily adaptation to applications that require users to be able to impose their own 

ontologies on data from distributed autonomous information sources. The focus here 

is on data integration for scientific application, which requires users to be able to 

flexibly integrate data from multiple autonomous sources and adopt the database 

federation approach to information integration. 

 

In a federated database system, a set of databases distributed over a number of sites 

forms a multi-database federation, where each participant possesses full local 

autonomy [75]. The integration approach of federated databases differs 

fundamentally with that of a data warehouse, in that component databases export 

schema views rather than the actual data. 

 

The integration middleware for a federation of databases consists of two layers: 

“mediators” and “wrappers”. The wrapper module sits on top of each data source and 

converts the local data model into some common agreed data model. The mediator 

holds the integrated schema from the views exported by wrappers. The issue of 

resolving the schema heterogeneity of different databases needs to be addressed in 

much the same way as it is with a data warehousing approach. The mediator can 

implement a global metadata catalog for efficient query processing if wrappers export 

local metadata. IBM's Discoverylink products implement a mediator-wrapper based 

architecture for relation models: Enosys' XMediator uses an XML schema-based 

model for integration of federated databases [77]. 
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A federated system is ideally suited for information integration across organizational 

boundaries with maintenance of local autonomy. However, it is a major challenge to 

achieve performance of data analysis applications comparable to that of applications 

running on a data warehouse. Scalability is also a major research issue in such 

systems. There have been quite a large number of research projects on federated 

database systems such as some of them are Pegasus, UniSQL/M, myGRID [78] and 

ArrayExpress [79]. 

 

2.4.2.3 Data grid and concepts of virtual organizations 

The notion of grid computing has become popular within the research community as 

a platform for sharing geographically dispersed computing resources that are owned 

by different organizations [80]. Although the grid architecture initially focused on 

sharing computing power, there has recently been a surge of interest in the grid as 

well as WSs communities in extending the support of sharing data [54].  

 
The term data grid refers to an architecture designed to enable a geographically 

distributed community (of thousands) to perform sophisticated, computationally 

intensive analyses on Petabytes of data.  The latest studies in relation to networking 

and resource integration have resulted in the new concept of grid technologies, a term 

originally coined by Foster [80]. Grid computing has been described as “the 

infrastructure and set of protocols that enable the integrated, collaborative use of 

distributed heterogeneous resources including high-end computers, networks, 

databases, and scientific instruments owned and managed by multiple organizations, 

referred to as VOs” [80]. A VO is formed when “different organizations come 

together to share resources and collaborate in order to achieve a common goal” [80]. 

Hence, the grid concept as a paradigm has an increased focus on the interconnection 

of resources both within and across enterprises. In the first phase, scientists have 

almost exclusively used grid technologies for their own research and development 

purposes. Now however, the focus is shifting to more general application domains 
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that are closer to everyday life, such as medical, business, and engineering 

applications [81]. It is anticipated that grid technologies will facilitate intelligent 

informed decision making in a way that managers and their teams will be able to 

carry out tasks of increased complexity more effectively and efficiently in the form of 

one or many interconnected, separable or inseparable VOs [81]. Therefore, in the 

context of this research, the primary goal is to demonstrate how grid technologies and 

the VO concept can serve as the vehicle to empower intelligent systems such as 

sharing medical disease information discussed in chapter 5. 

 
The goal of OGSA-DAI is to provide a uniform service interface for data access and 

integration to databases exposed to the grid, hiding differences such as driver 

technology, data formatting techniques and delivery mechanisms [5]. The aim is that 

through OGSA-DAI, disparate, heterogeneous data sources and resources can be 

made available as services that are fully integrated with other OGSA services 

including data federation and distributed queries, for example, for data transport and 

security. Figure 2.5 illustrates the principal components within the OGSA-DAI 

architecture [22].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: OGSA-DAI component 
 
2.4.2.4 Grid services and OGSA-DAI DQP technique 

The service-based approach seems to many a good solution to the problem of 

modelling a VO as a distributed system. GSs build upon and extend the service-

oriented architecture and technologies first proposed for WSs in [36]. Figures 2.6 and 
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2.7 show the structure and services of a GS instance [32]. WSs can not be created 

dynamically and are stateless from the viewpoint of the requester.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: OGSA-DAI Service Interactions for DQP [32] 
                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Internal structure of a GS [32] 
 

The grid community has sought to address these limitations; thereby responding to 

the needs of applications in the high performance distributed computing area where 

dynamic allocation of highly shared, powerful resources is essential. Thus, the OGSA 

[40, 46] proposes interfaces for GSs that, unlike WSs, can be instantiated 

dynamically by a call to their factory and are stateful. A GS must define a grid 

service port type, and may define optional port types, such as Notification Sink 

(NSnk) and Notification Source (NSrc) illustrated in figure 2.7, as discussed in [32]. 

The standard operation for creating a GS instance is called Factory.  
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The distributed query processing can provide effective declarative support for service 

orchestration, and describes an approach to service-based DQP on the grid that, 

following [32]: 

1. support queries over grid GDS and over other services available on the grid, 

thereby combining data access with analysis; 

2. uses the facilities of the OGSA to dynamically obtain the resources necessary for 

efficient evaluation of the distributed query; 

3. adapts techniques from parallel databases to provide implicit parallelism for 

complex data-intensive requests; and 

4. uses the emerging standard for GDSs to provide consistent access to database 

metadata and to interact with databases on the grid. 

 

OGSA-DAI components are either data access components or data integration 

components. The former work gives an access to store collections of structured data 

managed by database management systems implementing standard data models. The 

latter provide facilities for combining or transforming data from multiple data access 

components in order to present some integrated or derived view of the data. The DQP 

system introduced in this technique is an example of a data integration component 

providing combined facilities. OGSA-DAI extends GSs with the XML services and 

port types in figure 2.8. 

 

 A Grid Data Service Registry (GDSR) is a facility for the publication of GDSs. 

The Services are registered with a GDSR via a registerService operation. The data 

used to describe a service for registration is generally a subset of the Service Data 

Elements (SDEs) exposed by the GDS. Registered services (and their capabilities) 

can be found using a findServiceData call. A GDSR is also capable of reporting 

registered service changes to service instances that have subscribed for this via a 

subscribe call. 
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 A Grid Data Service Factory (GDSF) is configurable to create GDS instances. A 

createService operation is passed configuration information for the requested GS 

instance. 

 The Grid Data Service (GDS) port type accepts a request (as an XML document) 

which instructs the GDS instance to interact with a database to create, retrieve, 

update or delete data (e.g., for an SQL query to be evaluated). 

 The Grid Data Transport (GDT) port type enables data transport between GDSs 

and between client processes and GDSs. It is used by the GDS to satisfy delivery 

requests and allows data to be pushed or pulled through putData and getData 

calls, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.8: Query as a GDS Request Document [32] 

 

Figure 2.8 illustrates the interaction of these services and port types in a typical 

scenario. Numbers (written inside parentheses) denote the position of an interaction 

in a sequence. Solid arrows denote invocation. Dashed ones denote instantiation. (1) 

A GDSF registers itself with one or more registries (possibly a virtual organisation 

registry) as part of its initialisation procedure. (2) A client discovers the GDSF by 

issuing a findServiceData request to the GDSR. (3) The client uses the GDSF to 
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create a GDS instance. (4) The client submits queries using the perform call in the 

GDS port type. (5) The results of the query are then delivered by the GDS instance to 

the consumer. 

 

The current OGSA-DAI software (V3.0) is layered on top of the Open Grid Service 

Infrastructure (OGSI) reference implementation released as Globus Toolkit DQP 

(V4). Both are available under open source licenses, from [www.globus.org/ogsa] 

and [www.ogsa-dai.org.uk]. Installation and configuration of OGSA DQP toolkit has 

been performed (see Appendix G) and utilised with the toolkit in chapter 6. 

 

In the experimental mode, the XML fragment in figure 2.8 shows as the backend 

information provider, for the sample query enclosed in tags <Body></Body>. WSs, 

in particular in conjunction with the resource access and management facilities of 

grid computing, show considerable promise as an infrastructure over which 

distributed applications in e-business and e-science can be developed. However, to 

date, the emphasis has been on the development of core middleware functionalities, 

such as for service description, discovery and access. Extensions to support the 

coordinated use of such services, for example using distributed transactions or 

workflow languages are still under development. This technique is still targeting file-

based data and seeking to contribute to the corpus of work on higher-level services by 

demonstrating how techniques from distributed query processing can be deployed in 

a service-based grid. 

 

2.4.2.5 Web service models 

The term WS refers to an interoperable set of platform-independent software 

applications accessible over the network. As distributed systems are transforming into 

a service-oriented architecture [22], any resource that offers some functionality over a 

wide-area network is considered a service. The WS model is an effort by W3C, 

together with some major industries, to define a set of standards for the interaction of 

services. An XML-based WS description language is used to define the service types, 
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interfaces and APIs. WSs communicate through XML messages which are carried by 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). WSs also follow a well-defined security 

model (WS-Security) for accessing and communicating with other services. This 

model is purely SOAP, HTTP and XML technology based services which is 

categorised into set of business services [49]. 

 

The primary advantages that web service-based models are designed to deliver are 

service interoperability and virtualization, easy service discovery and deployability. 

Recently, grid technologies have adopted the web-service based model to deploy 

remotely accessible services. Some database integration research projects have also 

employed WSs. The Information Integration [54] project built wrappers that export 

views, semantics and query capabilities of source databases by publishing them as 

WSs. 

Table 2.1: A summary of literature review – approaches with their domains 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This research emphasises data access and integration, supported by the OGSA-DAI 

framework. OGSA-DAI is a middleware that allows data resources to be accessed via 

WSs. WSs are software components designed to support interoperable machine to 

machine interaction over a network. SQL is also used in peer-to-pear (P2P) 
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architecture where transactions are independent of mediator. A summary of 

approaches in the literature review with specific domains is shown in table 2.1. 

 

2.5 Comparisons of Approaches and Methods of Literature Review 

For further analysis, several methods are adopted for data mapping and matching 

before data loading procedure with the same example as described in above section 

2.3. This section elaborates advantages and disadvantages of existing research. 

 

Both the “Schema Mapping and Integration using value correspondences” and “Data 

Integration under Constraints” are traditional distributed methods for data mapping. 

In these methods, SQL is used to load data after applying data mapping; no bulk of 

data is loaded if any inconsistency or anomaly of data occurs during the process of 

data loading. An ad-hoc programming technique is used to produce the log records of 

rejected data in the presence of data anomalies as described in [1, 2, 9]. Both methods 

elaborate the concept of data mapping using a single data source. These methods are 

suitable in TDE using ad-hoc programming for fixing data anomalies. It is usually the 

case that queries are not designed to measure the validity of the data prior to inclusion 

into some target database or data warehouse.  This means queries SQL and XML 

SQL queries (mappings) fail to provide a list of possible detailed reasons of 

inconsistent data used in data loading processes. This research described the 

difference between SQL schema integration, which is primarily a data load problem 

and the schema mapping using error log, fulfils objective 1. 

 

In “Data Warehousing” approach, data is stored in a central location, it is mapped to a 

designed structured and it loads on to the target database by replacing an existing 

data. Data is further analysed and mines using multi-dimensional and statistical 

methods. In this approach data mapping and matching do not handle data 

inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies. Mostly data warehousing follows a 

client server framework whereby data can be accessed and shared from a large 

number of clients and other peripherals via a local network. A client server approach 
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relies on a single central server for all users of a system. It removes dependency on 

hardware platforms, but these are still dependent on central server and web based 

systems without the concept of web services. 

 

A major difficulty in data integration is the frequent presence of data inconsistencies 

and data anomalies that is not highlighted in “Data Integration and Matching” [1, 3, 

14, 21]. This requires a number of complex reasoning tasks and/or algorithms to 

guarantee the correctness of the final loaded data as discussed in scenario 2.1. To 

resolve this problem of loading data, MML is introduced using basic set theory 

concept. It facilitates the data loading tasks with log details. In MML, staging DBMS 

provides the services such as log of errors, data load and data transformation service 

based processes.  

 

The MEntAS approach uses diverse databases in a client server environment using 

SQL queries. In this research, the data source is DBMS standard. Research on 

transforming data from file format to DBMS or relational standards has been covered 

already in many traditional research publications [24, 25, 26, 27]. In “Practical 

MEntAs Approach”, a user will choose an entity, define a projection on its column(s) 

and apply a condition if required. The user will choose another entity, define a 

projection on its column(s) and confirm execution. The user will lastly receive all the 

projection columns defined on both entities with an automatic equi-join of both 

entities. This scheme of work will become more complicated when the user attempts 

to execute a complex query with equi-joins, sub-query and possibly with other set 

operators. Multiple data source access may be requested within one SQL statement 

and the whole methodology is client-server based with relatively small data. This 

approach does not handle data mapping and loading errors and does not provide error 

services in the form of error-logs and profiles. 

 

To achieve objectives 2 and 3, algorithms of data mapping with value 

correspondences and data matching are introduced in an integrated environment [1, 
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2]. A mapping algorithm as per user perception is further extended by adding value 

correspondences and multiple data sources in terms of an error using mathematical 

functions, described in chapter 3 and 4. The main concern is related with constraints 

(unique and referential integrity) that can be handled with state-of-the-art algorithms 

such that constraint violation or inconsistent data (from sources) for any tuple or 

record can be recorded in a defined storage named an error relation. Prototype 

software simulation of objectives 4 and 5 encompass the implementation, validations 

and testing of a set of algorithms as discussed in chapters 6 and 7. 

 

Recently, to integrate data sources on the web using the concepts of WS and VO, 

much of the research on integration has focused on so called data integration TDE [1, 

37, 38]. In grid, some methodologies are adopted for specific domain and interface 

based toolkits like bioinformatics [24, 30, 31], but the existence of data 

inconsistencies is not fully explored in the VO context. As compared to traditional 

approaches, the “Data Federation” approach requires users to be able to flexibly 

integrate data from multiple autonomous resources. 

  

Finally, all this work can be leveraged to implement heterogeneous data integration 

[1, 2, 9, 89]. To the best of this researcher’s knowledge and literature review, 

however, there has not been any prior work that studies the processing of queries to 

find data inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies. This research is closely related 

to the features of VO, WS, OGSA-DAI regardless of knowing where the data is 

located, how data is structured, shared, is to be merged and matched, and reconciled 

to fit into target DBMS. In OGSA-DAI and “Grid Services and OGSA-DAI DQP” 

frameworks most emphases are on DQP and GDS standards. These frameworks do 

not incorporate the concept of mapping and value correspondences to produce log 

information of data loading. “Data grid, VOs and Emerging Computing 

Environment” facilitates integration and mapping of data using web services and 

standard framework such as OGSA-DAI. These frameworks expose grid services, 

hiding data formatting and data delivery techniques but lacks in implementation of 
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handling data mapping and loading process when data anomalies or inconsistencies 

exist.  By adding additional service GSCATS (section 6.5) as MML, the state-of-the-

art algorithms are value added in OGSA-DAI. 

 

However the work has certain limitations: 

 The mapping structure needs further optimisation after implementation of large 

volume of data. 

 A frequent presence of data inconsistencies and data incompleteness needs real 

environment to completely work around the utilisation of staging DBMS and 

GSCAT services. 

Table 2.2: Comparison of approaches and methods used in TDE and EDE 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some other consolidated systems are introduced such as decision support systems in 

which three commonly used approaches to data integration are data sharing using 

mapping and matching [55], data warehousing and database federation [75]. These 

systems are domain specific and lack in using web service architecture. 
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Furthermore, the adopted approach asserts that while grid technologies are currently 

distinct from existing major technology trends, such as internet, enterprise, 

distributed and peer-to-peer computing, these trends can benefit significantly from 

growing into the problem space addressed by grid technologies or environment. 

Although grid with market-oriented is termed as cloud computing [95]. The approach 

of data loading and matching using mapping is applicable in both existing trends and 

in grid where WS has technical importance. Being value added this approach will 

support interoperable machine to machine and heterogeneous DBMS to DBMS 

interactions. The table 2.2 indicates which part of the approach has merits or 

demerits, thereby supporting a comparison of the methods and approaches. 

 

2.6 Weaknesses of Existing Approaches and their Solutions 

Methodologies of both classes fail to support MML process completely. For example, 

“Data Warehousing” exports schema rather than the actual source data. “Data with 

Constraints” (mapping source to target) provides mapping using SQL without log 

profile of errors or data inconsistencies. 

 

This section summarises the weaknesses and limitations of existing methods as 

discussed in section 2.4.  

 
1. If any data anomaly (error) exists during data loading, none of the data is loaded 

using SQL. It means one single data anomaly and redundancy do not permit the 

loading of remaining valid data. Whether loaded data is completely loaded or not 

is uncertain because no log is produced except a standard error message of a 

particular transaction. This means queries fail to provide a list of possible detailed 

reasons of inconsistent data that are used in data transferring activities. 

2. Experimentation is performed in client-server environment rather than EDE based 

web services or grid. For example, data warehousing architectures mostly follow 

client server environment. 
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3. SQL queries are directly applied remotely and no temporary staging database is 

used for intermediate processing and data loading. 

4. Data mapping, matching and loading are not explored with emerging grid WS and 

VO using mediators and wrappers to provide common model in the form of 

XML. 

 

Following are the contributions in providing solutions of above weaknesses in the 

existing approaches and methods. 

Referring to table 2.1 and above weaknesses, existing approaches have resolved 

various issues in certain domains. For example, query language SQL is used in 

MEntAS and SQL, XQuery is used in OGSA-DAI etc. These approaches are unable 

to provide solutions to explore data anomalies and redundancy, which occurs during 

mapping and loading as shown in table 2.2. Each method or an approach emphasises 

on one issue yet lacks in others. Table 2.2 explicitly elaborates weaknesses occurring 

in both TDE and EDE. Mostly practices are focused on ad-hoc data migration 

procedures rather than on adoption of well defined methodology. Some research 

entirely focuses on exploring data integration issues in TDE such as value 

correspondences, SQL, XQuery, MEntAS etc. Another major weakness of client-

server integration of TDE approaches resolved by using federated concept of 

integration using emerging technologies OGSA-DAI, VO and WS etc. 

 

Some related issues have been discussed in various research papers but no explicit 

clear methodology and implementation have been adopted for finding data anomalies 

and redundancies using data mapping and matching. A certain part of related work 

has been introduced in [15, 22]. A practical approach is adopted to overcome 

database heterogeneity via a homogeneous, user-friendly database access interface in 

[3]. Mostly data transformations are managed using XML files for small data. This 

research uses XML transformation methodologies to handle the large quantity of data 

using temporary staging storage. Data mapping and matching algorithms are based on 

set theory (chapter 3). These algorithms use intermediate staging DBMS to keep track 
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record of data load processes and other unified DBMS services for federated 

database.  

 

The comprehensive literature review indicates interaction of staging database with 

other grid services. Existing DBMS do not have uniform and generic data mapping 

and loading utilities. Such utilities are used locally by host vendors.  This research 

introduces MML process, MML-GSCATS methodology to manage data mapping and 

matching with web services toolkit. 

 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter explores data mapping and matching in TDE and EDE. It helps in 

formulating the heterogeneous databases environment to conduct an experiment with 

multiple integrated databases and scenarios. The literature review indicates the 

requirement of algorithms for data mapping and matching as discussed for both 

traditional and grid environments. Based upon current studies, methods and 

approaches, it describes the foundations of data mapping and matching in an 

integrated environment. Comparisons of approaches with explicit weaknesses and 

their solutions are also explored. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 

Research Approach 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides descriptions of, and a rationale for: the research methodological 

approaches and empirical studies used. The main goal of this chapter is to elaborate 

existing methodologies and approaches that are useful in formulation of algorithms, 

toolkit prototyping development and experimental validations.  The chapter presents 

a summary of the current methods and it organised as follows: 

 Section 3.2 provides a detailed description of data mapping and matching 

methods. It covers basic data transformation and matching criteria. 

 Section 3.3 describes the study of mathematical data mapping with set theory 

concepts. 

 Section 3.4 describes the case study approach consists of quantitative and 

qualitative research methods. 

 Section 3.5 describes empirical studies, goal of testing and achievements. 

 Section 3.6 describes fundamentals of qualitative methods such as statistical 

exponential distributions and scheduling. 

 Section 3.7 summarises the contributions of set theory research approaches. 

 Finally, section 3.8 summarises the chapter. 

 

Data mapping and matching methodology is utilised in chapter 4 to provide the basis 

for the production of MML algorithms. In chapter 4, data mapping and matching 

algorithms are formulated on the basis of mathematical data mapping of set theory. 

UML methodology is employed to model and design prototype-development in 

chapter 5. Statistical exponential distributions and scheduling are used in chapter 7 to 
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validate and compare experimental results. Results were extracted using queries and 

other commands for analysis and validations. 

 

3.2 Data Mapping and Matching Methods 

This section describes existing research of data mapping and matching in the form of 

methods and approaches based on the most recent research papers. This provides the 

basis for developing mapping and matching algorithms. In a grid environment, a 

broad variety of data is available in distinct or diverse heterogeneous data sources, 

stored in different formats; database formats (in relational and object oriented 

models), document formats (SGML/XML), browser format (html), message format 

etc. [14]. Data sharing and data transfer are increasingly important when accessing 

multiple data sources in order to share and transfer data among them in a grid 

environment. Sharing and transfer of data can be done for different purposes such as 

integration, transformation and/ or translation of data. Data sharing is only useful if it 

is available with a particular structure or schema that can be re-used in the same or 

different format [2]. Based on these facts, it is important to establish an understanding 

of how data be used and viewed effectively. For example, data from a relational 

DBMS is used and viewed in the form of a table that is a collection of rows and 

columns. Before discussing how data is used, it is necessary to discuss how current 

research contributes to advance data mapping and matching. 

 

Mappings provide the foundation for many data transformation applications as a 

mapping specifies how data instances of one schema or structure corresponds to data 

instances of another. Mappings are often specified in a declarative and data-

dependent way (for example, as queries or view definition) [14]. Mapping in the form 

of SQL is used for data transfer or data migration. The design of a data integration 

system in terms of mapping is a very complex task, which requires addressing several 

issues. Here, [2] concentrates on two basic issues: 

3. Specifying the mapping between the global or target schema and the sources 
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4. Processing queries expressed on the target schema; global and target terms are 

interchangeable. 

A data transformation system Г is a triplet Г = (G, S, MG,S) where MG,S is a mapping 

between source (S) and target schema (G) of same or distinct database [2, 15]. S is 

interpreted for more than one source. This transformation provides the basis to 

explore a mapping algorithm in chapter 4. The mapping algorithm defines the 

transformation from multiple sources to a target data sources. 

 

Schema matching is the process of identifying that two objects are semantically 

related. Whenever data needs to be accessed, shared or transferred a transformation 

will be required. Every transformation has a certain specification such transformation 

specification is termed a mappings. For example, in the two database schemas 

DB1.Student (SSN, Name, Level, Major, Marks) and DB2.Grad-Student (ID, Name, 

Major, Grade) possible matches would be: DB1.Student  DB2.Grad-Student; 

DB1.SSN  DB2.ID etc. and possible transformations or mappings would be: 

DB1.Marks to DB2.Grades (100-95 A; 95-80 B; …). Such data matching provides 

basis of data matching algorithm in chapter 4. Data matching uses metadata structure 

to match data elements during query transformations. 

 

Currently, applying a mapping is a largely manual process and transforming data is 

accomplished by ad-hoc complex programs or by using specialised tools (e.g., for a 

data warehouse) such programs are more specific and have limited use. While the 

time required to generate and optimise these programs may be justified for data 

warehouses, it is unacceptable for e-commerce or web application [1].  

 

Creating mappings becomes a process of discovering and finding the queries or views 

that correctly transform the data to the desired schema [1]. For testing the mapping 

makes it possible to use a data source such as a DBMS which manages the data 

transformation.  
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3.3 Mathematical Data Mapping Methodology 

This section provides the summary of the basis of mathematical mapping which helps 

in the formulation of the MML algorithms in chapter 4. Data transformations in the 

form of queries are evaluated in the form of mappings using set theory. The concept 

of a function or mapping is one of the most basic ideas in every branch of 

mathematics and using [17] as the source here, and this concept helps in the 

development of algorithms. A function is a rule of correspondence that assigns to 

each element x of a certain set (called the domain of the function) one and only 

element y in another set (called the range of the function). 

 

Definition 3.1: Let X and Y be two sets such that x  X, y  Y. A function from X to 

Y is a triple (f, X, Y) where f is a relationship from X to Y satisfying  

 

(a) Dom (f) = X 

(b) if (x,y)  f and (x,z)  f then y = z 

 

Let f: X  Y be a function. If y = f(x), saying that y is the image of x under f and that 

x is a pre-image of y under f. This is show in figure 3.1, 3.2 [17]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1: Basic and simple function 
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Figure 3.2: Function of more than one values’ image 
 
 

Note: The range of a function needs not to be same as the image of the function that 

is  

Image(f) = {f(x) | x  X} 

 

Definition 3.2: Let f: X  Y be a function, and let A and B be subsets of X and Y, 

respectively. The image of A under f, which is denoted by f(A), is the set of all 

images f(x) such that X  A, or 

 

 f(A) = {f(x) | x  A} 

  

3.3.1 Types of Functions 

During a process of data mapping and matching, a correspondence needs to be 

established between data elements. Such correspondence is managed with state-of 

the-art function types to provide the basis of the relationships. There are three 

important types of functions: 

1. Injective Functions 

2. Surjective Functions 

3. Bijective Functions 

 

Injective Functions 

A function f: X  Y is said to be injective or one-to-one, provided that 
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 if  x1, x2  X 

 with  f(x1) = f(x2) 

 then  x1 = x2 

 

Figure 3.3 [17] depicts an injective function f. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.3: Injective function 
 
 
Surjective Functions 
 
A function f: X  Y is said to be surjective or onto provided that 

 if y  Y, there exists at least one x  X 

 such that f(x) = y 

This means f: X  Y is surjective  f(X) = Y 

 

Figure 3.4 [17] depicts a surjective function 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.4: Surjective function 
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Bijective Functions 

A function f: X  Y is called a bijection or said to be bijective if it is both injective 

and surjective. A bijection is also called a one-to-one correspondence, is shown in 

figure 3.5. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.5: Bijective function 
 
Example 3.1: Let X be a set. The diagonal relation Δx on X is a function from X to 

X. When we wish to stress that the relation Δx is a function, use the alternate notation 

 

 Ix: X  X 

where Ix (x) = x     x X 

  

The function Ix is called the identity function on X, shown in figure 3.6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.6: Identity function 
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3.3.2 Indexed Families of sets 

During mapping data elements belonging to various data sources and data tables, 

indexed families of sets helps in recognising the significance of data and what is 

shared between data sources. This section facilitates in managing such kinds of data 

sharing and data relationships. 

 

A set is a collection of elements that are all distinct. Roughly speaking a family is to 

be considered as a collection of not necessarily distinct objects called members. For 

example, {a, a, a} is a family with three members a, a and a. But the same family {a, 

a, a} considered as a set is just the singleton set {a} with only one element, a. 

 

Let Г be a set and assume that with each element γ of Г there is associated a set Aγ. 

The family of all such sets Aγ is called an indexed family of sets indexed by the set Г 

and is denoted by 

   {Aγ | γ  Г } 

For example, the family of sets: {1, 2}, {2, 4}, {3, 6},…, {n, 2n}, … may be 

considered as an indexed family of sets indexed by the set N of natural numbers,  

where An = {a, 2n} for each n  N. This family of sets may be denoted by  

{{n, 2n} | n  N} 

Definition 3.4: Let T be an arbitrary family of sets. The union of the sets in T, 

denoted by UaTA or UT, is the set of all elements that are in A, for some A  T that 

is 

  UATA = {x  U | x  A for some A  T} 

If the family T is indexed by the set Г, the following alternate notation may be used: 

  nUi=1 = A1 U A2 U … U An 

are often used for UγГ Aγ.  

 

Definition 3.5: Let T be an arbitrary family of sets. The intersection of sets in T, 

denoted by ∩aTA or ∩T, is the set of all elements that are in A, for all A  T. That is 
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  ∩ATA = {x  U | x  A for all A  T} 

If the family T is indexed by the set Г, the following alternate notation may be used: 

  ∩γГ Aγ = {x  U | x  Aγ for all A  Г} 

If the index set Г is finite, Г = {1, 2, …, n} for some positive integer n, then as in the 

case of union, we usually write 

  n∩i=1 or A1 ∩ A2 ∩ ….. ∩ An 

instead of ∩γГ Aγ 

 

Let a and b be any two real numbers. By an open interval (a, b) we mean the subset  

{ x  R | a < x < b} of R 

It follows that if a ≥ b then the interval (a, b) = Φ. 

 

Definition 3.6: Let X be a non-empty set. By a partition Г of X it means a set of non-

empty subsets of X such that 

If sets of attributes Ts, Tu  Г and Ts not equal to Tu, then Ts∩ Tu = Φ 

UcГ C = X. 

 

Theorem 3.1: Let f: X  Y be an injection and let {Aγ | γ  Г } be a family of 

subsets of X. 

Then 

  f(UγГ Aγ) = UγГ  f(Aγ) 

Proof: Using above definitions 3.2 and 3.4, we have 

 y  UγГ  f(Aγ)  y  f(Aγ)  γ  Г 

     ( xγ  Aγ such that y = f(xγ))  γ  Г 

Since f: X  Y is injective, all those xγ’s are the same; 

We denote this element by x0. Then we have 

 

 y  UγГ  f(Aγ)   x0  Aγ such that y = f(x0)  γ  Г 

      x0  UγГ Aγ such that y = f(x0) 
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     y   UγГ  f(Aγ) 

Therefore, 

  f(UγГ Aγ) = UγГ  f(Aγ) 

Similarly, 

f(∩γГ Aγ) = ∩γГ  f(Aγ) 

 

Theorem 3.2: Let A, B, X, and Y be sets such that A ~ X, B ~ Y. Then BA ~ YX. 

Proof: 

 Let g: A ~ B and h: B ~ Y be injections [17].  

Then define the function 

 ψ : BA  YX 

 by ψ (f ): X  Y, where ψ (f )(x) = ho fo g-1 (x)  f  BA. 

 

3.3.3 Composition of Functions 

The process of data mapping and matching consists of the correspondence of multiple 

data source and a target source. This may include direct single correspondence or 

correspondence-of-correspondences, i.e., composite correspondences. This section 

elaborates concepts of such composite correspondences in the form of functions. 

 

A function f: X  Y may be considered as a machine that takes an arbitrary object x 

of the set X, operates on it in a certain way, and transforms it into a new object f(x), 

an output of the machine. This idea is illustrated in figure 3.7. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7: Composition of function from X to Y 
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Let f: X  Y and g: Y  Z be two given functions, where the domain of the second 

function is the same as the range of the first function. Imagine these two functions as 

two machines such as a washer and a dryer. It is not necessarily to be inventors to 

imagine the possibility of combining these two machines into one new machine 

result, the washer-dryer combination that takes a dirty garment x, washes it so that it 

becomes a clean but wet garment f(x), and then dries it. The outcome is a clean and 

dry garment g(f(x)). The idea is illustrated in figure 3.8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.8: Composition of function from X to Z via Y 
 

The “combination” of the machine f: X  Y and g: Y  Z results in a new machine, 

denoted by h: X  Z, which takes an arbitrary object x in X and transforms it into the 

object h(x) = g(f(x)) in Z. The traditional notation for h is gof and 

 (gof)(x) = g(f(x)) 

The traditional name for the term “combination” is composition 

 

Definition 3.7: Let f: X  Y and g: Y  X be two functions. The combination of 

these two functions is the function 

gof: X  Z where (gof)(x) = g(f(x)) for all x  X 

gof = {(x, z)  XxZ |  y  Y such that (x, y)  f ^ (y,z)  g} 

This section elaborates the fundamentals of composition functions which will be 

utilised analytically in later chapters where correspondence of values and mapping 

are applicable. 
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3.4 A Case Study Approach 

This section elaborates why to choose a case study approach, how the case study 

approach fits in this research work and, what it aims to achieve. In a broad sense, 

empirical research is classified into qualitative or quantitative research. As [69] says, 

“Quantitative research uses data that can be represented in the form of numbers or 

that can be immediately transported into numbers. In qualitative research, data is 

represented as words and pictures rather than numbers”. In quantitative research, 

most of the data that is to be analysed is of ratio or interval level. Mostly data is in 

numeric in nature, quantitative methods provide more opportunity for data 

comparisons and statistical analysis [70]. In this research a case study is selected and 

statistical methods are used on experimental data in chapter 7. In qualitative research, 

most of the data that is to be analysed is of ordinal or nominal level. Research can be 

carried out using both quantitative and qualitative approaches. Detailed justifications 

are given in the following sub-sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: A summary of the adoption of research methods/ approaches 
 

This section describes usage of empirical studies, goal of testing and achievements. 

Empirical research is the type of research which is based on observed and measured 

phenomena that derives knowledge from experience rather than from theory [84]. 
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There are many types of empirical research, e.g. systematic literature reviews, case 

studies and prototyping exercises. This research adopts systematic literature reviews, 

case studies and scenarios as empirical studies as shown in figure 3.9. In chapter 6, 

simulated health organisations such as hospitals use real-world vendor databases each 

with different schema, adopted from the actual health care sites across Saudi Arabia 

[54, 61]. A case study of the health information system consists of hospitals in four 

cities H1, H2, H3, H4 [82]. A staging database is a locally used to integrate data from 

databases of these hospitals. These sites are using multi-vendor federated DBMSs 

such as an Oracle, MS SQL Server, MySQL etc., located in a production or 

transactional heterogeneous database. Public authorises schemas of the hospitals’ 

databases are accessible for this research work. 

 

3.4.1 A Case Study Approach Outcomes 

In quantitative research the emphasis is on the collection and analysis of numeric data 

in order to clarify or forecast phenomena of interest [71]. Quantitative methods are 

used to examine the relationships between and among variables in order to answer 

research questions or hypotheses. As [67] says, “The statistical analysis of the 

variables, under investigation, provides measures or observations for testing a 

theory”, and following [73], “Quantitative research designs are particularly useful for 

examining relationships between inputs and outputs in organisational work. They can 

provide detailed and reliable outcome data, which, in principle at least, allow 

administrators, policy makers and other stakeholders to decide whether a particular 

action was worthwhile”. 

“In quantitative studies, investigators use research questions and hypotheses to shape 

and specifically focus the purpose of the study. Research questions are interrogative 

statements or questions that the investigator seeks to answer. Hypotheses, on the 

other hand, are predictions the researcher holds about the relationship among 

variables. They are numeric estimates of population values based on data collected 

from samples. As [67] says, “Testing of hypotheses employs statistical procedures in 
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which the investigator draws inferences about the population from a study sample”. 

As [68] says, “The data for quantitative research may come from tests, rating scales, 

checklists, questionnaires or other instruments administered to "subjects" in the 

research study itself. Examples of the quantitative data would be census data, student 

achievement records, medical diagnosis data and financial or demographic data. 

Occasionally, data gathered by qualitative methods such as interviews or field notes 

may be analysed numerically, thus yielding a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative methods in the same study”. 

Case study research excels at bringing us to an understanding of a complex issue or 

object and can extend experience or add strength to what is already known through 

previous research. Case studies emphasis detailed contextual analysis of a limited 

number of events or conditions and their relationships. Researchers have used the 

case study research method for many years across a variety of disciplines. Social 

scientists, in particular, have made wide use of this qualitative research method to 

examine contemporary real-life situations and provide the basis for the application of 

ideas and extension of methods. Yin [90] defines the case study research method as 

an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly 

evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. In this research, a case 

study is selected whereby data is collected from different hospitals about medical 

information system patient diagnosis. This data is beneficial for health care experts. 

Quantitative analysis of data exhibits various natures of benchmarks such as 

performance, reliability of data mapping and loading described in chapter 7. 

3.4.2 Evaluation through Case Study Scenarios 

The case study method was used because this method is said to be influential for 

evaluation and can provide sufficient information in the real software industry 

environment [90]. The case study also produces valuable insights for problem 

solving, evaluation and strategy [91]. Many well-known case study researchers such 
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as Robert E. Stake, Helen Simons, and Robert K. Yin have written about case study 

research and suggested techniques for organizing and conducting the research 

successfully. This introduction to case study research draws upon their work and 

proposes six steps that should be used [93]:  

 Determine and define the research questions  

 Select the cases and determine data gathering and analysis techniques  

 Prepare to collect the data  

 Collect data in the field  

 Evaluate and analyse the data  

 Prepare the report  

Since the toolkit is more applicable to a real software industry environment, the case 

study research method is considered for an evaluation MML-GSCATS. Real life case 

studies scenarios were necessary because they: 

 Showed that the MML-GSCATS is suitable or will fit in the real world 

environment. 

 Highlighted areas where the MML-GSCATS needs improvement. 

 Showed the practicality and usability of the MML-GSCATS in use. 

 

3.4.3 Qualitative Research Methods 

“Qualitative research is concerned with studying objects in their natural setting. A 

qualitative research begins with accepting that there is a range of different ways of 

interpretation. It is concerned with discovering causes noticed by the subjects in the 

study, and understanding their view of the problem at hand. The subject is the person, 

which is taking part in a study in order to evaluate an object”, described in [70]. 

Understanding complex behaviours and messages is the central theme of qualitative 

research. In order to accurately reflect the behaviours and messages, qualitative 

research uses two techniques. First, to report “in the voice of the source” by using 
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actual words of the respondents. Second, to report the logic of interpretation used to 

come to a particular conclusion.  

All qualitative studies have two things in common [74], i.e. first, they focus on 

phenomena that occur in the real world; and second, they involve studying those 

phenomena in all their complexity. Qualitative research studies serve one of the 

following purposes: 

 Description: They can describe the nature of certain processes, systems, 

people and situations. 

 Interpretation: Qualitative studies enable a researcher to gain good 

understanding about the nature of a particular phenomenon, develop new 

concepts about the phenomenon and/or discover problems associated with 

those phenomena. 

 Verification & Validation: They allow a researcher to test the validity of 

certain claims and theories in the real world environment. 

 Evaluation: They provide a means to a researcher in order to judge particular 

policies and practices. 

 

The most common qualitative research methods are: case study, interview, focus 

group, and observation [70]. It is argued that interview, focus group and observation 

are data collection methods; a case study is a broader methodology which may use 

any one of those methods. A case study of medical information system is chosen and 

discussed in chapters 5, 6 and 7. In this case study scenarios are discussed with the 

exchange of data. Advance preparation assists in handling large amounts of data in a 

documented and systematic fashion. Statistical method such as exponential 

distribution is adopted for qualitative analysis, provides predictions. This research 

prepares databases of hospitals to assist with categorising, sorting, storing, and 

retrieving data for analysis. Predictions are elaborated in the form of graphs, grouping 

of data and qualitative factors such a performance and estimations.  
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3.5 Empirical Studies and Test Model 

Specific techniques include placing information into arrays, creating matrices of 

categories, creating flow charts or other displays, and tabulating frequency of events. 

This research study uses the quantitative data that has been collected to corroborate 

and support the qualitative data which is most useful for understanding the rationale 

or theory underlying relationships, described in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Data mapping, 

matching and loading algorithms testing using software simulation is meant to 

uncover findings and predictions, whether these findings and predictions resemble 

with the analytical results of algorithms discussed in chapter 4. Certain steps are 

followed to accomplish testing or experimental testbeds. Testing begins with “small 

scenario” and progresses to “large scenario”. This means early testing focuses on a 

small group of components such as in scenario 2.1 where data is mapped and loaded 

from single source tables Professor, PayRate and WorksOn into target table 

Personnel. In this “small scenario” testing 55 records are processed on a single 

database. Other results in the form of log errors, comparisons and flow of information 

are described in section 7.2.1. A series of higher-order tests is executed to uncover 

findings and predictions for consistent results. The higher-order tests are large 

scenario based with integrated components and complexity of data. Due to 

complexity of components and large volume of data a software toolkit is used in 

extracting results. 

 

The case study described in chapter 7 consists of scenarios that are tested on the basis 

of data available from site hospitals. These scenarios are actual testbeds for this 

research. There are two quantitative data sets schemas are selected from remote 

hospitals Dammam and Riyad. Experiments are performed by establishing three 

scenarios with these data sets and measuring MML process execution time. Measured 

phenomena and assessment criteria of MML algorithms in the form of performance 

are validated using data sets with scenarios. This research establishes tests using 

different data sets with different scenarios to predict consistency of results. Cross-
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scenario data sets keep this research from reaching premature conclusions by 

requiring that research activity looks at the data in many different ways. 

 

 Scenario-1 with data set 1 - S1 DS1 

 Scenario-1 with data set 2 - S1 DS2 

 Scenario-2 with data set 1 - S2 DS1 

 Scenario-2 with data set 2 - S2 DS2 

 Scenario-3 with data set 2 – S3 DS2 

 

Table 3.1: Quantitative and qualitative data elements’ briefs 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These experimental testbeds are based on three tier architecture. Scenario 3 is meant 

for experimenting on large volume of data. Data set 2 is selected for scenario 3 

because data is realistically expanded or fabricated in terms of volume. For example, 

numbers of employees can not more than 1 million. This includes detailed sequence 

diagram of the framework of MML in the form GSCAT Services. Web Application 

Server such as Jakarta-Tomcat with Java is setup using staging DBMS Oracle for an 

Elements Briefs 

Data Sources Remote hospitals H1, H2, H3, H4 

Queries or mapping Correspondence, SQL insert, update and select 

Tables Employee, Patient, PatientVisits etc. 

Columns or attributes Columns used in mapping 

Records Valid number of records, grouped error records, 

number of records processed etc. 

Error logs Error messages and their frequencies 

Toolkits Globus and ArabGRID 
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execution of toolkit developed on MML-GSCATS methodology. MML-GSCATS 

methodology is based on data mapping and matching algorithms described in chapter 

4 whereas design and prototypes are described in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Mapping 

elements correspondence is tailored in a template form in Appendix F. Based on 

research and case study evaluation, table 3.1 identifies fundamentals of quantitative 

and qualitative elements.  

 

Testing criteria includes findings and predictions from experimental results for 

example compare MML-GSCAT methodology with existing state-of-the-art methods. 

This testing includes efficiency in terms of process execution time, reliability and 

finding frequency of error logs. These testbeds of scenarios are further verified by 

comparisons and using statistical method described in section 3.6. 

 

3.6 Exponential Distribution & Scheduling 

This section elaborates selective methods of qualitative research. The following 

exponential distribution is widely used in reliability problems in chapter 7. The 

distribution has a one parameter partial distribution function in terms of time is given 

by 

 

 

 

In this case t represents transactions or time along x-axis. For reliability, the 

parameter  represents the probability per unit of transaction or time that a device or 

application process fails. This distribution is used in experimental validations to 

predict reliability issues in chapter 7. 

 

Scheduling is an important tool for manufacturing and engineering, where it can have 

a major impact on the productivity of a process. In manufacturing, the purpose of 

scheduling is to minimize the production time and costs, by telling a production 
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facility what to make, when, with which staff, and on which equipment [53]. 

Scheduling jobs are processed by a single machine in batches. A batch is a set of jobs 

processed contiguously and completed together when the processing of all jobs in the 

batch is finished. Processing of a batch requires a machine setup time common for all 

batches. Each job uses the same amount of the resource. Each setup also uses the 

same amount of the resource, which may be different from that for the jobs. 

 

Production scheduling aims to maximize the efficiency of the operation and reduces 

costs in terms of execution time. Such aims are useful in testbeds and experimental 

validations described in section 7.10. 

 

3.7 Contributions of Research Approaches 

This chapter explores different approaches and methodologies, and contributes in this 

research are as follows: 

 Section 3.2 supports the research question’s claim of background and current 

situation of data mapping and matching, and gap of data mapping study. 

 Section 3.3 supports the research question’s claim of data inconsistencies and 

anomalies using algorithms. 

 Sections 3.5, 3.6 contribute to formulate research question’s claim of data 

integration and validity extraction of data.  

 Section 3.6 supports the research question’s claims using set theory and case 

study approach for validity of meaning, matching and semantics of attributes. 

 Section 3.3 and theorems 1, 2 support in analytical solutions of data mapping and 

matching algorithms in sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.3.3. This means equations 4.1, 

4.3 and 4.5 are derived mathematically using set theory section 3.3. 

 

3.8 Summary 

This chapter has examined research methods and approaches. These methods are 

utilised to explore and derive data mapping and matching algorithms. Data mapping 
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and matching algorithms are further explored with the help of prototyping toolkit 

using case study. Experiments are performed using toolkit by considering data 

collection and case study to validate and test algorithms. This chapter develops an 

understanding that derives knowledge from experience with the help of discussed 

research methods and approaches adopted in the light of empirical studies. A 

qualitative validation claims certain factors such as execution processes, scheduling 

and reliability of processes. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 

Data Mapping and Matching 
Algorithms 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 introduces the development of the MML algorithms using mathematical set 

theory.  Algorithms are developed by analogy with how the data will be shared, 

accessed and transformed before managing data loading from source to target 

databases. 

 

This Chapter is organised as follows: 

 Section 4.2 describes the framework of mapping algorithm including the 

concept of value correspondences.  

 Section 4.3 describes an overview of data matching, matching of string 

patterns, and functionality issues of data mapping and matching. 

 Section 4.4 elaborates the framework of data matching to search string 

patterns. 

 Section 4.5 describes the data matching algorithm. 

 Granularity of data matching is described in section 4.6. 

 Finally section 4.7 presents summary of this chapter. 

 

4.2 Framework of Mapping Algorithm 

This section builds upon previous work in the area towards the production of two 

algorithms; the first relating to data mapping and the second to data matching. This 

section uses scenario 2.1 (section 2.4.1.1) and mathematical set theory (section 3.3) to 

facilitate the production of the MML algorithms. 
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4.2.1 Overview of Correspondences and Data Mapping 

Scenario 2.1 elaborates on the basis of single data source and single target data 

source. This section extends this scenario by considering two data sources as shown 

in figure 4.1. The data mapping algorithm is employed in the form of value 

correspondences by using a staging schema (DBMS). Value correspondences indicate 

the form in which a source value should appear in the target [1]. 

 
The value correspondences of mappings are represented by functions f1 and f2 

respectively. For example, assuming all filters are “True” then these functions are 

defined as 

f1 : Professor (Sal)  Personnel (Sal)   

f2 : PayRate(HrRate) * WorksOn(Hrs)  Personnel (Sal) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: A typical scenario of mapping of heterogeneous data sources – with the inclusion of a 
temporary staging schema 

 

If a data anomaly or data inconsistency exist in sources then one or more tuple’s 

values are not placed in the target attribute Personnel (Sal) as shown in figure 4.1: 

this kind of value correspondence is represented by function φ. 

 

φ : Personnel (Sal)  Personnelerr (Sal Φ, zerr)    (4.1) 
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where Φ represents the null value and zerr represents a value correspondence in terms 

of an error message defined in [16]. 

 

The correspondence shown in figure 4.1 indicates how a target attribute is associated 

with an error message attribute such that the attribute Sal  Personnelerr contains null 

value Φ. The following criteria are defined for the interpretation of equation (4.1) 

(function φ), which requires the following conditions: 

(a) Creating the relation Personnelerr that should have the same structure as with the 

Personnel. This relation does not contain any integrity or other constraints (if any 

exist). However, five additional attributes are created in Personnelerr [1] described 

in section 4.2.3. 

(b) Then calling one of those additional attribute as e, to store error message of a 

value correspondence such that zerr  e. This attribute stores log information for 

an attribute’s value (in this case attribute Sal) that cannot place a source value into 

the target attribute because of some data inconsistency. The size of e can be 

decided to be enough to store brief dynamic information. 

(c) There should be only one attribute e assigned for an error message in a relation. 

This attribute stores a message for an attribute for which a data inconsistency 

exists. The function does not map values for subsequent attributes. 

(d) As data is inconsistent for the target attribute, it means it cannot be placed in the 

target attribute and therefore a null value (Φ) is placed in it. 

 

Definition 4.1: As in [16], let e be a finite alphabet consisting of a finite set of 

characters. A string or a word over the given alphabet is a sequence of zero or more 

symbols (or characters) of the alphabet. A string x of length n is represented by an 

array x[1,n] = x1x2…..xn, where x is the i-th symbol of x (xi  e for 1≤ i ≤ n) and n = 

|x|. The set of all strings over the alphabet e (including empty string) is denoted by e*. 

String w is a substring or a factor of x if x = uwv for u, v  e* and u, v can be null or 

empty strings. Then assume w (which is a string) as the name of an attribute of a 

target table or relation. For example, if in an error attribute e the value zerr = “ORA-
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02290: check constraint [1] violated, Personnel.Sal” then substring w = 

“Personnel.Sal” will be a substring of zerr in e.  

 

Continuing from the above example, schema mapping is defined from a set of value 

correspondences. In contrast, three schemas are set up for the mapping based on the 

properties of correspondences, the properties of the schema. Now further extending 

and applying mapping in data integration system Г = (G, S, MG, S) in [2, 15], and 

considering three schemas source schema, staging or temporary schema and global 

schema. For this example, only consider a single attribute’s mapping within the same 

domain. Assuming the source schema consists of an attribute S, the staging schema 

consists of two attributes Ts and Te, and the global schema consists of attribute G as 

shown in figure 4.2. It is also noted that domain values of source S may be subset of 

multiple sources. 

 

Suppose that some value correspondences are injective indicating that the mappings 

are one-to-one and some other value correspondences are surjective as the product of 

two values from the source. This type of mapping or value correspondence is 

represented by function f. Also, assuming all filters are “True” means all domain 

values exist. In this case f can be interpreted as 

f1: S (2 * 3)  Ts (6), f 2: S (35)  Ts (35) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: The mapping functions from source to global target data source 
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These correspondences indicate how values from the source can be combined into 

target attribute Ts of staging schema. To validate the usage of staging schema, assume 

that an attribute in Ts has a maximum size of two characters. Consider 

f3: S (40 * 3)  Ts (120),  

or a source attribute may have maximum size of three characters then 

f4: S (150)  Ts (150). 

Consequently, the values defined by functions f3 and f4 cannot form values in the 

target attribute. It is conformed strictly with an assumption of [1] that the product of 

two values identifies a particular tuple and this must be validated by defining a query 

that produces a pair of values to be combined. This correspondence of tuple will be 

covered in detail later in the experiments and analysis of results. 

 

As indicated above the values from functions f3 and f4 cannot form value in target Ts 

because of size inconsistency of an attribute. Another function g is defined from Ts to 

Te such that it stores or logs error details along with value correspondence. For 

example, for a value correspondence 120, an error log err120 form an error message as 

“value error occurs to store value 120”, which is interpreted in the form of mapping 

as shown in figure 4.2. The implementation scenario of figure 4.1 is reflected in 

figures 4.3 and 4.4. In this way, it precisely differentiates which tuples are in Ts and 

which tuples are bounced for which values in Te. 

 

4.2.2 Data Mapping Algorithm 

This section describes the analytical development of mapping algorithm in addition to 

an overview of section 4.2.1. 

 

Three databases – Sources, Staging and Target – are organised for the mapping, 

based on the properties of correspondences and the properties of schemas. Source 

database DBs Di consist of number of heterogeneous data sources that is Sj; j = 1, 2, 

3, …, n. Now further extending and applying mapping in data integration system Г = 
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(G, S, MG,S) in [1, 2, 15] and section 2.3.1. MG,S is a mapping performed in mediator 

staging database as shown in figure 4.3. In figure 4.3, S1 is a public view, transformed 

from private schema tables of source database D1. Each Ti
1 table is created from S1 as 

required for transformation such that Ti
1  S1, similarly Ti

2  S2 and so on. Tg is a 

target table required by target database. For the mapping process, a copy of Tg is 

created in staging database with named as Ts. In the staging database, Te is a non-

constraint error table and is identical in structure with Ts. Assuming a virtual 

universal table Tu which would contain all transformed tuples from tables Ti
j, j=1, 2, 

…, n using virtual mapping ξk such that Tu is expected to contain the same data as Ts 

U Te. In this way, it precisely differentiates which tuples are in Ts and which tuples 

are bounced for which values in Te. Figure 4.3 consists of many heterogeneous source 

databases (DBMSs) then Ti
j  Sj; j = 1, 2, 3, ….., n and using function ξ, for each Ti

j 

there is single Ts, Tu and Te. Section 4.2.3 describes additional features for tables used 

in staging DB. 

 

Referring to definition 4.1, defining functions f’ and g as 

f’: S  Ts and 

g: Ts  Te.  

It is noted that the error log of value correspondence is placed in Te instead of Ts 

because of value error. Assuming a virtual universal table or view Tu which would 

contain all transformed tuples virtually such that Tu = Ts U Te. Then after 

transformation, the function f’ changes to f: Tu  Ts by assuming Tu is a transformed 

source in a staging target database. Functions f1 and f2 of figure 4.2 are also applied 

between Source & Staging DBs in figure 4.3. 

Consequently, defining Ts  Tu, Te  Tu and Ts ∩ Te = Φ (from definition 3.6).  
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Figure 4.3: Data transformation process of source and target databases through staging database 
 

Let C = Un≥0 f
 n (Tu – Ts), described in definition 3.5 and theorem 3.1.  

where f 0 is the identity function on Tu and, for each positive integer k.  

For each  x  Tu, f
 0 (x) = f (f k-1 (x)) and f (C) = Un≥0 f

 n+1 (Tu – Ts) = Un≥1 f
 n (Tu – Ts). 

For each z in Tu, or for each product of values z in Tu, defining 

 

 

 

Observe that Tu - Ts  C, f (C)  C. Finally, defining h by using Schroder-Bernstein 

theorem [17] as 

 h (Tu) = (Tu – C) U f (C)  

           = [Tu – Un≥0 f
 n (Tu – Ts)] U f [Un≥0 f

 n (Tu – Ts)]  

  = [Tu – Un≥0 f
 n (Tu – Ts)] U [Un≥0 f

 n+1 (Tu – Ts)] 

= [Tu – Un≥0 f
 0 (Tu – Ts) U Un≥1 f

 n (Tu – Ts)] U [Un≥1 f
 n (Tu – Ts)] 

  = [Tu – (Tu – Ts) U f (C)] U f (C) 

  = Tu U f (C) – (Tu – Ts) U f (C) 

         = Tu – (Tu – Ts) = Ts  
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This proves h(Tu) = Ts,  the main idea behind the above proof can be visualised, 

where the whole rectangle represents the set Tu as shown in figure 4.4. This statement 

represents value correspondences exist in Ts and no corresponding record is inserted 

in Te.  

Also, defining Ts = f (z) if z  Tu – Te.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Schema representation validations of h (Tu) 
 

It has been proved analytically in [17] that all value correspondences can appear in 

Ts. Similarly, value correspondences can be appeared in Te with error message, can 

define as h' (Tu) = Te when C = Un>=0 f
 n (Tu – Te).  

Also, function g generates two value correspondences in Te.  

h' (Tu) = g (z) = (Φ, zerr)     (4.2) 

Where Φ represents a null or blank value in Te for an attribute w and zerr represents an 

error message log for value correspondence z  Tu including name of attribute w. 

Consequently, z does not belong to Ts. This means no record is inserted in Ts. 

 

To complete and validate the mapping algorithm, consider the following extended 

mapping ψ of a value correspondence in figure 4.5. Then mappings are 

f: Tu  Ts and 

ψ: Ts  G.  

The data integration system Г = (G, S, MG,S), can be elaborated in the form of 

composition function ψf (definition 3.7);  Equations (4.1) and (4.2) formulates 

following equation called data mapping algorithm: 
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where, φ is same as function g. Equation (4.3) MG,S represents the data mapping 

algorithm (theorem 3.2); its schematic diagram is shown in figure 4.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: A summary of the entire schema mapping process 
 

Mapping function MG,S in figure 4.5 identifies that when data is available in Ts it will 

be inserted into a corresponding table in global schema by using SQL statement. It 

will be noted that if the data already exists in the target table of a global schema then 

it will be loaded into Ts of a staging schema. Then the application program applies an 

‘update query’ method for existing records. Finally, in this situation, it will empty the 

target objects before loading the data from Ts into it. This requires the disabling of the 

referential constraints of target objects. Once the data is loaded disabled constraints 

can be enabled. 

 

In this section the framework of value correspondences is demonstrated in the context 

of mapping between source and target data sources. An intermediate staging data 

source facilitates the data load with the help of its temporary data sets for errors and 

valid data. It has been analytically proven precisely to be a defined framework with 

the help of mapping algorithm. The mapping algorithm equation (4.3) resolved an 

issue of “all” or “not-at-all” when using SQL for data loading as of an example 

described in figure 4.1.  

 

    (4.3) 
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4.2.3 Staging Schema Architecture  

This section describes the architecture of data mapping algorithm equation (4.3). As 

defined earlier in using Cali’s methodology [2], a data integration system Г = (G, S, 

MG, S) in which mapping algorithm function MG,S contains the following relation 

standards: 

 

1. Defining the relation γ with arity n, in staging schema as 

 γ(R) =  γ(xk, yf, zn) 

 where xk, yf, zn represent keys, foreign key and non-key attributes  respectively. 

2. Defining a working relation γwrk by introducing four standard attributes as  

 γwrk =  γ(R, w1, w2, w3) 

 where w1, w2, w3 represent tuple’s active validity flag, user update flag and 

tuple’s update date/ time respectively. 

3. Defining an error relation as  

 γerr =  γ(R, w1, w2, w3, e) 

 where e is an attribute that stores error message for each tuple t. Attributes w's 

have the same meaning as explained in γwrk. This relation contains those tuples 

which it was not possible to store in working relation γwrk. 

4. Finally, defining or creating temporary source relation si of arity n. Temporary 

source relation si contains data extracted using simple queries through application 

software gateway as shown in figure 4.6. In this section, it will be discussed 

further how to migrate data from single or multiple source relation si into working 

relation γwrk using pseudocode, given in section 6.2. During data migration tuples 

contain inconsistent data. This inconsistent data is finally inserted into an error 

relation γerr. Tuples in an error relation can be subsequently inserted into working 

relation γwrk by modifying the pseudocode based upon business rules or error 

message e. 
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Figure 4.6: An architecture of a staging schema in data integration 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Data flow of loading process under the mapping algorithm 
 

The mapping algorithm of figures 4.5 is pruned from value correspondences of the 

source DBMSs into pseudocode, described in section 6.2, in the form of an extraction 

program. Data loading process steps are explained in figure 4.7. For example, SP (SP 

stands for staging program) for tables exist in the staging schema (for example 

Personnel table used in section 4.2.1). Depending upon business rules, data will be 

parsed into SP1 working tables. Data will then be placed into SP1 working tables if it 

does not already exist. Data will be updated under Compare Update for an existing 

data. For any discrepancy, Compare Update can be repeated again from an extraction 

program (pseudocode). Once data is loaded into SP1 tables, a data entry facility can 

be provided that helps the user to directly add or update missing data values in case a 

business rule could not be covered during the extraction program process. Finally, the 

data will be transferred from SP1 working tables into target data sets like tables or 

files. 
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4.3 Overview of Data Matching 

In TDE and EDE, the same or similar data values or information can be found in 

many data sets of integrated databases. Such occurrences of information lead to the 

concept of existence of data inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies. For 

example, it may be possible that the same bank credit card number may appear in 

more than one integrated or federated databases. It can even appear in more than one 

relation or table of schemas. In one relation it appears as to keep master information 

like personal information of a card holder. The same credit card number appears in 

some relation with status as defaulter or fraud. There is a need to filter out the correct 

objects (matching patterns) where required information may exist redundantly. 

Schema integration uses matching to find similar structures in heterogeneous schemas 

or databases, which are then used as integration points [12]. If there is more than one 

accessing object in distributed DBMSs then it is necessary to define matching 

patterns (words, text or sentences) to access the right objects with their properties. 

These properties may include name, description, data type, relationship types and 

auxiliary information of objects. Matching helps how the set of values of a construct 

in source schema relate to the set of values of a construct in another schema.  

 

The matching process is based on searching for the most reasonable mapping that is 

based on the properties of the schemas, structuring cues that lie buried in the data. 

This research introduces the concept of schema matching and mapping to access data 

from distributed (or federated) DBMSs in both TDEs and EDEs. Sometimes, the 

terms “schema matching and mapping” are used interchangeably because for an 

appropriate mapping there should be a valid matching of data available. A schema 

matching is defined as the process of identifying two objects that are semantically 

related while a mapping is referred as the transformations between the objects; thus 

when data is accessed it will be transformed. 
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4.3.1 Matching using Metadata 

The implementation of matching can be accomplished by using metadata or 

repository of DBMSs. There is a major conflict between metadata when integrating 

data from heterogeneous databases (multi vendor relational, object-relational 

DBMSs). Metadata definitions are interpreted in different DBMSs and cannot be 

understood by distinct vendors DBMSs.  

 

A schema is defined as a set of elements connected by some structure. A target 

database schema requires an access of certain information from many objects (or 

elements of schema) of various distinct schemas of databases with the help of 

common sources’ metadata. It is necessary to search the right element(s) and its right 

properties with the help of various matching texts or sentences using locally provided 

data dictionary metadata objects in searching schemas, as describe in the following 

sections. For example, in Oracle DBMS data dictionary or metadata 

USER_TAB_COLUMNS can be used to list all the attributes of table(s) with 

structure characteristics. In IBM DB2, the same information can be obtained from 

SYSIBM.SYSTABLES. USER_TAB_COLUMNS is only recognised in Oracle 

database whereas SYSTABLES is recognised in IBM DB2 database. This means 

metadata used in distinct databases are not generic. To overcome such non-generic 

deficiency, this research develops a uniform and generic search mechanism that will 

be applicable in an EDE of heterogeneous DBMSs whereby consolidation of uniform 

metadata definitions is required. 

 

When users access any schema of a database to find certain information or an 

existence of some elements, how can users be assured the information that is 

extracted from object is correct when such information exist on multiple source 

objects or schemas? First of all there is a need to filter out the right objects where 

required information may exist, then with the help of other matching technique one 

can find the correct information as described in [11]. 
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4.3.2 Requirements and Challenges of Data Matching  

A frequent obstacle exists in grid that the same information is interpreted in more 

than one data set when data is shared on multi vendor heterogeneous DBMSs. This 

obstacle appears in the form of data redundancies and anomalies. It is analysed how 

EDE technology can be used to solve a particular search problem - finding duplicate 

or redundant items in distributed databases [51]. In such a scenario, there is a need to 

formulate a uniform strategy that will operate effectively to share and access data or 

search string patterns seamlessly. This problem is a challenging one because it desires 

a solution that can meet the following requirements:  

 Impose few requirements on the application programmer, so that applications can 

be easily managed by a uniform strategy of integrating DBMSs 

 Applications can be easily modified (or written from scratch) to execute 

efficiently in a grid environment 

 Identify pre-requisites on the resource provider like schemas of federated DBMS, 

so that new resources such as integrations can be easily incorporated into a grid 

environment. 

 Analyse schema structure and elements level data integration mapping and 

matching  

 

There is no existing technology to enable the full satisfaction of all these four 

requirements. Distributed file systems provide convenient access to remote data, but 

require substantial technology deployment and inter-organisational cooperation (e.g., 

cross-realm authentications). Similarly, in EDE, OGSA-DAI provides a transparent 

access to remote resources using web technology, but it requires additional issues of 

mapping to analyze granularity level data redundancies and anomalies. 

 

This research describes a new approach to access remote data. The following 

strategies are addressed to accomplish objectives, such that this research: 
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 defines mechanisms that can be implemented with least specialised services at a 

participating database site. This research work achieved considerable flexibility in 

terms of our ability to support dynamic grid communities. 

 defines a mechanism to facilitate schema programmers to provide ordinary 

services of regular DBMS schema. 

 defines a mechanism that allows programmers to guide default data movement 

strategies by controlling data source selection, staging and filtering of data with 

OGSA-DAI. 

 focuses on the data management issues, namely, providing the means to manage 

and search from high volume engine data archives or data sources 

 

Experiments with the range of applications demonstrate practical utility and analysis 

of data anomalies found on multi occurrences. The following sections describe the 

nature of mechanism and implementation issues. The general flow of data mapping 

and matching strategies is 

 

Matching  Mapping (Transformation)  Loading  (success or no success) 

 

4.3.3 Matching of String Patterns 

Based upon challenges of matching and mapping review analysis that is discussed in 

the above sections, it is necessary to move towards a generic or uniform methodology 

that can help to reduce the conflict of heterogeneous representations of metadata.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Federation of integrated heterogeneous databases 
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Consider a set of heterogeneous databases (mainly DBMS with XML) that are 

integrated through a staging DBMS as shown in figure 4.8, assuming such kind of 

integration reassembles a grid architecture. At both levels of this DBMS software 

diversity – the tools and database levels – there exists the problem of communication 

between the software. The DBMSs usually do not understand or are unable to 

communicate with each other [3]. To resolve the heterogeneity problem, federated 

databases will communicate only via a staging DBMS. All heterogeneous databases 

are connected with a staging DBMSs using connectivity drivers like ODBC and 

ODBC-JDBC. Staging DBMSs provide a service to make seamless data sharing. 

Such sharable data includes data loading, data transformations, data matching and 

temporary data storage services which are further explain in the following examples. 

 

Example 4.1: A user can access authorised information from one or more databases 

as shown in figure 4.9. A web interface is provided with default connection with 

staging DBMS, a user can write any ANSI standard SQL query by choosing source 

database. Temporary buffer storage of the staging schema or DBMS will be used 

while fetching or displaying data from any of integrated databases. 

 

Example 4.2: If a user wants to load or migrate data from one or more databases into 

others, data will be read from source databases and loaded temporarily into a staging 

DBMS. It will be transformed based upon business rules using staging DBMS 

programming code (section 6.2). During transformation processing data redundancies 

and data anomalies will be generated based upon the requirement of target data 

elements and log details will be produced in the staging DBMS. The staging DBMS 

provides facility to resolve issues of data redundancies and data anomalies before 

making data available to load into target databases. Finally, transformed data can be 

exported into XML format that will be ready to load or migrate into target databases 

by using their individual XML loading utilities. 
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Example 4.3: In a database grid environment, same or similar data values or 

information can be found in many data sets of federated databases. Such occurrences 

of information lead to the concept of data redundancies and anomalies which is the 

most recent innovation of exploring redundant information in EDE such as in grid 

databases. Search is performed using queries in federated databases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Searching patterns of string element name from federated DBMSs 
 

Consider a search function f that is directed from a staging DBMS to any target 

federated database. Referring to figure 4.9 if x is a string initiated at staging database 

(X) that is searched from each integrated database (Y) then f can be mapped as 

fn: X  Yn , n = 1, 2, 3, … 

The range Y may have more than one image of x  X, i.e., more than one domain 

match exists in range Y. The possible matched values will be mapped in a staging 

database X defined by function g as 

gn: Y
n  X , n = 1, 2, 3, … 

Referring to figure 4.9, x   means no match found.  

 

To clarify granularity issue of matching as discussed above using functions f and g, 

defining a function DB, to perform a search for an element string str from schema S 

of database DB with a certain matching criteria 

 f(str) = DB(str, , )        (4.4) 

where 
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and  represents instance or domain value that needs to be searched in structure 

elements s when  = d. It represents a set of structure elements such as relation, 

attribute etc., when  = s. 

 

Let g be a function on DB which returns possible similar matched value(s). Then 

equation (4.4) turns into composition of functions as 

 str  gi (f(str), j)        (4.5) 

or str  gi (f(str), j) 

Where j represents a set of structure elements from schema S of database DB 

through which possible match of string str is found or return as an output. j =  

means no match is found. 
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Example 4.4: Consider a telephone number “8606015” that needs to be searched for 

in a number of databases. Then function f can be written as 

 f(str) = DB(“8606015”, d, {telephone number, telno, tel#, fax#, mobile#}) 

Then returned values of this function as defined in equation (4.4) would be  

str  g1( f(str),{S1.Client.telno}) such that e.g., t[S1.Client.telno] = “8606015” 

str  g1( f(str),{S2.Customer.fax#, S2.Employee.HomeTelNo}) and so on. 

Where S1, S2, …, Sn represents schemas of database DB. 

 

It is possible for several attributes to have the same domain. For example, suppose 

there is a relation Customer with attributes customer-name, customer-street and 

customer-city, and a relation Employee that includes the attribute employee-name. It 

is possible that the attributes customer-name and employee-name will have the same 

domain; the set of all person names which at the physical level is the set of all 

character strings. The domains of balance and balance-name, on the other hand, 

certainly ought to be distinct. It is perhaps less clear whether customer-name and 

branch-name have the same domain. In table 4.3, ShortDesc attribute of metadata 

relation TableDesc contains attribute names that can used anonymously or logically 

have the logically same domain. 

 

It is possible a credit card number may appear in more than one grid databases. It can 

even appear in more than one relation of a schema(s). For example, in one relation it 

appears as to keep master information. The same credit card number appears in some 

relation with status as defaulter or fraud status. Such occurrences can be found with 

the help of the above matching methodology. Furthermore, identification can be 

explored that depends upon defined granularity of a matching. A generic granularity 

can be described by including possible grid objects as performance indicators. 
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4.3.4 Functionality Issues of Data Mapping and Matching 

Mapping is used to transform an instance of a source schema into an instance of a 

target schema. The source and target schemas may be inconsistent, so for a given 

source instance, there may be no target instance that represents the same 

transformation. During mapping it is necessary to identify appropriate data instances 

in the target database. Such identification is managed with the help of specific 

matching. The criteria used to match elements of S (source) and G (global) are is 

based on heuristics that are not easily captured in a precise mathematical way that can 

guide in the implementation of Match. Thus this research is left with the practical, 

though mathematically unsatisfying, goal of producing a mapping that is consistent 

with heuristics that approximate our understanding of what users consider to be a 

good match [11]. 

 

Linguistic matching uses names and text in the form of words or sentences to find 

semantically similar schema elements. Therefore often representing a mapping as a 

similarity relation, , over the power sets of source and target schemas. Similarity of 

names can be defined, recognised and measured in various ways, some of key 

examples are: 

 

 Equality of canonical name representations using special prefix/ suffix symbols. 

For example, Client#  Client Number or ClientNo  Client Number, ProdID 

 Product Identifier 

 Equality of synonyms. For example, car  vehicle or car  automobile and make 

 brand or model 

 Similarity of names based on common substrings, edit distance, soundex (an 

encoding of names based on how they sound rather than how they are spelled) 

etc. [39]. 

 For example, CR_amount  Credit, ShipTo  Ship2, OrderType  ShipmentType, 

representedBy  representative 
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 Equality of hyponyms 

 For example, book is-a publication and article is-a publication imply book  

publication, article  publication, and book  article 

 User-provided name matches 

 For example, reportTo  supervisorId, reportTo  manager, error  bug 

 

A linguistic analysis of the comments can be associated with each schema element, 

for example, for attributes 

 

 Cust# which means customer number or identifier in one source schema and 

 CustAddress which means customer address or contact details in another source 

schema. 

 

An issue of anomalies will occur if some information like attribute has a certain 

meaning in one object, based on its corresponding match it may be interpreted 

differently in another schema or data source segment. For example, size of data 

values of same matched attributes can be different. Similarly, conditional scenarios of 

Male and Female, in one schema data values are ‘M’ and ‘F’ whereas in another 

corresponding schema data values could be ‘0’ and ‘1’. This is one type of anomaly. 

An attribute of such instances can be mapped but matching helps in indicatinghas 

such anomalies.  

 

4.4 Framework of Data Matching 

This section illustrates formalisation of data matching using concepts of mapping, 

which is based on two heterogeneous models (relational and object-oriented or 

object-relational). This section follows most of the basic nomenclature and notations 

as described a data integration context and more specifically in [2].  
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Referring to the methodology adopted in section 2.3.1 “Data integration under 

constraints” this section explores the following example to establish the basic 

scenario of matching. 

 

Example 4.5: Consider an example of source and target schema by choosing the 

triplet Г1 = (G1, S1, M1
G,S) where S is a source schema  and G is a target schema of 

some database. These are constituted by the relation symbols, as shown in figure 

4.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Scenario of source and target schemas’ elements matching 
 

Figure 4.10 depicts a schema matching by identifying how elements are semantically 

related. Underlined attributes represent primary key constraints. Define a match 

operation such that a function that takes two schemas S and G as input and returns a 

mapping between two schemas as output, called the matched result. Each mapping 

element can have a mapping expressing related elements. In this mapping, some 

value correspondences are injective, indicating that the mappings are one-to-one. 
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Some other value correspondences are surjective as the product of two values 

(attributes) from the sources or there could be a function applied on one or more 

attributes of the source schema. For example, if 

  f: S  G then for some function f1 

   f1: SoldPrice – (SoldPrice * Discount)  Sold.SPrice 

 

 or  Sold.SPrice = f1 (s) 

           = SoldPrice – (SoldPrice * Discount)  (4.6) 

 

Where instance values of attribute Discount contains percentage values that are given 

to a product at the time of sale in the source schema, whereas such kind of discount is 

not explicitly indicated in target schema instead target attribute SPrice, computed as 

mentioned in equation (4.6). 

 

Returning to figure 4.10, two schemas S and G represented a similar domain 

application but with different business scenario or local requirement of the system as 

given in equation (4.6). A mapping between S and G could contain a mapping 

element relating Client.Client# to Customer.CID with the mapping expression or 

value correspondence. 

 Customer.CID = Client.Client# 

Similarly, 

 Orders.OType = PurchaseOrder.InvoiceType 

Also, in equation (4.6) a function formula will be 

Sold.SPrice = OrdProd.SoldPrice – (OrdProd.SoldPrice * OrdProd.Discount) 

and so on, other correspondences are shown in figure 4.10. 

 

This study provides a basis of a simple mapping that exists between two schemas 

whereby correspondences are created with attributes from schemas matching objects 

or relations as shown in figure 4.11. Based upon this mapping data anomalies and 

redundancies issues will be raised that are explored in the next section. 
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On the global scale, it is expected that the amount of data flowing or data search into 

integrated grid DBMSs could be of the order of a terabyte. Any data information can 

be searched in the form of pattern matching that would be possible in two phases. In a 

quick search, a pattern will be searched initially through SCAT of staging database. 

This will generate a profile of possible searched data elements as an output to 

perform further granular searches. A detailed profile or log of a search will be 

produced as an output in the staging DBMS. Any data information can be searched in 

the form of pattern matching that would be possible into two phases. 

 Quick search: A pattern is searched initially through Staging Catalogue 

(SCAT) of staging database. It generates a profile of data output for further 

granular search. The output profile indicates the pattern is found in which 

object of the federated DBMS. 

 Granular search: Based on output details of patterns from previous step, 

pattern matching operations across the data held at federated DBMS. A 

detailed profile or log search is produced as an output in the staging DBMS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Schema layout in federated databases DBi and Staging DBMS 
 

The Pattern Matching Controller is the front-end service for pattern matching 

operations across the data held at each federated DBMS as discussed in [19]. It 

accesses all objects of each federated DBMS DBi which was searched from SCAT as 

shown in figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12: Pattern match data management architecture 
 

In the staging database, the Pattern Matching Log service includes object details 

where patterns exist and in the form shown figure 4.12. A search pattern can be a data 

value; it can be the name of some relation or an attribute. Similarly, the log service 

maintains the list of patterns that are included in the search but these are not found in 

federated DBMSs. These services can be additional building blocks of OGSA-DAI. 

 

The concept of SCAT is very similar to Universal Description Discovery and 

Integration (UDDI). UDDI is a programmatic registration and discovery of business 

entities and their WSs. It is purely SOAP, HTTP and XML technology based services 

which are categorised into a set of business services. It provides information on 

business entities called registration and service type definitions. Organisations like 

Oasis, Microsoft and HP are the founder of this architecture. Architecture of SCAT 

differs from UDDI in terms of utilising mapping and matching analysis and is not 

purely technological based. This architecture can be explored to embed it with UDDI. 

 

4.5 Data Matching Algorithm 

SCAT contains structure of relations equation (4.7) called plug-in relations. These 

plug-in relations provide similar information as standard metadata dictionaries of any 

DBMS but some auxiliary information is included to improve the effectiveness of 
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mappings. Note that plug-in relations are created by users and can be customised. 

Also, federated databases contain the same built in catalogue as the structure of 

SCAT. The concept of granularity of match is used, i.e., at element level and 

structure level [11] with the following plug-in relations.  

 

DataTable (TableName, SchemaName, Description, DateCreated) 

TableDetails (TableName, SchemaName, Serial#, Attribute, DataType, Size, 

Constraints, ShortDesc, DetailDesc)       (4.7) 

 

These relations act as an enterprise dictionary or are taxonomies of a schema. 

Underlined attributes represents unique key constraints. Plug-in relations are data 

repositories in the staging DBMS, providing description of schema elements and are 

further described in [7]. Analytical and mathematical interpretations of data mapping 

and matching algorithms are described in [7, 59]. It is noted that attributes 

Descriptions, ShortDesc and DetailDesc play an important role for the name or 

linguistic matching, and the description matching. 

 

It would be possible to indicate canonical name matching in TableDetails.ShortDesc. 

Also, more than one similarity can be used in attribute ShortDesc or in DetailDesc. 

These descriptive attributes of plug-in relations contain the possible matching 

information when mapping is performed from any target schema to search the correct 

object(s) or a table for best possible data sharing, as shown in equations (4.7) or (4.8). 

The staging DBMS SCAT will also contain the most recent replica of public schema 

segments of each federated DBMS. Such a service significantly helps to provide 

initial searched information fast before scanning an element from all federated 

DBMSs. SCAT will filter out those databases and schemas where a possible match is 

found and stored in the staging scheme catalogue equation (4.7). Initially, search is 

performed in a SCAT staging schema catalogue and possible pattern matches will be 

listed from it. This list indicates the details of each pattern as given in plug-in 
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relations equation (4.7). Based on the details, the SCAT service will perform further 

granular searches from the corresponding federated DBMSs and their schemas.  

 

In order to define the semantics of a plug-in relation concept, the following are the 

two relations required in each source DBMS. Any federated schema or SCAT 

establishes a mapping with the relations of equation (4.7), to search the correct 

schema objects such as tables or relations  for required data access. 

tDef(tn, sn, des, dc),  

tDet(tn, sn, sno, at, dt, sz, cs, sd, dd)      (4.8) 

 

where   tDef.t1[tn, sn]  tDef.t2[tn, sn], 

tDet.t1[tn,sno]  tDet.t2[tn,sno],  

tDet[tn]  tDef[tn] and  

description of each attribute of (4.8) is given in (4.7) 

Table 4.1: Table descriptions of Plug-in relations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relation Attribute Description 

tDef tn TableName 

 sn SchemaName 

 des Description 

 dc DateCreated 

tDet tn TableName 

 sn SchemaName 

 sno Serial# 

 at Attribute Name 

 dt DataType 

 sz Size 

 cs Constraints 

 sd ShortDesc 

 dd DetailDesc 
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For every attribute a in each relation  of schema C and associate three functions:  

for t  tDet, t[at] = a. 

 

On attribute a, defining functions  to find a table name such that t[tn] = (, C)  

ξ to find a schema name such that t[sn] = ξ(sn, S)  

 to find an attribute name such that t[at] = (,a)  

 to find a data type such that t[dt] = (,a)  

 to find a size such that t[sz] = (,a)  

 to find constraints such that t[cs] = concat[(,ai)] and 

for some attributes ai that are contain constraints i.e., (,ai)  . 

The attributes sd, dd will be used to store multiple names or similar meanings which 

are text details entered by the user with schema sn. Also, sno is a sequence number 

starting with 1, incremented by 1 for the same tn, denoted by i, t  tDet, for relation  

and an attribute a. 

 
t = {<tn, (, C)>, <sn, ξ(sn, S)>, <sno,i>, <at, (,a)>, <dt, (,a)>, <sz, (,a)>, <cs, 

concat[(,ai)]>, <sd, t[sd]>,  <dd, t[dd]>}    (4.9) 

 
Equation (4.9) is a final derivation known as the data matching algorithm. 

 
Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are contained in staging schema which provides initial 

search details; the SCAT service will search an attribute (at) from listed DBMS/ 

schema names (sn). It is expected that this service of the SCAT can be implemented 

by extending the metadata held in the SCAT. Since the SCAT and data catalogue will 

no longer need to be harmonised, this will improve data integrity as described in [19]. 

 
4.6 Granularity of Data Matching Algorithm 

A generic granularity can be described by including possible grid objects as 

performance indicators. For a search of single match in grid databases, a number of 
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grid databases (d) say n-items are involved each contains a number of schema objects 

(s) say m-items, each schema object may contain a number of relations or tables (t) 

say p-items and one or more attributes (a) say q-items of relation(s) will be scanned. 

Possibly, total number of objects involved in searching match would be 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.10 IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA MATCHING SCAT 

Every DBMS has features of metadata whereby a user can extract general 

information about the basic structures of database objects. Such information about 

object structure can be element names, data types and constraints, etc. For example, 

in a relational DBMS table names have their attribute with data types and constraints. 

The methods of accessing such metadata information are not generic in accessing 

heterogeneous DBMSs. Implementation of a mapping requires a generic solution of 

accessing metadata information especially when DBMSs exist in a grid environment 

or DBMSs act as federated databases. To handle such conflicts of mapping 

implementation, it is required to introduce a new approach such that each federated 

DBMS contains a schema segment whereby read privileges of other schema objects 

are granted. Creating a schema for the metadata catalogue in a staging DBMS that is 

a replica of all federated metadata catalogues is shown in figure 4.11. Such a 

metadata catalogue in staging DBMS is called as a SCAT. 

 

 

n     m     p    q 

∑  ∑  ∑ ∑  ( Adsta ) 
d=1 s=1 t=1 a=1 

 
       n    m     p  

  = ∑  ∑  ∑  (Adst1 +  Adst2 + ……………… + Adstq )          (q-items)  
       d=1 s=1 t=1 

 
        n     m    

 = ∑  ∑    (Ads11 + Ads21 + …+ Adsp1 + …………+ Ads1q + ……. + Adspq )       (pxq-items)  
        d=1 s=1 

 
     n  

 = ∑  (Ad111 + Ad211 + …+ Adm11 + ………… + Ad1pq +……. + Admpq)              (mxpxq-items)  
     d=1 
     
 = A1111 + A2111 + …+ An111 + …… + A1mpq + A2mpq + ……. + Anmpq)     (nxmxpxq-items)  
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4.7 Summary 

A mapping algorithm is formulated by using value correspondences to explore the 

schema mapping log profile for inconsistent data. The mapping algorithm 

distinguished schema mapping from the well-known problem of traditional schema 

integration, and produces the log details of data sets which are rejected due to the 

target's constraints. The matching algorithm formulates SCAT metadata that keeps 

the possible object's matching in a schema, which helps in searching information 

before scanning through federated DBMSs. The equations of algorithms are 4.1, 4.3 

and 4.5, known as the major contributions of this research. The significance of both 

mapping and matching algorithms is discussed in later chapters. Both algorithms 

significantly help in reducing the manual and ad-hoc query processing for data 

transformation [1]. These kinds of traditional manual and ad-hoc processes of 

transformation are not widely applicable in both TDE and EDE, where applications 

must evolve autonomous integration and sharing of heterogeneous data. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 

Prototype Development of MML-
GSCATS 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the prototyping of data integration in terms of MML-GSCATS 

- a modular, extensible, platform independent environment for data integration and 

data-driven knowledge acquisition from heterogeneous, distributed, autonomous 

information sources. The hypothesis here is that MML can accelerate data integration 

by enabling data sharing seamlessly. To achieve this, a prototype has been developed 

as part of the design process of MML algorithms of chapter 4. The development is 

informed via a case study that allows exploring design alternatives, testing MML 

algorithms and confirming performance prior to testbed experimentation. It is 

developed on the basis of Relational DBMS and Unified Modeling Language (UML) 

approaches whereas an experimental design of such software prototype is elaborated 

in chapter 6. 

 

This chapter presents a prototype in the form of software design and a data grid 

virtualisation layer service. This chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 5.2 describes how to adopt the case study and framework. 

 Section 5.3 describes the case study and set of scenarios. 

 Section 5.4 explains integration and elaboration of findings. 

 Section 5.5 describes the algorithms’ production and implementation using 

heath care management system. 

 Section 5.6 explains the design phase and overall high level architecture. 

 Section 5.7 describes logical view and related design issues refer to an 

Appendix E. 
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 Section 5.8 describes main elements of Entity-Relationship (ER) Diagram. 

 Section 5.9 describes sequence diagrams of logical flow. 

 Finally section 5.10 presents summary of this chapter. 

 

5.2 Adoption of the Case Study and Framework 

Data Access and virtualisation services support federated access to distributed data, 

dynamic discovery of data sources by content, dynamic migration of data and 

federated collaboration. With this in mind, the following are the main contributions: 

1. Discussion of issues and requirements of data mapping and loading arising 

from testing MML-GSCATS using health care information network in Saudi 

Arabia. 

2. Elaboration of the concepts of a service-based technology developed to 

address issues of MML such as data mapping, matching and loading. 

3. A prototype technology along with a case study developed in the 

collaboration with domain experts and practitioners. 

A service oriented web-based [49] prototype toolkit is particularly designed to depict 

how various components of MML and GSCATS concepts can be integrated. The 

OGSA-DAI approach offers the way the integration is managed, generated and 

presented according to user preference and expertise. Based on the web interface 

middleware design, the user will have additional guiding and navigational facilities to 

perform experiments. 

 

Many modern applications involve large data sizes and wide distribution. These 

applications are well suited for running on a grid, but need prototypes and 

technologies for efficient information integration and for efficient utilisation of the 

computing resources. It is decided to select a suitable case study to develop such grid 

prototype application. 
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According to [24], it seems that it has been widely recognised that one of the keys to 

service improvement in health care lies in the integration of medical information 

system. The service improvement mainly involves data access from remote data 

nodes in an integrated environment. The question is how to achieve such integration? 

Imposing traditional single client software does not appear likely to happen. The lack 

of software solutions means that solutions to integrate medical information system 

will have to use, and somehow solve, the many heterogeneous data sources that 

currently exist. Based on literature review and research in chapters 2 and 4, this 

researcher believes the grid computing paradigm has the potential to provide viable 

solutions to this problem [51]. In collaboration with medical experts in health 

information science, a prototype needs to be developed for health information grid, a 

middleware technology that supports EDE service-based architecture and inexpensive 

mediation of medical information, heterogeneous medical information sources.  

 

The Saudi Arabian government emphasised the importance of information 

technology in health care institutes/ hospitals and their mutual knowledge sharing. In 

a news article, Junnarkar writes “Hospitals and physicians have long been on the 

technological cutting edge when it comes to medical procedures and lab research. Yet 

by comparison, they have been glaringly remiss in regard to information technology: 

It’s not unusual for supermarkets to have more advanced infrastructures than 

hospitals” [64]. 

 

The benefits of medical information integration are frequently pointed out, but 

disagreement exists on how such integration can be achieved. Which architecture 

software and technology provides necessary flexibility, scalability and 

maintainability to integrate the various pre-existing and asynchronously evolving 

medical databases. Rector described ten reasons why widespread clinical 

terminologies are hard to design and implement, and the reasons include the 

enormous increases in scale and complexity that would arise from such terminologies 

and the ‘clinical pragmatics’–practical data entry, presentation and retrieval for 
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clinical tasks–must be taken into account, so that the intrinsic differences between the 

needs of users and the needs of both software and technology running the software 

are addressed [53]. Many private and public organisations have developed software 

applications to particular applications contexts. Such applications somehow or the 

other lack the scalability and maintainability needed to become a backbone 

infrastructure for integrated environment [24, 25, 31, 78, 79].  

 

The challenge of nation-wide integration of electronic health records is, of course, not 

merely of technical nature but also involves important questions on how to map and 

match medical data. This research includes investigation these information 

integration problems in a collaborative project between the King Fahd University of 

Petroleum and Minerals’ (KFUPM) Departments of Computer Science and Hospitals 

under Ministry of Health Information Science. 

 

5.3 Case Study and Scenarios 

In this section, three scenarios are presented, two of which are based on synthetic and 

one on real-world data sets. These scenarios are as follows. 

 

5.3.1 Health Care Information System 

To understand the strength of such transparent access, consider a countrywide grid of 

hospital information systems, containing patient records such as hospital visits, 

medication history, doctor reports, x-rays, symptoms history, genetic information, 

etc. Such a grid could enable a variety of useful tasks. A few requirements emerged 

from interviews with medical practitioners. 

 

Personal Health Digest: A patient forms an integrated view of his medical records 

scattered across various hospitals. An insurance agency could use such restricted 

accessed views to estimate policy risks and decide on premiums. 
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Patient's personal information and diagnosis details such as medical history, surgical 

history and allergies etc. are recorded in different contexts in various hospitals and 

medical centres. A challenge is how to consolidate such dispersed data in one 

location for analysis. The accomplishment of such challenging task will help other 

institutes such as insurance agency. This includes privacy of data and security issues. 

 

Human Resource and Data Consolidation: KFUPM Human Resource (HR) 

department in Dhahran acquires data from integrated hospitals for employees who are 

working in both hospitals Dhahran and KFUPM. There are some staff such as nurses, 

who work on an hourly basis in both hospitals simultaneously. A central HR 

department has to update personal information of all employees and arrange to pay 

the salary of employees. This can be especially helpful for HR in providing summary 

reports of employees to the Ministry of Health annually. Therefore, the HR 

department needs data from these hospitals on monthly and yearly bases. 

 

Computer Aided Diagnostics: A doctor compares a given patient’s symptoms with 

that of other patients in the country, to diagnose diseases. This can be especially 

helpful for diseases that are uncommon in that region and therefore unfamiliar to the 

doctor. 

 

Pharmacogenetics: A researcher studies patients with common characteristics to 

study the efficiency of various treatments on classes of people. The analysis is 

computationally intensive, but the data and computation are dynamically distributed 

among multiple nodes on a grid. 

 

Progress Comparison: A patient compares his/ her progress on particular symptoms 

with that of other similar patients, to evaluate his/ her doctor and hospital. 

 

Search for a specific symptom: A doctor may want to find records of all patients in 

a specific age group, having a specific symptom. The doctor does not know which 
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hospitals have such patients, and his query mentions only “Patients”, a logical domain 

spanning various hospitals. 

 

Direct Marketing: A pharmaceutical company tries to access names and addresses 

of patients who are taking a certain medication, so that it can send them a coupon for 

its alternative drug. An authorisation service automatically checks if the patients have 

“opted in” to this service, and denies access to records of those who have not. Such 

challenging task helps to access unique information of a patient within a minimum 

processing time. Other challenges include privacy of data and security issues. 

 

The challenge in performing these tasks is that hospital information systems are 

distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomously administered. Patient information is 

independently entered at different hospitals, whereby this bears responsibility for the 

security and privacy of data. The goal of grid data services is to tackle these 

challenges and present a unified view of this data, so as to enable similar tasks 

discussed above. It is desired to use this hospital grid as a running example for 

experimentations and validations. 

 

5.3.2 Banking Information System 

Consider a countrywide grid of financial information systems, containing financial, 

business and customer transactions such as accounting, payroll, procurement, stock 

exchanges, and lending etc. Such a grid could enable a variety of useful tasks. Here is 

an outline of a few scenarios.  

   

Credit History: A financial transaction forms an integrated view of credit records 

scattered across various banks or financial institutions. Any financial organisation 

could use such view to estimate financial status and decide further credits.  

 

Financial Status: A financial institute or bank compares assets and capital of some 

organisation with that of other institutes in the country or around the world. This 
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helps in analysing financial credibility. This can be especially helpful for financial 

portfolios that are uncommon in that region.  

 

5.3.3 Black & Decker Information System 

In North America, Black & Decker Business Company has many business 

collaborations with various international retail super stores. These Joint super stores 

are Wal-Mart, Zellers, Sears, Reno etc. Black & Decker is selling its products to these 

stores. In return, its management wants sale and purchase reports on weekly, monthly 

and yearly basis. Transaction data is dynamic in all collaborated stores changing all 

the time. A certain data is collected from these stores in the form of queries by Black 

& Decker management. How up-to-date information from these integrated stores 

made available for Black & Decker’s management? A number of queries or reports 

would be as follows:  

 

Sales Report: List of point-of-sale sold items with their prices and variance in each 

store.  

 

Sales and Payables: Total sale of supplied items in each store. How much payable 

amount of stores for which items that are not yet sold?  

 

Warehousing Reports: Weekly and monthly reports are normally required after the 

loading of data from collaborated stores. These reports can provide status of stock 

items, sale status and refund details etc.  

 

5.3.4 Selection of Case Study SAHCIS 

In above section three case studies have been presented. To provide more certainty in 

this evaluation, a case study was conducted over four different hospitals. Hospitals 

were selected for case study because they provided particularly rich descriptions of 

their patients, staff activities and agreed to release the case studies results. These 
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hospitals were identified through the requirements of data integration of their data. 

Medical practitioners need data that is shared in all four hospitals. Hospital 

administrations agreed to give access to limited data for research purposes. It was 

decided to encrypt data before sharing, extracting and loading. Therefore a case study 

of Health Care Information System named as Saudi Arabian Health Care Information 

System (SAHCIS) is selected to elaborate its various components. An infrastructure 

is available in the city where mostly traditional computational practices are adopted 

with four hospitals. The Ministry of Health is planning to improve an existing 

infrastructure. This motivates to select SAHCIS for testing research work. 

 

The state of electronic information integration in health care lags far behind other 

business domains such as banking, insurance, and electronic commerce [64]. There 

are various local and central government initiatives with similar goals intended where 

different approaches have been taken. Some of these initiatives have shown benefits 

in one context while others have failed. Still, to date, there seems to be no well-

defined solutions of health information are gathered. In this section, an attempt to be 

gathered key requirements and challenges of health information system. These 

requirements focus mainly on data sharing aspects and have been elicited in various 

conversations with domain experts form medical organisations, academia and 

government ministry of health agencies. 

 

5.4 Integration and Elaboration of Findings 

This section further elaborates earlier literature review and the case studies presented 

above. In particular, MML-GSCAT algorithms have been evolved based on literature 

review of data mapping and matching described in chapters 2, 3 and 4.  

 

Current approaches are useful if data is made compatible with target schema before 

performing transfer. These approaches fail to explore the existence of data 

inconsistencies and anomalies between source and target data sources. This means 
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data cannot load if such data inconsistencies and anomalies are found. MML 

framework evolves the log profile of entire process of data loading. The log results 

help the user to clearly validate the data load process. It shows exactly which records 

are loaded and which records are failed to load (bounced data) by showing associated 

data inconsistencies and anomalies. For bounced data, the reason in the form of error 

associated with each record can be found from designated error table of staging 

DBMS.  These assertions lead to the need for the production of a service oriented 

approach encompassing data mapping, matching and loading processes that has not 

previously been explored. 

 

An algorithm of mapping is developed under the MML process. The data mapping 

algorithm is employed in the form of value correspondences by using a staging 

DBMS as explained in sections 2.1 and 5.1. Value correspondences are indicating the 

form how a source value should appear in the target schema [1]. 

 

Matching is an operation that takes as input (e.g., database schemas, files) and returns 

the semantic similarity or redundant values of their elements. An outcome of 

matching algorithm is to generate list of redundant values with their log profiles. Log 

profile produces summary contains source name of values, number of occurrences 

etc. Matching algorithm introduces GSCAT plug-in relations or catalogue to perform 

quick and efficient search from integrated heterogeneous data sources. Thus mapping 

and matching algorithms are discussed in chapter 4. 

 

Literature review indicates that implementation of algorithms is necessary to integrate 

findings of algorithms and case study. There is a need to describe design in a clear & 

concise way, that’s easy to understand. A UML is adopted to design and consolidate 

the requirements and functional aspects of software simulation and implementation. 

The UML is a suitable modeling to define requirements for, and design business 

solutions to, the ever-growing spatial data environment. 
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But the reasons for moving to UML are important. First, it facilitates the integration 

of models such as utilising components of algorithms in terms of case study. Second, 

UML model will help to stabilise content, prevent ambiguous features and attributes 

compounding data sharing.  

 

5.5 Algorithms Production for the Heath Care Management System 

An infrastructure needs to be developed that integrates or implements the findings of 

MML-GSCAT algorithms with the case study. In this chapter, a case study Heath 

Care Management System software prototype is chosen to implement these 

algorithms. This helps in test and validates algorithms using data of case study. There 

is no solid justification that indicates the developed algorithms are enough to reflect 

the findings of literature review. 

 

It is believed that the grid computing paradigm has the potential to provide viable 

solutions to implement MML-GSCAT algorithms. In collaboration, with researchers 

in Health Information Science and practitioners in Health Care, a prototype has been 

developed for Health Information Grid, a prototype that supports heterogeneous 

medical information sources. Most of the literature review findings are implemented 

in a traditional distributed environment studied in literature review (section 2.4.1). It 

is necessary to implement algorithms with current state-of-the-art grid environment 

such as OGSA-DAI (DQP).  

 

5.5.1 Experimental Testing using a Simulation Testbed 

With the development of a mapping technique, testing will aim to compare the 

accuracy of the refined algorithms with the current methods of data integration in 

traditional and grid environments. Testing will include how effective and 

understandable the model or algorithms are. 
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Performance issues using statistical analysis tests on large data sets are carried out to 

explore the efficiency and effectiveness of the overall accomplishments. 

Effectiveness of results will be based on qualitative and quantitative data. It is also 

expected that attempts will be made to integrate MML-GSCATS with installed 

Globus Toolkit OGSA-DAI (DQP). Mainly parameters like volume of data, GSCATS 

grid distribution of jobs on remote multiple servers and granularity of a matching are 

used to examine performance. Performance will be further evaluated with the 

comparisons of methods and scenarios. 

 
5.6 Design Phase 

5.6.1 High Level Architecture 

Figure 5.1 shows the high level interaction among the main components of the 

SAHCIS GSCAT system.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: High level interaction among main components 
 

There are dedicated servers located on hospital nodes to provide their data. One node 

server serves as a shared server to perform parallel executions while the staging 

server is engaged. The application program interfaces for this system are as follows: 
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 Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Administration tasks for this system (using 

VB or .Net) 

 Web Based Internet (J2EE application server with Tomcat Apache web server) 

 

Following the success of the Java platform, the term application server often refers to a 

J2EE application server. The chosen language for these big operations is Java. The web 

modules are servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP) and the business logic is built into 

Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) and the Java 2 Platform, Java to Enterprise Edition (J2EE) 

provides standards for containing the web components. Tomcat from Apache will be 

considered as a typical web server to put these modules into a package on a server 

connected with a staging database. Tomcat organization provides the code freely and 

openly (open source). 

 

JSP is a way to create HTML pages by embedding the server logic within the page by 

using reference so as not to clutter it. HTML coders and Java programmers can work side 

by side by referencing each other's code within their own. JavaBeans are the independent 

class components of the Java2 architecture from Sun Microsystems. 

 

The term application server has also been applied to various non-J2EE and non-Java 

offerings. For example, with the rising popularity of .NET, Microsoft can claim to deliver 

an application server. There are also other open source and commercial applications from 

vendors. Contrary to prior versions of this entry, Microsoft's Windows Communication 

Foundation is not an application server, but rather a framework for communication, 

middleware. 
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Figure 5.2: Staging database and application software network 
 

OGSA-DAI includes functionality to federate multiple homogeneous relational data 

resources such that users can access them through a single data service resource. In 

theory users should be unaware that they are using a federation rather than a single 

data resource. 

  

5.6.2 Experimental Integration of GSCAT with OGSA-DAI (DQP) 

Consider the scenario where a number of institutions (hospitals or sites such as H1, 

H2, H3 etc) are collaborating on a project. Each institution stores their data in a local 

database and these databases all have the same schema. Some applications wish to 

treat all of these databases as a single large read-only database. Additionally these 

applications should continue to operate even if one or more of the databases are 

down. In this situation the applications are happy to operate without the data from the 

databases that are down.  

 

The OGSA-DAI SQL multiple data resource accessor and associated activities are 

ideal for this scenario. This data resource accessor is configured with a number of 

OGSA-DAI data service resources either locally or remotely that is to be federated by 

the resource. When the query activity that works with this data resource accessor 

receives a SQL query it sends the query to each of the federated resources and merges 

the results of those that reply before sending the merged results back to the client [4]. 

A query can be submitted to GSCAT system (figure 5.2). Response of query can be 

directed from GSCAT and OGSA-DAI. This is shown in figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.3: Interaction of GSCAT and OGSA-DAI (DQP) 
 

5.6.3 Overall Experimental Achievements (Testbeds) 

The basic experimental testbeds achievements are: 

1. A detailed sequence diagram of the framework of MML in the form of GSCAT 

Services 

2. Web Application Server installation Jakarta-Tomcat-5.0.28, Java (1.4.2_18). 

3. Staging DBMS (testing on large data in terabytes, log of errors, data load and data 

transformation processes). 

4. Data is stored in heterogeneous data sources 

one DBMS Oracle is located locally on ics-eahmed-server,  

second MS SQL DBMS locally on ccse-server  Dhahran 

third Oracle is located in city Dammam-server 

fourth MySQL, Oracle DBMS is located in city Riyad-server 

staging DBMS is located locally on ics-eahmed-server Dhahran 
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5.6.4 Adoption of WSs and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 

A grid-based integrated prototype system for data loading and matching is 

implemented, incorporating all the experimental work. Following are the OGSA-DAI 

key compliances for the experimental stages of prototype development: 

 

1. Accessing resources (like data access, data loading using GSCAT Services etc.) 

2. Authentications and authorizations 

3. Scalability and performances 

4. Web services accomplishments: 

Stored Procedure in the form of PL/SQL and Java classes 

SQL is utilised for accessing and transferring data 

XML is utlised for data integration connections (for example, figure 14) 

XQuery is utilised for making data available on-demand in the form of XML 

 

5.7 Logical View and Design Specifications 

Classes directly in the logical view are generic abstract classes intended to be a sub 

classed for generic annotation and for attributes to be used as identifiers for instances 

of a class. A general logical view diagram is shown in Appendix figure H-1. The 

annotation packages and their interactions are shown in Appendix figures H-5 and H-

6. A brief description of all elements of diagrams is shown in Appendix D. 

 

5.7.1 Identifiable Hierarchy 

Abstract class that allows subclasses to inherit the association to Description, for 

detailed annotations such as mapping and database references, the association to 

Audit, for tracking changes, and the association to Security for indicating permissions 

(see Appendix figure H-3). User contact information is stored who creates 

experiments and experiment factors. 
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5.7.2 Describable Hierarchy 

An Identifiable class is one that has an unambiguous reference within the scope. 

Audit and experimental design information are managed under Describable class. A 

designed describable hierarchy is shown in Appendix figure H-2. 

 

5.7.3 Extendable 

Abstract class specifies for subclasses an association to NameValueTypes. These can 

be used, for instance, to specify proprietary properties and in-house processing hints 

as shown in Appendix figure H-4. For details of other link classes refer to appendix 

E. 

 

5.7.4 Main Packages & Annotation Packages  

Using UML concepts, design is organized in the form of packages such as HighLevel 

Analysis, Experiment, StagingData and Protocol etc. Their interactions are shown in 

Appendix figure H-5, and Audit Security, BQS, Description and Common in 

Appendix figure H-6. 
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5.7.5 Design Specifications 

This section elaborates design specifications of diagrams, shown in Appendices. 

Design Description Referring to 

PROTOTYPE DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

LOGICAL VIEW OF DATA MAPPING 

It describes the process of data mapping from heterogeneous data 

sources.  This includes information on how mapping is 

performed. What are the key attributes of objects or classes are 

used during mapping?  

LOGICAL VIEW OF DATA MATCHING 

The classes in this package describe how a data matching is 

performed from integrated data sources.  A set of relational tables 

in the form of metadata are used to store key information of data. 

In this logical view the attributes of relational model are used to 

store generic description of various objects or text data. 

LOGICAL VIEW OF DATA LOADING 

This package performed loading or transfer of such data which is 

matched and mapped. Mainly classes in the package establish 

connection with databases and managing information of data 

sources, and target. Data loading is performed in transforming the 

data into recognized format such as XML, Relational or CSV 

formats. It provides a relatively immutable class, Protocol. This 

describes generic loading procedures or analysis algorithm, for 

example, and an instance class, WRJData, which can describe the 

actual application of a protocol. 

 

 

Appendix E-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix E-3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix E-4 

 

HIGH LEVEL DESIGN ANALYSIS 

It describes the results of performing analysis on the result of the 

mapping from an Experiment. 

 
Appendix E-1, 2 
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AUDIT AND SECURITY 

It specifies classes that allow tracking of changes and information 

on user permissions to view the data and annotation.  

LOGICAL VIEW OF AN EXPERIMENT 

It represents the container for a hierarchical grouping of data 

mapping and matching.  A session is opened when new 

experiment is setup. Experiment design inherits relevant 

Description and some ExperimentalFactors. 

 

 

Appendix E-5 

 

LOGICAL VIEW OF DESCRIPTION 

The classes in this package allow a variety of references to third 

party annotation and direct annotation by the experimenter. This 

package contains generic information of sink components such as 

descriptions of remote database, export identifiers and new 

database entries etc. 

 

 

Appendix E-6, 7 
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ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS 

Activity diagrams are a technique to describe procedural logic, 

business process, and work flow. In many ways, they play a role 

similar to flowcharts, but the principal difference between them 

and flowchart notation is that they support parallel behaviour. 

E-8 and E-9 show the following process flows: 

5.10 Data provider submits data to one of integrated databases. 

5.11 Assign metadata to be stored in metadata registry. 

5.12 Receive a final confirmation of this activity 

E-10 shows the following process flows: 

a. Data consumer registers his/ her request to perform search 

from federated databases 

b. Perform search on metadata storage. 

c. Perform matching using GSCAT metadata. 

d. Establish connection or export of data. 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix E-8, 9, 10 

 

RELATIONAL DATABASE SCHEMAS DESIGN 

The system has a very huge database repository. There are 68 

tables, database server procedures and views that are interacting 

together in a staging schema. Here, schemas of some tables 

(including those tables which are shown in the UML diagram) are 

provided. 

Appendix E-11 

 

 
Prototyping development design specification is based on object-oriented architecture 

whereas back end database design is relational. Hosting XML information on 

relational back ends, a mapping has to be established between the schemas of the 

information source and the target storage repositories. A rich body of recent literature 

exists for mapping isolated components of XML schema to their relational 

counterparts, especially with regards to table configurations [94]. The following 

section shows relational schema design for front end prototype model. 
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5.8 The ER-Diagram 

The detailed ER-diagram of this project is too large to fit on a single page. The main 

staging schema tables are shown in Appendix figure I-1. However, an ER diagram 

can be executed partially for specific perspectives. Table structure details are given in 

Appendix E. Figure 5.4 shows the enhanced ER-diagram of the experimental types 

combo box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Enhanced ER Diagram of experimental type 
 

5.9 Sequence Diagrams 

A sequence diagram shows object interactions arranged in time sequence. It depicts 

the objects and classes involved in the scenario and the sequence of messages 

exchanged between the objects needed to carry out the functionalities of the scenario.  

 

Sequence diagrams for data access and matching are shown in Appendix figures I-2, 

I-3 and I-4. An Appendix figure I-3 describes that the user logging in to perform an 

experiment. SecurityLogon verifies the login status from staging DBSelection. It 

displays login details such as userid, password and security group. Otherwise, the 

user can create a login profile by choosing the create user option. The user can select 
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a database from DBSelection to access data using SQL. Query executes with log 

profile of userid, database and security group. 

 

In Appendix figure I-4, a session is created to establish instance database connection. 

A web page is initiated by class downloadWebPage on the application server. It 

creates a connection with the database with confirmation. Query response initiates for 

the submitted query and the web page is executed/ refreshed with query execution. 

Finally, the session of the database connection closed. 

 

5.10 Summary 

This chapter presents system software design and framework of software simulations. 

An experimental setup is arranged to fulfil the requirements of case study scenarios. 

A medical system infrastructure is available that runs on traditional architecture. 

Logical flows, activity diagrams, ER-diagram and sequence diagrams are part of an 

overall design. Finally, this chapter explores several aspects of software design and 

its implementation. These aspects are beneficial for an experimental design discussed 

in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

 
 

Experimental Software Simulation of 
MML-GSCATS 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the criteria and experimental design of prototypes discussed in 

chapter 5. This chapter is structured as follows: 

 
First, prototype method MML-GSCATS is elaborated in the context of MML 

algorithms. Development of architecture of ArabGrid toolkit software is elaborated 

for an experimentation purpose using MML-GSCATS methodology. A pseudocode 

of MML algorithms is presented and an ArabGrid toolkit is developed on this 

pseudocode. An experimental design is based on grid virtualization services and it is 

utilised with the help of a qualitative research method such as case study referred in 

sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2. ArabGRID toolkit is based on a web service-based architecture. 

This includes experimental setup, integration with OGSA-DAI and related software 

applications necessary for an experimental design. 

 Section 6.2 describes the development stages such as process model, 

framework and prototype of ArabGRID toolkit for MML-GSCATS 

methodology. 

 Section 6.3 elaborates the prototyping application development process of 

health care information system. 

 Section 6.4 elaborates the virtualisation services such as grid browse services 

and their interactions. 

 Section 6.5 describes the service-based GSCATS architecture for ArabGRID. 

 Section 6.6 explains the ArabGRID toolkit with three tier web architecture. 
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 Section 6.7 describes initial systems evaluation and validation. 

 Finally, section 6.8 summarises the chapter. 

 
6.2 Development of ArabGRID ToolKit for MML-GSCATS 

Methodology 

If there are two or more accessing objects in the distributed data sources such as 

many DBMSs, then it is necessary to define matching patterns (words, text or 

sentences) to access the correct objects with their properties [11]. This search of text 

objects was initially applied in a traditional DBMS. In this research, matching of 

objects is performed with grid framework using plug-in relations. A matching 

algorithm thus described leads to a technical framework termed as GSCATS toolkit, 

facilitating existing frameworks such as OGSA, OGSA-DAI [1, 88] (section 2.4.2.3). 

Globus toolkit, OGSA-DQP and MEntAs software toolkits were developed [32]. 

Value correspondences SQL, data integration under constraints, data warehousing 

and MEntAs are traditional existing methods for data mapping and loading [1, 2, 3]. 

The existing research has mostly dealt with the data loading using SQL. Some 

existing methods adopt software utilities packaged with DBMS, for example, data 

loading may be done by simple standard SQL instructions or DBMS batch loading 

software such as Oracle SQL*Loader [57, 58]. OGSA-DAI is designed to be 

extensible; users can add their own additional functionalities, for example, MML 

facilitates OGSA-DAI and grid services with distributed query processing (DQP). 

MML-GSCATS is a method based on processes and frameworks, and ArabGRID is a 

software toolkit developed on GSCATS framework with MML processes as shown in 

figure 6.1 [82]. The ArabGRID toolkit is used as aid application software for MML 

processes and executions. 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of ArabGrid toolkit with existing models 
 

The resources have different impact and availability in traditional distributed and grid 

environments. The resources available in the grid are different in terms of memory 

and power [60]. The reason for running MML in the grid is to allow the identification 

of suitable resources, which make MML processes run faster and more reliably. This 

may be able to solve the large problem of mapping and matching data with desired 

results. 

 

Analytical and mathematical interpretations of data mapping and matching 

algorithms are described in chapter 4. In order to perform testing these algorithms 

there is a need to implemented pseudocode for developing software application such 

as an ArabGRID. The following mapping and matching algorithms’ pseudocode 

(programming styled algorithms) are implemented in the ArabGRID toolkit based on 

MML algorithms discussed in chapter 4. 

 

Algorithm 1: Mapping pseudocode 
/* referencing sections are 4.2.2, 4.2.3 */ 

ProcSetActiveRecords() 
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   /*This procedure sets the value for the ACTIVE attribute to 'N'  
      for all the records of TargetTable _WRK 
      USER_UPDATE set to 'N' before performing an update of existing  
      records when this extraction is not the first one for this working table.  
      This is the first procedure, being called from main procedure for initalisation */    
begin 

    w1  'Y'   /* TargetTable attribute Active*/ 

    w3  'N'  /* Modify TargetTable attribute Active*/ 

    Ts  Twrk  /* staging working table */ 

    Te  Terr   /* error table */ 

end 

 

ProcExtractSource() 

begin 

     countRecord  0 

     countErrRecord  0 

     ProcSetActiveRecords(); 

     /*Define cursor c to read each record of source table S*/ 

    for all cS       /* for number records in S*/ 

         if isExist(yf) then   /*Check foreign key exists for referencing attributes*/ 

   verifyBusinessConditions(c);   /* business control conditions for verification*/ 

         else 

 raiseExceptionsErr(c);  /*exception particular for foreign key*/ 

       end if 

       procInsertUpdateRecord(c); 

   end for 

   countRecord  (Ts U Te) /* display number of records processed*/ 

   countErrRecord  Te  /*display number of rejected records from error table*/ 

   countErrRecord  Ts  /*display number of records loaded successfully */ 

end 

 

procInsertUpdateRecord(record c) 

begin 

    w1  'Y'    

     if isExist(c) & w2 = 'Y' then 

 raiseExceptionErr(c); 

 addErrRecord(Te); 
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     else if isExist(c) & w2 = 'N' then 

  modifyRecord(Ts); 

     else 

 addNewRecord(Ts); 

     end if 

end 

 

raiseExceptionErr(record error) 

begin 

     zerr  “ORA-xxxxxx: error message description, table name.column name”  

     addErrRecord(Te , zerr); /* add record in error table with error message*/ 

end 

 

addErrRecord(table T, error e) 

begin 

     Te  Te U (Φ,zerr)  /*add record in error table with null values in column*/ 

end 

 

verifyBusinessConditions(c)    

begin 

 /*business control conditions for verification*/ 

 /*depends on case to case, how business rules are needed*/ 

end 

 

modifyRecord(table Ts) 

begin 

     Ts  Ts U {instance values of attributes with conditions} 

end 

 

addNewRecord(table Ts) 

begin 

     Ts  Ts U {instance values of attributes}  /*add new record with attributes instance values of Ts*/ 

end 

 

Algorithm 2: Matching pseudocode 
/* referencing section is 4.5 */ 
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dataMatching() 

begin 

/*Define cursor c to read each record of data table D*/ 

    for all cD       /* search all records*/ 

         if isExist(str) & flag = ' D'  then   /* str is a searching or matching string*/ 

   tn  tn(str)         /*display table name*/ 

              sn  sn(tn)        /*display schema name of table */ 

 des  tn(desc)  /*display table description*/ 

         else 

 displayNoMatchFound  /*no match found*/ 

       end if 

   end for 

 

/*Define cursor c to read each record of table detail R*/ 

    for all cR       /* search all records*/ 

         if isExist(str) & flag = ' R'  then   /* str is a searching or matching string*/ 

     tn  tn(str)         /*display table name*/ 

              sn  sn(tn)        /*display schema name of table */ 

 at  at(tn)         /* display an attribute name in table detail */ 

         else 

 displayNoMatchFound  /*no match found*/ 

         end if 

   end for 

end 

 

A sample compiled program of above mapping pseudocode written in Oracle 

PL/SQL is available in Appendix B.  

 

6.3 Prototyping Application Development Process 

To date, a health care information system using ArabGRID prototype has been 

implemented and deployed to a collaborative case study in the area of health care. 

Obviously, it is difficult for such a prototype to obtain an access to life-sensitive 

medical data within real organisations. Therefore, research includes health 
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organisations such as hospitals using real-world vendor databases each with different 

schema, adopted from the actual health care sites across Saudi Arabia [54, 61]. 

Initially, these health care hospitals’ sites or nodes are named as H1 (KFUPM in 

Dhahran), H2 (in Dhahran), H3 (in Dammam), H4 (AbdulAziz in Riyad) [82]. Data 

used in the experiments is partially synthetic and encrypted from real. A staging 

database used locally to integrate data from databases of these hospitals. These sites 

are using multi-vendor federated DBMSs such as an Oracle, MS SQL Server, 

MySQL etc., located in a production or transactional heterogeneous database layer, 

shown in figure 6.2.  

 

A DBMS node provides access through a public schema as a VIEW database schema 

layer. View schema contains VIEWDBService with each public schema. This service 

is individually mapped to a corresponding database node as shown in figure 6.2.  

VIEWDBService can be utilised to process the data parallelised by spreading across 

grid nodes. The VIEWDBService is identified and activated by a GSCAT service. 

The VO proposes another layered stack of services called VIEWService for 

transparent access with wrappers to compute resources of individual VIEW database 

schema. Each wrapper acts like an authorised interface between VIEW database 

services layers and GSCAT services. Plug-in relations or catalogue schemas are 

accessible along with a staging DBMS for temporary storage and processing. The 

MML layer is used to perform mapping, matching and loading of data in accordance 

with algorithms discussed in chapter 4. The federated DBMS (VO) provides a Web/ 

GUI application programming interface layer for different organisations and acts as 

wrapper with mechanisms to resolve structural and semantic heterogeneity allowing 

information exchange among them. The data virtualisation services propose to fit 

mainly in the DBMS layer, but interact closely with other OGSA –DAI services.  

 

Any query through a web page executes on ArabGRID for simulated individual and 

populated data. Applications software modules are using a supported interface such 

as ODBC-JDBC to interact with federated DBMSs. The federated DBMSs in the 
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form of VOs communicate with the staging DBMS by means of software modules 

called wrappers in GSCAT services. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2: ArabGRID GSCATS federated DBMS VO architecture 
 

Grid services are used to translate documents and merge information from various 

participating organisations. A guideline execution component compares the 

individual data with a population knowledge base and notifies a medical physician if 

immediate attention is required. 

 

6.4 Virtualisation Services 

The data virtualisation services interact very closely with the grid services defined by 

OGSA, to facilitate heterogeneity, ownership, and distribution transparency. GSCAT 

services are based on virtualisation. GSCATS requires virtualised interaction with 

OGSA-DAI shown in figure 6.2. Following key services are formulating interactions. 
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6.4.1 Grid Browse Service 

A Grid Browse Service (GBS) virtualises the name, location of data and repository of 

data structures on the grid, and forms the basic virtualisation service. Other 

virtualisation services build on top of this name transparency to offer other kinds of 

transparency. Virtualisation services include services like GSCATS and services from 

OGSA-DAI. Applications using GBS specify data sources in terms of logical 

domains either by specifying data source or not, as shown in figure 6.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.3: Web application interface GBS that displays log data of query execution 
 

When a virtualisation service receives a request involving a logical domain in the 

form of query, it uses a GBS to map this domain onto actual data source locations. In 

chapter 5 SAHCIS case study, a query (or SQL) to a Federated GB Access Service 

can be, “Find records for patient with specific symptom and in specific age group” 

executed. A GBS is needed to match the logical name “patient” and the predicates on 

age and symptom, into locations of data sources (hospital databases) that could 

contain relevant records. As illustrated in figure 6.4, the client uses a data registry 

first to locate a GDSF service capable of generating the required access and 

integration facilities. Such a client request is recorded in registry. The information 
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returned allows the client to choose an appropriate GDSF and activate it using its 

Grid Service Handle (GSH). The client then asks that GDSF to produce a set (here it 

is one) of GDS that provide the required access to data sources. This provides an 

access to perform pattern matching or search in staging DBMS using GSCAT service 

via GBS. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4: Interaction of OGSA-DAI and GSCAT Services, retrieving data from remote DBs 
 

A GDS may be the data resource itself or a proxy for that data resource, as illustrated 

here. The client then requests the GDS to perform a sequence of operations, such as 

update, query, bulk load and schema edit. The required operations are requested by 

using a request document, which specifies a sequence of activities such as database 

operations defined using standard query language and data delivery. The tracking log 

details of operation at registry consist of registration identifier, request date, request 

description, client identifier, execution status, execution date, error description etc. 

 

6.4.2 Usage Scenario Explaining Services and their Interactions 

The hospital case study SAHCIS illustrates how data virtualisation services can be 

used and how they interact with each other. Consider each of the processing tasks in 

turn. 
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Federate Grid Browse Access Tasks  

Figure 6.5 shows the interaction between different grid data services for performing 

federated queries against multiple grid data sources. A query is submitted to a 

Federated GBS Access Service, without specifying the data source explicitly. The 

Federated GBS Access Service contacts a GBS and Factory to find data sources 

(hospitals) with relevant data, contacts the Authorisation Service to get an appropriate 

authorisation token, and GSCATS to access plug-in relations metadata from staging 

DBMS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Executing federated query, patient information query between hospitals 
Figure 6.6: Executing federated query, moving patient’s record between hospitals 

 

Data Movement and Transformation Tasks 

One of the main tasks in hospital SAHCIS scenario that involves with data movement 

is the patient relocation task; when a patient relocates, user wants to move his record 

to the hospital in new location. The patient may move between hospitals that store 

their records in different formats, involving complex transformations (using XML 

schema). 

 

Figure 6.6 shows the service interaction needed to move data across grid data 

sources. The movement task is submitted to the Federated GBS Access Service that 

transactionally.  

(a) reads data from the source 

(b) transforms it according to target's schema (or may invoke Schema Management 

Service) 
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(c) inserts it into the target, and  

(d) deletes it from the source. 

 

6.5 Service-Based GSCATS Architecture for ArabGRID 

This section describes a data matching framework in which string search is performed 

as invocations of OGSA-DAI compliant GSs. Benefits include (1) Grid services can 

be used to identify resources that are suitable for query execution in string matching; 

(2) Source database contains privileges to share data, staging database provides 

metadata in the form of equation (4.8). 

 

In figure 6.7, the following three services of [22] are introduced in addition to 

framework discussed in section 2.4.2.4. 

 
 A Grid Distributed Query Service (GDQS) extends the GDS interface. When a 

GDQS is set up, it interacts with the appropriate registries to obtain the metadata 

and computational resource information that it needs to compile, optimise, 

partition and schedule distributed query execution plans over multiple execution 

nodes in the grid. The implementation of the GDQS builds on previous work on 

the Polar distributed query processor for the grid described more detail in [45]. 

 A Grid Query Evaluation Service (GQES) also extends the GDS interface. Each 

GQES instance is an execution node in the distributed query plans alluded to 

above. It is in charge of a partition of the query execution plan assigned to it by a 

GDQS. It implements a physical algebra over GDSs (encapsulated within which 

lie the actual data sources whose schemas are imported during GDQS set-up). 

 The SCAT service framework presented in this section extends the OGSA-DAI 

with new Catalogue Service GSCATS and common GDQS instance for multiple 

database connections. GSCATS extends the GDS interface. When a GSCATS is 

set up, it interacts with the appropriate registries to obtain the metadata 

information from staging DBMS then passes on required registry information of 

matching string to GDQS instances. GSCATS is primarily used to process data 
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loading and data matching processes. GDQS instances interact with GQESs over 

multiple execution nodes in the grid as shown in figure 6.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 6.7: GDQS interactions with GSCATS 
 

Figure 6.7 provides an overview of the interactions during the instantiation and set-up 

of a GDQS as well as those that take place when a query is received and processed. 

Conventions are as for figure 6.7, with dotted arrows labelled by sequence numbers 

denoting interactions that take place in the set-up phase, which occurs only once in 

the lifetime of the GDQS instance. Solid arrows denote interactions that take place 

when a query is submitted. The 3-dot sequence in figure 6.7 can, as usual, be read as 

'and so on, up to'. 

 

Note that since the GDQS is OGSA-DAI compliant, interactions (1) to (3) of figure 

6.7 are the same as those illustrated in OGSA-DAI Service Interactions for DQP of 

[32]. The fourth and fifth interactions are specific to a GDS and GDQS (and hence 

justifies the additional GDQ port type) respectively. These allow the GDQS to import 

logical schemas of the participating data sources as well as information about 
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computational resources into the metadata dictionary used by the searching query into 

GSCATS using interaction (10). The GDS instance is performed interaction (4) 

which extracts searched data from staging DBMS before passing it to consumer GDT 

(7).  

 

After importing the schemas of the participating data source, the client can submit 

either queries (4) or (5) via the GDS or GDQS port types using a perform call. This 

call is compiled and optimised into a distributed query execution plan, the partitions 

of which are scheduled for execution at different GQESs. The GDQS then uses this 

information to create GQES instances on their designated execution nodes (and these 

could be, potentially, anywhere in the grid) and hands over to (6) the plan partition 

assigned to it (as described in more detail in section 2.4.2.4 and [22]). An automatic 

performMetaData (query) transaction (9) is executed to keep up to date information 

of metadata from GDQESs into GSCATS for the staging DBMS. The GSCAT 

service is formulated on the basis of algorithms as illustrated in section 6.4 and it 

executes on the staging DBMS. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.8: GDQS and GSCATS database connection 

 
This is what allows the GSCATS framework described in this research to benefit 

from (implicitly) parallel evaluation even as the uniform service-based interfaces hide 

most of the low-level complexity necessary to achieve this. Finally, (some of the) 

GQES instances interact (6) with other GDS instances to obtain data, after which the 

results (matched data) start to propagate (8) across GQES instances and, eventually, 

back to the client via the GDT port type. During the experimental design of GSCAT, 

several parameters are set, including the DBMSs XML connections (figure 6.8), 

distribute processes [55, 62, 63], selection of attributes of sources, and number of 
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records using algorithms of equations (4), (5) and (6). The schema layer, service 

layers and wrappers of section 6.3 are part of services and packages elaborated in 

figure 6.7. 

 

6.6 ArabGRID ToolKit Three Tier Web Architecture 

A three tier web application architecture is adopted in the experiment as shown in 

figure 6.9. The three tiers are the client tier, middle tier and enterprise information 

system (EIS) tier. There are two major goals of this experimental setup, firstly to 

configure and install this system in local grid machines; secondly to add new 

enhanced features in them by integrating with OGSA-DAI. OGSA-DAI DQP version 

3.2 is installed and configured with the middle tier. This validates the integration of 

system GSCATS with OGSA-DAI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9: ArabGrid’s J2EE Experimental Architecture 
 

The tiers are database, web application and graphical user interface. The three tiers 

architecture was chosen because there are different users and many physical clients 

connected to the system at the same time. This is also done to ensure the receiving 

and sending of users requests in an efficient time. The thin client was chosen because 

mainly powerful servers are used in the experiment and usually the users’ computers 
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will not be that powerful, and because the rsearcher’s university owns the LAN that 

the system will works on. 

 

6.7 Initial Systems Evaluation and Validation 

It is necessary to evaluate algorithms and methodologies using the case study 

described in chapter 5, studying tradeoffs possible between data access time, data 

process time and result set size. Similarly for evaluation work, data access time in 

terms of queries is the average response time from the users’ perspective. Ultimately, 

MML-GSCATS goals are to use these techniques to return possible valid results 

using the SAHCIS case study. 

 

So far, this approach to legacy system integration has been validated using three real 

example applications (real and encrypted data), which have been received as in-kind 

contributions from collaborators H1, H2, H3 and H4, given in table 6.1.  

 

Table 6.1: Federated databases with existing software applications 
 

Collaborators Name Description Site 

H1 Physician information 
system (known as 
medcare) 

General diagnosis, clinical 
records, billing and work flow 
features 

Local 

H2 Dhahran Clinical Care 
System 

Patient diagnostic & illness 
System 

Remote 

H3 Dammam patient 
treatment database 

General diagnosis, clinical 
records, billings & inventory 

Remote 

H4 Riyad General Hospital 
Information System 

Patients’ examination reports, 
diagnosis and medical histories 

Remote 

Staging Local temporary 
database for execution 
and process 

Contains many schemas and 
services for intermediate 
processing 

Local 

 

6.7.1 Experimental Setup 

An experimental infrastructure of staging DBMS is based on Oracle10g Enterprise 

Edition database running on MS Windows 2003 Advance Server on a dedicated Dell 
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PowerEdge 4400 server. The server has two 1 GHz Xeon processors, 4 GB of main 

memory, and a PERC3DI RAID controller producing about 240 GB of RAID 5 

storage over eight 36 GB U3 SCSI disks. The heterogeneous DBMSs used at grid 

nodes are MySQL, Oracle, MS SQL Server etc. 

 

To evaluate MML-GSCATS, it is desired to populate the database. This database 

installation and configuration includes interaction with OGSA-DQP version 3.0 axis 

1.4 [32] for generating realistic computational grid termed as ArabGRID. A 

schematic diagram of such interaction is shown in figure 6.2. An ArabGRID 

generates a grid as an annotated network topology graph in which hosts, routers and 

other network devices are represented as nodes or sites. As indicated earlier these 

nodes can be servers of health organisation such as hospitals. Annotations include 

memory, clock speed, CPU type, number of CPUs, operating system type, link 

bandwidth, router bandwidths, etc. An Apache tomcat web server is installed on 

central application server that executes Java Server Pages (JSP) web pages and other 

related calling files. 

 

Host memory sizes and network properties are most critical for the types of data 

access (queries) that are being used as an evaluation. For memory sizes evaluation, a 

large and diverse data set is collected and accessed from different nodes.  
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Figure 6.10: ArabGRID startup login interface 
 

Following are the some of ArabGRID application interfaces developed on the basis of 

OGSA-DAI service oriented architecture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6.11: ArabGRID experimental query data interface to download data and logs 
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Figure 6.12: Installation of OGSA-DAI DQP version 3.0 axis 1.4 
 

The hospitals are integrated with a staging DBMS and OGSA-DAI framework to 

provide a view of the grid environment. A start up interface is developed for users to 

login, interact with OGSA Manager and to perform experiments are shown in figures 

6.10, 6.11 and 6.12. For example, a medical doctor being a user forms an integrated 

view of his medical records scattered across these hospitals. A patient's personal 

information and diagnosis details such as medical history, surgical history and 

allergies etc. are recorded in different contexts in these hospitals. Before performing a 

medical diagnosis search of some patient, a name is required. The user will search the 

patient name in the ArabGrid toolkit. This search is performed initially from staging 

plug-in relations of the staging DBMS to browse the structure of database objects 

such as tables or column names.  If the string name is redundant in more than one 

database, the user decides to choose an appropriate choice to search actual 

information. Once the user finds an appropriate database where the search item is 

located, a query can be performed on a chosen table name to access personal data of 
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that particular patient from a database. This can be done with patient name, date of 

birth, etc.  

 

The same patient with different identifiers can be searched from more than one 

database (or hospital). This experimental validation helps users to explore the 

patient’s medical history from federated databases. A history of matching search is 

recorded for future data search and data can be loaded or extracted into the user’s 

profile. It is noted that volume of data in an integrated database is very large, in the 

order of a terabyte. The plug-in relations of ArabGrid help initially in searching the 

data quickly. 

 

6.7.2 Medical System Diagnostic Facility 

A diagnostic facility emerged from usage of a toolkit during research work. A 

medical doctor compares a given patient’s symptoms with that of other patients in a 

federated environment, to diagnose diseases. This can be especially helpful for 

diseases that are uncommon in that region and therefore unfamiliar to the doctor. This 

is accomplished by accessing data in terms of queries in two different ways. The first 

looks for possible occurrence or matching of attributes available in catalogue plug-in 

relations. The meaning of attributes helps to filter out correct attributes which provide 

required relevant information. These attributes are defined differently in federated 

databases. The second looks for establishing possible mapping between attributes as 

described in chapter 4. Data can be accessed from any node through the staging 

DBMS and GSCATS wrapper, based on MML algorithms with an infrastructure 

shown in figure 6.2. For certain composite mappings, quantitative data is loaded from 

more than one node into the staging DBMS. Data is consolidated based on business 

rules. It is then processed on a central local server where the staging DBMS is 

located. Such output data is made available on the server. Authorised users can access 

it by using the Web/ GUI application layer of the ArabGRID toolkit regardless of 

knowing the location of data. This data consists of core data elements and a log 

profile of loading details. A data loading log profile can be seen in the form of the 
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graphs on ArabGRID (chapter 7). With the help of such graphs, a user can easily 

predict various parameters such as process time, the quality of data used in processing 

etc. 

 
6.8 Summary 

This chapter presents the experimental design and framework of the ArabGrid toolkit. 

An experimental prototype is developed on the basis of GSCATS framework. An 

ArabGRID GSCATS federated DBMS VO architecture is adopted in the experiment 

design that leads a serviced-based three tier architecture. A pseudocode is 

programmed into Oracle PL/SQL programming language which is then called by web 

based JSP programming. The user will login and perform experiments of data 

mapping, matching and loading. Data can be accessed from any of the remote data 

sources such as hospitals using ArabGRID toolkit SQL. Data logs of any experiments 

can be made available at the end of experiment. Finally, this chapter evaluated 

several aspects of algorithms through experimentation and implementation. Testing 

and validations are performed in chapter 7 that comprises of experimentation design. 
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Chapter 7 
 
 

Experimental Results and Testing 
 

 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the criteria, testbeds scenarios and the simulation results which 

show the model outperforming traditional existing methods [1, 2, 3, 11, 23, 40] in 

some aspects. First, the criteria are described for scenarios. How testing criteria are 

applicable on scenarios? The scenarios are tested by state-of-the-art MML algorithms 

followed by traditional existing methods. An ArabGRID toolkit and OGSA-DQP 

software applications are used in performing experimental tests. Testing criteria 

include frequency of errors produced during different sets of data, efficiency of 

framework GSCATS in terms of accuracy, reliability, effectiveness of ArabGRID 

toolkit and size of data shared in a grid environment. The results of scenarios are fully 

given and interpreted. Three case studies are described in chapter 5. One of case 

studies SAHCIS is chosen as a testbed. Three possible scenarios have been chosen 

from this case study elaborated in section 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. These scenarios are tested 

by using ArabGRID toolkit and results from concerning frequency of errors and 

reliability are discussed and compared. 

 

This chapter is organised as follows: 

 Section 7.2 describes the testing criteria including benchmarks such as 

efficiency, reliability etc. 

 Section 7.3 explores the first scenario with an experiment using the existing 

traditional methods. 

 Section 7.4 explains the first scenario with an experiment using the MML-

GSCATS methodology. 
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 Section 7.5 explores the second scenario with an experiment using existing 

traditional SQL methods. 

 Section 7.6 explores the second scenario with an experiment using MML-

GSCATS methodology. 

 Section 7.7 explores the third scenario with an experiment using existing 

traditional SQL methods. 

 Section 7.8 elaborates the general comparison of MML-GSCATS algorithms 

with existing traditional SQL methods. 

 Section 7.9 describes various comparisons of scenarios. 

 Section 7.10 explores the overall experimental achievements and limitations 

 Finally, section 7.11 summarises this chapter. 

 

7.2 Testing Criteria 

In chapters 4 and 6 a MML-GSCATS methodology is presented to perform MML 

processes for efficiently supporting real-time data loading in a grid environment. To 

accomplish this, an ArabGRID toolkit is used, developed on MML algorithms to 

integrate and consolidate data, to enable the continuous mapping, matching and 

loading of reliable data with minimum execution time. 

 

In order to compare MML-GSCATS with existing methods and point out benchmark 

improvements, identification of relevant testing criteria is required. This section 

presents the criteria for testing the MML-GSCATS method. The justification of the 

criteria is also described and is used to identify whether MML-GSCATS stands as an 

improvement compared to other methods in sections below. In order to justify the 

improvements of MML-GSCATS, efficiency in the form of speed or execution time, 

auto-executions, least frequency of errors and reliability with remote sited large data 

sets is explored. 
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Efficiency in terms of Time 

Efficiency is an important factor to measure model performance. For simple 

applications (with data of a few megabytes), the importance of efficiency in terms of 

fast processing is not so crucial. An effectiveness that is accuracy and consistency of 

data mapping and loading is desired. The mapping algorithm is optimised to gain 

better performance of execution such that the outcome can be achieved with optimum 

accuracy. For example, in a traditional client server environment, the users do not 

care about a few minutes’ processing in the prediction time because usually they can 

start computation again if any error appears. However, in order to benefit the MML 

process, the time spent on execution should be least. MML-GSCATS is intended to 

complete execution within a realistic time scale so that overall execution provided by 

the ArabGRID toolkit can be made efficient. Overall total time is the sum of time of 

algorithm execution, ArabGRID toolkit web services and network. Flow of data on 

the network plays an important role overall in the execution. An ArabGRID toolkit 

performs feasible execution when overall processing from integrated databases is fast 

and reliable. Normally, time required for an execution is measured in minutes and 

seconds. 

 

Reliability 

In existing traditional methods, users manage some ad-hoc tasks to accomplish a 

reliable and accurate data load. These ad-hoc tasks are error prone and chances of 

human mistakes are easily predictable. As a result data loading does not give the 

required reliable level of accuracy and target data will be faulty. However, in order to 

benefit the current state-of-the-art grid environment, the time spent on execution 

should be least. Reliability means all execution steps must be successfully completed 

for a process in a least possible time. It means if some execution steps could not 

execute smoothly or terminated then a process would not give accurate results. This 

may affect performance and consequently results appear to be faulty. There could be 

two possibilities of failure or faulty data, either a process fails immediately or it 

continuous for an indefinite time. A benchmark can be evaluated by estimating how 
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long a successful execution can continue with a number of transactions and lists the 

data errors generated during execution. An ArabGRID toolkit is intended to acquire 

large data for execution and slowness in execution is predictable but there is no 

compromise to use such ad-hoc tasks producing faulty data. In grid environment, 

reliability of execution of MML tasks is higher priority than performance. The 

concept using staging DBMS for processing is already used with algorithms that 

achieve speed and reliability. 

 

Frequency of Errors (Data anomalies, inconsistencies & redundancies) 

One of the most important factors is justifying the suitability of propagation of MML-

GSCATS method for extracting log of errors. These errors emerge due to data 

inconsistencies/ anomalies and redundancies. An ArabGRID toolkit uses mapping 

and matching algorithms to extract log of errors for such records that could not be 

loaded into the target table. These qualitative errors are descriptive such that user can 

easily figure out reasons for errors and can fix errors to resume tasks of loading data. 

An ArabGRID toolkit handles the execution of MML process with the large volume 

of data. This toolkit uses the MML process to display errors in groups even if errors 

are in millions or more. 

 

Given the execution of processes, reliability in terms of performance and efficiency 

of execution of processes may to be found via exponential distribution, safety margin 

(SM) [52] and comparison of results with existing methods. 

 

 Exponential Distribution: The following exponential distribution is widely used 

in reliability problems [52]. The distribution has a one parameter partial 

distribution function in terms of time is given by 
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In this case t represents transaction. For reliability, the parameter  represents the 

probability per unit of transaction that the application process fails. 

 SM: The probability that no failure occurs is equal to the probability that the 

applied stress is less than the item’s strength of execution. That is, 

  R = Pr(S > s) 

Where R is the reliability of the execution, s means strain and S means 

strength of an execution. 

If the range of major stresses is known or can be estimated, a probabilistic 

approach can be used to address the problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

The SM is defined as  

  

 

The SM shows relative difference between the mean values for stress and 

strength. The larger SM is, the more reliable the execution will be. The use of 

this equation is a more objective way to measure the safety of executions. 

Table 7.1: Testing criteria versus scenarios and their achievements 
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In table 7.1, execution time (C1) and least frequency of errors are least important 

because selected data in scenario S1 is not in large volume. Due to the arrangements 

of the case study, scenario S3 could not be compared with other scenarios to test 

reliability because testing of large data on other nodes (Hospital) could not be 

performed due to lack of facilities and limitation. In terms of predictions of scenarios 

S2, S3 can be estimated. 

 

7.2.1 Initial Experimental Test Results 

This initial experimental setup is accomplished during the early part of the research 

as a pilot testbed. To produce the experimental results of scenario 2.1 referring to the 

adopted methodology and algorithm in section 4.2.2, a sample table Personnel of 

target schema is chosen. This table is transformed from source tables Professor, 

Student, PayRate and WorkOn in multiple databases. To follow up the layout 

described in figure 4.3 of section 4.2.2, first required data is fetched from these 

source tables into corresponding temporary tables (table names are post-fixed by 

TMP) in staging DBMS. In the staging DBMS, the structure of target table Personnel 

is created with same name post-fixed by WRK (PERSONNEL_WRK), which is the 

same copy of a table Personnel of target database. Similarly, the structure of the same 

table is created with the same name post-fixed by ERR (like PERSONNEL_ERR). 

The table post-fixed by ERR has no constraints and it has additional attributes to store 

necessary information of error details during data transformation and loading. Note 

that all tables are post-fixed by WRK and ERR used in the staging DBMS, acting like 

target tables.  

 

The algorithm is applied to access data from heterogeneous DBMSs which include 

database connection using XML and then data transformation is based on defined 

business rules. In this sample test, business rules set by an organisation are specific 

for other tables like PERSONNEL2, PERSONNEL3. These two tables are used in 

different departments’ of test databases. The log results help the user to clearly 

validate the data load process. It shows exactly which records are loaded and which 
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records failed to load (bounced data). For bounced data, the reason in the form of 

error associated with each record can be found from designate error table. A concise 

decision of error log profile can be easily made that justifies the usage of the staging 

DBMS. Later on more sample scenarios can be tested and their results can be easily 

compared. 

 

To overview experimental results of one of the sample (table 7.1), contents of a log 

file are as follows: 

 
SQL> EXECUTE HRMS_EXT_001.proc_extract_main 
Resource HRMS_EXT_001 EXTRACTION 
Started on: 30-mar-09 17:01:52 
Total Records Processed                 : 55 
Total Records Rejected for PERSONNEL_WRK: 30 
Total Records Rejected for PERSONNEL2_WRK: 0 
Total Records Rejected for PERSONNEL3_WRK: 3 
Ended On: 30-mar-09 17:01:57 
 
PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
 
select  substr(ora_error,1,100) err_desc, count(*) count_err 
from PERSONNEL_ERR 
group by substr(ora_error,1,100); 
error_desc                                                     count_err 
--------------------------------------------------------------- -------- 
ORA-02290: check constraint (EJAZ.PERSONNEL_CK_02) violated             3 
Reference required TC23.PLANV                                          25 
Reference required TC24.VERAN                                           2 

 
The above contents of a data loading log file indicate the execution of background 

processes and validation of an error description produced by using SQL. These 

contents of experiment support mapping and matching algorithms and validate 

equations (4.3) and (4.9). The process details are recorded in a file such that it 

contains start date/time and end date/time of a loading process. As indicated, it 

contains the total number of records that are processed, number of records that are 

rejected by target data sets or tables due to constraints or anomalies. The rejected 

records are inserted in a corresponding metadata error table with an error description. 

An error description of each record is listed using indicated SQL. This phase of the 

experiment elaborates the validation of data. It works such as data exception handler.  
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The initial results of mapping and pattern matching will help to work around generic 

algorithms. This will facilitate the additional features of OGSA-DAI. 

 

Table 7.2: Sample data for three target tables (scenario 2.1) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Table 7.3: Results comparison of execution time in seconds for sample data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.1: Comparisons of three data load samples (Table 7.2) 
 

Sample Total Records 
Processed (total) 

Personnel 
ERR (pe) 

Personnel2 
ERR (p2e) 

Personnel3 
ERR (p3e) 

1 55 30 0 3 
2 1000 580 45 56 
3 3500 1935 243 481 

Sample Total Records 
Processed (total) 

Personnel 
WRK (pw) 

Personnel2 
WRK (p2w) 

Personnel3 
WRK (p3w) 

1 55 25 55 133 
2 1000 431 821 2024 
3 3500 1412 2142 8474 

Sample Total 
Records 

Processed 

Execution 
Time on Single 

Server 

Execution 
Time on 
LAN Shared 
Servers 

Execution 
Time on 

WAN Shared 
Servers 

1 55 5 5 6 

2 1000 8 7  8 

3 3500 13 10  11 
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Figure 7.2: Results of Table 7.3 
 
The classification of data was achieved as described in table 7.2. Figure 7.1 depicts 

the trend of errors data or inconsistencies with the classification of types of errors 

stored in tables. An execution time is determined by using execution on single, local 

area network (LAN) on two servers and wide area network (WAN) remote servers in 

same city, as shown in table 7.3. Figure 7.2 is a simple and effective way to have a 

first look at a multi-variate data distribution of table 7.3. In figure 7.2, MML process 

is tested using three data samples. When data is increased by number of records the 

trend of graph is increased with resources such as single server, LAN shared servers 

and servers on WAN. This predicts performance issue dependent on resources and 

three scenarios are formulated in section 7.2.2. It can be further analysed and 

compared by using statistical time series methods like semi-average, variance etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.3: Sample staging schema catalogue 
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Figure 7.4: OGSA-DAI improved components 
 

Once possible schema objects or relations are found, instance level matching will 

then help to further boost the confidence in matching results. At this level, linguistic 

and constraint based characterisations of instance are useful. For example, using 

linguistic techniques, it might be possible to look at Client, ClientName and Ename 

instances to conclude that ClientName is a better match candidate for client than 

Ename. A DBMS state of plug-in relations (4.7 or 4.9) is shown in figure 7.3. 

 

This DBMS state (figure 4.16) is contained in staging schema (SCAT). GSCAT 

service will search an attribute (at) from listed DBMS/ schema names (sn). Attributes 

of equation (4.9) are abbreviated in figure 7.3. 

 

The catalogues tDef and tDet are created in GSCAT service (figure 4.12) to facilitate 

quick search before scanning through all federated DBMSs. Figure 7.4 contains the 

extended components of OGSA-DAI of figure 2.5.  

 

Initial experimental pilot testing helped in selecting a suitable scenario where large 

volume data can be used for testing methodology. A sample of log profile of data 

inconsistencies in terms of errors is produced. It helped in organizing scenarios and 

their cross comparisons to manage testing criteria. 
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7.2.2 Scenarios 

The development of ArabGRID toolkit was initially started as a pilot scenario in local 

area network traditional integrated environment described above. Later, it has been 

extended for EDE such as grid environment. The following three scenarios S1, S2, 

and S3 are used as the testing scenarios of SAHCIS case study, details of which are 

described. 

 

S1: KFUPM (Dhahran): This is a pilot testing scenario and based on typical local 

area network environment. It may be widely recognised by existing practices 

performed in this network of hospitals. In this scenario a benchmark is chosen to 

compare results with methods currently in use. KFUPM LAN S1 (table 7.4) is the 

continuation of the preliminary initial experiment discussed in section 7.2.1. Source 

tables can be included in an experiment as many as possible, described in table 7.4. It 

is considered to be an average standard of mapping and loading of data. KFUPM 

Medical Centre (Hospital H1) and Dhahran Hospital (H2) are sharing data for their 

common interests. KFUPM Human Resource (HR) department in Dhahran needs data 

from hospitals for employees who are working in both hospitals. There are some staff 

such as nurses who work on an hourly basis in both hospitals simultaneously 

depending on requirements of hospital concerned. HR is provided department that has 

to update personal information of all employees and arranged to pay salary of 

employees. HR provides summary reports of employees to the Ministry of Health 

annually. Therefore, the HR department needs data from these hospitals on monthly 

and yearly bases. In this scenario, HR needs data in two tables Employee and 

EmployeeSalary as shown in figure 7.5. The MML process of data from both 

hospitals H1 and H2 is performed in GSCATS staging DBMS using ArabGRID 

toolkit software. MML algorithms are developed using programming language 

PL/SQL and program code is uploaded in the toolkit for processing. The environment 

of this scenario is similar to an environment of traditional methods. 
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S2: Web VPN (Dammam, Riyad): This is a grid based integrated scenario.  The use 

of such a scenario can be helpful in testing GSCATS MML process to successfully 

load data shared over VPN. This is an improved testbed scenario to test and verify 

MML process/algorithms in state-of-the-art grid environment. Data is accessed from 

shared remote data sources that are located in cities Dhahran, Dammam and Riyad. 

This scenario focused in achieving consistent, reliable data mapping and loading in 

least time. 

 

Web VPN S2 (table 7.4) is an extended scenario of S1. It is considered to be complex 

mapping and loading of a large volume of data in the gigabyte (GB) range using 

remote databases [66]. General Hospital (H3) in city Dammam and AbdulAziz 

Hospital (H4) in city Riyad are sharing data for their common interests. These 

hospitals are connected on VPN with staging database located in KFUPM Dhahran. 

The KFUPM HR department needs data from both hospitals for patients who are 

visiting these hospitals for treatment. There are some patients who visit in both 

hospitals depending on the requirement of the hospital concerned. The HR 

department has to consolidate personal information of all patients, their diagnosis 

details and payments of medical treatment. An Appendix C shows a one sample 

template of large data about diagnosis for every patient. 

 

S3: Web VPN TB (Dammam, Riyad): This is also a grid based extended integrated 

scenario but it is tested with very large data of multiple of terabytes. This scenario 

shows significant performance and reliability in the form of stress testing. Web VPN 

S3 is an extension of schema used in S2. Data in terabytes used for MML-GSCATS 

processing. Source databases of Hospital (H3) and AbdulAziz Hospital (H4) are used 

in this scenario. 
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Table 7.4: Data and other resources used in scenarios 
 

The number of source tables around 4 

Average data in tables GB,  TB 

Total Data sources 2 local (Staging & H1) and  
3 remote (H2, H3, H4) 

Average Database Size 2GB 

Staging Server Machine Dell XEON, 2.5GHz, 4GB RAM  

Staging Database Oracle 10g 

Remote Databases Oracle, MS SQL Server, MySQL 

 

 7.3 Experiment using Traditional Existing Methods (S1) 

This section uses the KFUPM Dhahran scenario to perform experiments using 

existing methods. This section adopts methods such as value correspondences SQL, 

data integration under constraints and MEntAs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.5: Schema of KFUPM Dhahran scenario-1 
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The following queries are tested using the SQL interface of an ArabGRID toolkit to 

load data from H1 and H2 into target schema as shown in figure 7.5. 

q1: 

INSERT INTO Employee (Employee#, Name, Address, City, TelNo, EmpType) 
SELECT EA.Empno, EA.Name, EA.Address, EA.City, EA.TelNo, EA.EmpType 
FROM pub.EmployeeAddress@H1 EA; 
 
q2: 
INSERT INTO EmployeeSalary(Employee#, MonthName, Salary, HospitalWorkIn) 
SELECT EB.Empno, ' ' AllYears, EB.Salary+EB.Bonus Salary, 'H1' 
FROM pub.EmployeeBenefit@H1 EB 
UNION ALL 
SELECT NW.WorkP#, NW.PayMonthYr, NB.HrsRate * NW.Hrs Salary, 'H1' 
FROM pub.NurseBenefit@H1 NB, pub.NurseWorkOn@H1 NW, pub.EmployeeAddress@H1 
EA 
WHERE NB.WorkP# = NW.WorkP# 
AND NB.WorkP# = EA.EmpNo; 
 
q3: 
INSERT INTO Employee (Employee#, Name, Address, City, TelNo, EmpType) 
SELECT E.E#, EA.Name, E.Street#||E.StName Address, E.City, E.Ph#, E.EType 
FROM uh2.EAddress@H2 E; 
 
q4: 
INSERT INTO EmployeeSalary (Employee#, MonthName, Salary, HospitalWorkIn) 
SELECT D.Empno, '' AllYears, D.MonSalary, 'H2' 
FROM uh2.DoctorPay@H2 D 
UNION ALL 
SELECT NW.WorkP#, TO_CHAR(NW.PayDate,'MONYYYY'), NP.HrsRate * NW.Hrs Salary, 
'H2' 
FROM uh2.NursePay@H2 NP, uh2.NurseWorkOn@h2 NW, uh2.EAddress@h2 E 
WHERE NP.WorkP# = NW.WorkP# 
AND NP.WorkP# = E.EmpNo; 

 

First Try: 

Query q1 is executed as follows 
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Query q2 is executed as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Query q3 is executed as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

Query q4 is executed as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second Try: 

In the second try to execute query q1 again the user can either fix the data or increase 

the size of the column of target table. Query q1 (named as q11) is executed as 

 

 

 

 

It is noted that user has fixed data and tried to execute query again as q11. Query q11 

results in another error. The user found that there are some records where data is 

blank or null in source table EmployeeAddress. The corresponding data in target 
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table Employee for column EmpType is NOT NULL. In this case the user fixes 

source data and there is a chance either the query executes successfully or some other 

anomaly appeared. Then the user executes the next trial. In such a situation, the user 

performs many tries in order to successfully execute query q1. These tries can be 

written as 

 q1, q11, q12, … , q1n 

Such fashion of an execution of query several attempts are known as an ad-hoc data. 

If structure with data of source and target tables is consistent then there is chance that 

data is loaded successfully in first try. Similarly, queries q3 and q4 are executed with 

iterations to load data by fixing anomalies. A complete log of all transactions is 

shown in table 7.5. 

Table 7.5: Log of scenario-1 using SQL traditional existing methods 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In table 7.5, total numbers of rejected records of 

 Log ID 1 to 4 are 5230 for table Employee 

 Log ID 7 to 8 are 3092 for table Employee 

 Log ID 10 to 14 are 240000 for table EmployeeSalary 

A sample of data mapping elements is shown in Appendix F. 

 

7.4 Experiment using MML-GSCATS Methodology (S1) 

A process model MML is explained in Section 1.5. This process model consists of 

three schemes such as data mapping, matching and loading. A framework named as 
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GSCATS is developed in chapter 6. This includes data mapping, matching and 

loading in grid environment. A software ArabGRID toolkit of framework GSCATS is 

developed and used for this experiment. Referring to section 4.2.1, and scenario S1 

KFUPM (Dhahran), the user creates wide storage structure table(s) (table name 

followed by TMP) without defining constraints in the staging DBMS to store data 

from remote databases [57]. Once data is loaded in TMP tables, all processing of data 

becomes local in the staging database. 

 

User creates an experiment for this scenario using interface provided by ArabGRID 

toolkit. In the toolkit the user creates the target working tables Employee_WRK and 

EmployeeSalary_WRK with additional columns such as records' active validity flag, 

user update flag, update date/ time and user name. These working tables contain all 

constraints of corresponding target tables. The user creates constraints free error 

tables Employee_ERR and EmployeeSalary_ERR with additional columns records' 

error description, active validity flag, user update flag, update date/ time and user 

name. A web service-based software facility is provided for such tasks in ArabGRID 

toolkit, a sample interface of toolkit is shown in figure 7.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6: SQL interface of ArabGRID toolkit 
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Programming code is developed using PL/SQL on the basis of pseudocode mapping 

and loading algorithm (section 6.2). This is uploaded in GSCATS toolkit for an 

execution purpose. This code processes all the business rules/ constraints defined 

while loading data into Employee_WRK and Employee_ERR tables. 

Employee_WRK contains records that are successfully loaded and meets the 

requirements of all business rules/ constraints. Employee_ERR contains records that 

are unable to load into WRK table due to constraints. Employee_ERR contains an 

error description of each rejected record. The following log is produced as a result of 

the first try. 
Resource HR1_EXT_001 EXTRACTION 
Started on: 23-aug-10 15:01:52 
Total Records Processed:    562122 
Total Records Rejected for EMPLOYEE_WRK:   522 
Total Records Rejected for EMPLOYEESALARY_WRK:  3000 
Ended On: 23-aug-10 15:04:57 
 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
 

Total records grouped by an error in ERR tables are as follows: 
 
SELECT ora_error err_desc, count(*) count_err 
FROM Employee_ERR 
GROUP BY ora_error; 
 
error_desc                                                     count_err 
---------------------------------------------------------------    ------------- 
ORA-012899: value too large for column "R1"."EMPLOYEE_WRK"."NAME"          50 
ORA-00001: unique constraints ("R1"."PK_EMPLOYEE_EMPLOYEE#") violated     105 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."EMPLOYEE_WRK"."EMPTYPE")         70 
Reference required from "ALL_TYPES"."ETYPES"                  20 
Invalid column data "EMPLOYEE_WRK"."TELNO"                 277 
 
SELECT ora_error err_desc, count(*) count_err 
FROM EmployeeSalary_ERR 
GROUP BY ora_error; 
 
error_desc                                                     count_err 
---------------------------------------------------------------    ------------- 
ORA-02291: integrity constraints ("S"."FK_EMPLOYEESALARY_ENO") violated  28250 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."EMPLOYEESALARY_WRK"."SALARY")     43 
Reference required from "EMPLOYEESALARY_WRK"."HOSPITALWORKIN"           211707   

 

Table 7.6: Log of scenario-1 using mapping MML-GSCATS Algorithm 
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In table 7.6, two transactions in the form of PL/SQL program are executed with 8 log 

IDs. In the first transaction, valid data is inserted in WRK tables and rejected data is 

inserted in ERR tables. Data in ERR tables contains the possible error description 

with each rejected record. User has early information about all possible errors. Such 

errors can be resolved before performing the transaction again. In second transaction, 

data is loaded successfully in WRK tables and no rejected data is available in ERR 

table after fixing errors indicated in ERR tables. In this method, during second 

transaction update queries are applied on certain data that has been already loaded in 

WRK tables. In case data is modified in source, during second transaction it can be 

updated accordingly. Finally, data can be copied from staging WRK tables into 

corresponding tables in target database because structure and constraints of WRK and 

target tables are identical. This may be an expensive execution in terms of performing 

additional steps but it makes data load reliable and accurate. It means a copy of 

processed valid data is stored in WRK table and data with error messages in ERR 

table. This data will be available for users to copy it into target table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.7: Errors generated using (a) existing methods, (b) mapping algorithm (table Employee) 

 

Where from above HR1_EXT_001 EXTRACTION, assigning error names as 
error_desc                                                      
-------------------------------------------------------------------------     

e1: ORA-012899: value too large for column "R1"."EMPLOYEE_WRK"."NAME"         

e2: ORA-00001: unique constraints ("R1"."PK_EMPLOYEE_EMPLOYEE#") violated 

e3: ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."EMPLOYEE_WRK"."EMPTYPE")       

e4: Reference required from "ALL_TYPES"."ETYPES"  

e5: Invalid column data "EMPLOYEE_WRK"."TELNO" 
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Where first error generated by applying existing method (figure 7.7a) is one of the 

errors generated using mapping algorithm (figure 7.7b): 

i.e., ei {e1, e2, … , e5}. It is noted from figure 7.7a that the number of errors is 

highest around 8000 and all error records are rejected. The user does not predict with 

clarity how many are actual errors? In figure 7.7b, user has an exact number of 

records containing errors and of records loaded successfully. Here is an exact 

quantitative log of both experiments. Existing traditional SQL methods do not 

highlight similar logs and comparisons in terms of graphs. MML algorithms produce 

this log and results can be depicted in terms of figure 7.8. Similarly, figure 7.8 

illustrates similar error pattern for table EmployeeSalary. 

Using SQL Existing methods: 
------------------------------- 
8322 total records rejected by Employee table 
(Records first time rejected with any one of the error that is emerged from ArabGRID 
Toolkit) 
 
Using mapping algorithm ArabGRID Toolkit: 
------------------------------------------- 
8016 records inserted successfully into an Employee table 
306 rejected by Employee table 
 
8322 total records inserted successfully into an Employee table after 2nd tries using 
ArabGRID Toolkit (Mapping Algorithm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8: Errors generated using (a) existing methods, (b) mapping algorithm (table 
EmployeeSalary) 
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7.5 Experiment using Existing Traditional SQL Methods (S2) 

This section uses Web VPN S2 to perform experiments using existing methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 7.9: Schema of Web VPN Scenario-2 
 

Matching Activity 

In this method, matching is performed manually by consultancy with source users. 

The meaning of each table column is instructed by users in hospitals H3 and H4. SQL 

queries were written on the basis of such manual matching.  

 

Mapping Activity 

In this scenario, remote SQL queries could not be executed because of the large 

amount of data existing in source hospitals. To execute queries source data is loaded 

into constraints-free temporary tables of the staging DBMS. The following queries 

are tested in loading data from H3 and H4 into target schema of the staging database 

as shown in figure 7.9. 
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q1: 
INSERT INTO PatientInfo (PID, PSNO, FirstName, LastName, BirthDate, Gender, 
DependCode, HealthCard#, Address, City, Telno, Status) 
SELECT File#, DSNO, First_Name, Last_Name, DOB, Sex, DCode, HealthCard#, 
Address, City, Telno, Status 
FROM uh3.Patient@H3; 
 
 
q2: 
INSERT INTO PatVisit (PID, PSNO, VisitHNO, VisitDate, DocName, 
DiagnosisDesc, WardName) 
SELECT File#, DSNO, H#||Visit#, V_Date, Doctor_Name, V_Diagnosis, Ward_Name 
FROM uh3.Patient_Visit@H3; 
 
q3: 
INSERT INTO TreatmentBill (PID, PSNO, PayStatus, H#, TotPrice) 
SELECT File#, '0', PStatus, H#, SUM(Price) 
FROM uh3.Medication@H3 
GROUP BY File#, '0', PStatus, H#; 
 
q4: 
INSERT INTO PatientInfo (PID, PSNO, FirstName, LastName, BirthDate, Gender, 
DependCode, HealthCard#, Address, City, Telno, Status) 
SELECT PatID, SNO, FName, LName, BirthDate, Sex, Depend#, HealthCard#, 
Address, City, Ph#, Status 
FROM uh4.PatientFile@H4; 
 
q5: 
INSERT INTO PatVisit (PID, PSNO, VisitHNO, VisitDate, DocName, 
DiagnosisDesc, WardName) 
SELECT PatID, SNO, H#||VNO, VDate, DocName, Diagnosis, WardName 
FROM uh4.PVisit@H4; 
 
q6: 
INSERT INTO TreatmentBill (PID, PSNO, PayStatus, H#, TotPrice) 
SELECT PatID, '0', PayStatus, H#, TotalPrice 
FROM uh4.MedBill@H4; 

 
First Try: 

Query q1 is executed as follows 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Query q2 is executed as follows 
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Query q3 is executed as follows 

 
 
 
 
 
Query q4 is executed as follows 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Query q5 is executed as follows 

 
 
 
 
 
Query q6 is executed as follows 

 
 
 
 
In first try no data is inserted into target tables due to errors. 

In the second try execute all queries again after fixing the data according to error 

messages found in first try.  Subsequent errors also emerged in this try. With several 

tries data is loaded after fixing errors on ad-hoc basis. Table 7.7 describes all the tries 

for each of above queries executed under existing traditional methods. 
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Table 7.7: Log of scenario-2 using existing traditional SQL methods 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.6 Experiment using MML-GSCATS Methodology (S2) 

This section uses Web VPN S2 to perform experiments on schema of figure 7.9 using 

MML-GSCATS Methodology.  

 
Matching Activity 

In this method, matching is performed by using GSCATS plug-in relations or tables. 

These plug-in tables are created both in remote databases and the staging DBMS. The 

meaning of each table column is elaborated in plug-in tables. A sample of ArabGRID 

toolkit for search is shown in figure 7.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.10: A sample of pattern match search from grid environment 
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A detailed data sample of matching string “name” is given in Appendix A. 

 

Mapping Activity Log 

In S2, data mapping is produced using matching components of ArabGRID toolkit. 
This requires queries are formulated and embedded in PL/SQL mapping algorithm. In 
this scenario, WRK and ERR tables are created as created in S1. The following data 
loading log (one try) is produced by executing the PL/SQL mapping algorithm. 
 
Resource HR2_EXT_001 EXTRACTION 
Started on: 28-aug-10 13:05:48 
Total Records Processed:    106133534 
Total Records Rejected for PATIENTINFO_WRK:   7984 
Total Records Rejected for PATVISIT_WRK:   10523 
Total Records Rejected for TREATMENTBILL_WRK: 3872 
Ended on: 28-aug-10 13:15:51 
 

PL/SQL procedure successfully completed. 
 

 
Total records grouped by an error in ERR tables are as follows: 
 
SELECT ora_error err_desc, count(*) count_err 
FROM PatientInfo_ERR 
GROUP BY ora_error; 
 
error_desc                                                           count_err 
---------------------------------------------------------------       ------------ 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."PATIENTINFO_WRK"."BIRTHDATE")      6812 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."PATIENTINFO_WRK"."CITY")            451 
ORA-012899: value too large for column "R1"."PATIENTINFO_WRK"."LASTNAME"       13 
ORA-00001: unique constraint ("R1"."UNQ_HEALTHCARD#") violated      02 
Reference required from "ALL_TYPES"."DEPENDCODE"                    582 
Invalid column data "PATIENTINFO_WRK"."BIRTHDATE"                     14 
Invalid column data "PATIENTINFO_WRK"."TELNO"                    110 
 
SELECT ora_error err_desc, count(*) count_err 
FROM PatVisit_ERR 
GROUP BY ora_error; 
 
error_desc                                                           count_err 
---------------------------------------------------------------       ------------ 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."PATVISIT_WRK"."VISITDATE")        10503 
ORA-02291: integrity constraints ("S"."FK_PATVISIT_PATSNO") violated     20 
 
SELECT ora_error err_desc, count(*) count_err 
FROM TREATMENTBILL_ERR 
GROUP BY ora_error; 
 
error_desc                                                           count_err 
---------------------------------------------------------------       ------------ 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."TREATMENTBILL_WRK"."PAYSTATUS")    1235 
ORA-01400: cannot insert NULL into ("R1"."TREATMENTBILL_WRK"."TOTPRICE")     1744 
ORA-012899: value too large for column ("R1"."TREATMENTBILL_WRK"."H#")        893 
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Table 7.8: Log of scenario-2 using mapping MML-GSCATS Algorithm 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In table 7.8, two transactions in the form of PL/SQL program are executed with 12 

log IDs. In the first transaction, valid data is inserted in WRK tables and rejected data 

is inserted in ERR tables. Data in ERR tables contains the possible error description 

with each record. The user has early information about all possible errors. Such errors 

can be resolved before performing the transaction again. In the second transaction, 

data is loaded successfully in WRK tables and no rejected data is available in ERR 

table after fixing errors indicated in ERR tables. In this method, during the second 

transaction update queries are applied on certain data that is already loaded in WRK 

tables. In case data is modified in source, during the second transaction it will be 

updated accordingly. Finally, data in WRK tables is available in staging DBMS for 

target databases. Duration of execution of transactions indicates some slowness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a 
 

Figure 7.11: Errors generated using (a) existing methods, (b) mapping algorithm (table PatientInfo) 
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Figure 7.12: Errors generated using (a) existing methods, (b) mapping algorithm (table PatVisit) 
 

Similar to S1, log of HR2_EXT_001 EXTRACTION is produced for tables 

PatientInfo. It is noted from figure 7.11a that number of errors is highest around 

8000, all records are rejected. User does not have clarity on how many are actual 

errors. In figure 7.11b, user has an exact number of records with errors and number of 

records loaded successfully. figure 7.11b compares the number of errors produced in 

graph of figure 7.8b. Large data is used for figure 7.8 with least number of errors are 

found and less data is used for figure 7.4 yields fewer errors. Both figures 7.8a and 

7.12a are identical in terms of showing quantity of errors. Similarly, figure 7.12 

illustrates similar error patterns for table PatVisit. Reliability and efficiency factors 

are zero because due to some data inconsistencies in a few records remaining 

consistent data is not loaded as shown in figure 7.12a. Here is an exact quantitative 

log of both experiments. 
Using SQL Existing methods (PatientInfo): 
----------------------------------------- 
9800357 total records rejected by PatientInfo table 
(Records first time rejected with any one of the error that is emerged from ArabGRID 
Toolkit) 
 
Using mapping algorithm ArabGRID Toolkit (PatientInfo): 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
9792373 records inserted successfully into PatientInfo table 
7984 rejected by Employee table 
 
7984 total records inserted successfully into PatientInfo table after 2nd tries using 
ArabGRID Toolkit (Mapping Algorithm) 

 
In MML method, initially data matching is performed for each attribute. On a 

certified correct finding a mapping is performed in the form of SQL statements as 
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described above (Mapping Activity). This mapping is further used in the mapping 

algorithm to load data as shown in the log of HR2_EXT_001 EXTRACTION. 

 

7.7 Experiment using SQL Traditional Existing Methods (S3) 

This scenario is an extension of S2. The schema of this scenario is the same as of S2 

figure 7.9 but data used in this scenario is in terabytes (TB). Primarily this scenario 

covers the experiment using large data as compared to S1 and S2. Data is produced 

with the help of a programming script on data sources and the experiment is 

performed by using MML algorithms. Tables 7.9 and 7.10 show the execution time 

and number of records used in execution. These tables contain accumulated time of 

possible tries performed until complete data is loaded in a target table. 

 
Table 7.9: Log of scenario-3 using existing traditional SQL methods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.10: Log of scenario-3 using mapping MML-GSCATS Algorithm 
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7.8 General Comparison of MML-GSCATS Algorithms with 

Existing Traditional SQL Methods 

 
7.8.1 Benefits of MML Algorithms 

The key benefits of MML Algorithms found during research and experimentation are: 
 

1. Eliminates ad-hoc fixing of errors. It means during execution of data a loading 

log is produced that identifies standard and user defined errors. The user can 

fix all the errors before next try. 

2. MML-GSCATS methodology minimizes the processing time and work load 

required for processes. 

3. Log produced during experimentation provides start and end time of 

execution with error details. 

4. Algorithms’ pseudocode can be programmed using any programming 

language. 

5. MML is applicable in all traditional client-server, web and grid environments. 

6. In MML, mapping is performed with each record separately with complicated 

programming logic. This helps in loading data records which are acceptable to 

the target database and produce records with error messages in separate 

storage. 

7. Staging DBMS is used to perform all executions of MML algorithms. This 

provides a reliable environment during execution even if remote access is 

disrupted because the initial source data is loaded in the staging DBMS. 

8. Any user can create his/ her chosen storage for experimentation. It means any 

prescribed user can create an experiment profile for experimentation such as 

mapping, matching and data loading tasks. Such kind of access is normally 

given in any grid environment. 
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7.8.2 Experimental Weaknesses of MML Algorithms 

There are certain issues observed in the form of weaknesses during MML processes 

in an experimentation phase. The key weaknesses of MML algorithms are: 

1. As execution is performed record by record, some slowness of execution is 

observed as shown in tables 7.5, 7.8. 

2. During peak hours an execution could be slower but it can be ignored in 

comparing with reliable execution. 

3. As usual execution is slower on the web as compared to an execution on 

client-server environment. Although, cost of computation is determined 

mainly by the allocated bandwidth and computing resources or, more exactly, 

data supply and processing speed. 

 

7.9 Comparisons 

This section firstly compares the MML algorithms with existing methods. Secondly, 

to further validate the use of scenarios, KFUPM Dhahran and Web VPN are 

implemented and results are compared. Some key benefits and weaknesses are 

highlighted in section 7.8. Criteria for comparison include frequency of errors, 

efficiency or performance and reliability. Finally, based on the comparison, the 

recommendations for these scenarios are given.  

 

Using KFUPM Dhahran scenario S1, table 7.5 lists some interesting findings. First, 

transactions log 1 to 5 does not load data in target table Employee due to some errors. 

Each time the user receives errors and fixes them so that data can be loaded. The user 

found errors in the first 4 transactions, after fixing these errors data is loaded in the 

fifth transaction. The user performs the fixes and executes transaction tasks for 

remaining log IDs. Error fixing and transaction execution varies from scenario to 

scenario. There may be a scenario where no error appears and data is loaded on the 

first try. Each time the user fixes one error, it is not immediately apparent whether in 

a subsequent transaction another error will appear which is why this kind of error 
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fixing activity is called ad-hoc activity. This procedure is time-consuming and can 

take hours or even days to fix errors. 

 

Table 7.11: Comparison of methods using scenario-2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.11 lists some interesting findings based on an experiment performed during 

peak working hours. In an existing SQL method, a total of 6 transactions are 

executed. For example, the first transaction loads data after the seventh try. A manual 

effort of fixing errors is performed by the user. There is no data matching activity 

performed and no mechanism used to store rejected records. Additional SQL 

statements executed to fix data errors for all tries require further manual effort 

performed by the user. In total 24 tries are performed and the duration for SQL 

execution other than manual data fixing is 30 minutes 30 seconds. 

 

Table 7.12: Comparison of methods using scenario-3 
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Table 7.12 lists similar findings to those in table 7.10. Data in table 7.12 is of the 

order of terabytes. The total time of scenario execution is around 10 seconds less than 

time taken in scenario-2 table 7.10. 

 

In MML-GSCATS (algorithms), a total of 2 transactions are performed shown in 

table 7.12. For example, the first transaction loads data after the second try which is 

performed by PL/SQL program based on mapping algorithm in section 6.2. Data 

matching activity is performed using GSCATS metadata algorithm. Only SQL 

statements are used to fix data errors. A total of 2 tries are performed and the duration 

for SQL execution other than least manual data fixing is 40 minutes 10 seconds. In 

table 7.10, the last three transactions’ records are written with (+) indicating 

accumulated data with previous loaded data. Usage of storage of error data, extraction 

of all possible error records in the first try reflects the reliability of this experiment. 

However, some slowness in terms of duration (time) is observed. This slowness is 

also observed when data volume is increased in scenario-3. 

 

In existing methods, there is a lack of reliability because many manual tries are 

performed for unknown errors and execution errors (run-time errors), with default 

installation of the DBMS SQL buffer. This buffer can overflow due to large data 

transactions. Existing methods are suitable in certain scenarios where matching is 

minimal and are not easily extendable to other complex scenarios where matching is 

performed on heterogeneous databases with large data structures. In existing 

methods, it can be seen that with simple data structure, less accuracy in terms of 

errors and reliability is achieved and vice versa. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 present the 

data in tables 7.11 and 7.12 respectively. 
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Figure 7.13: Comparison in terms of performance Scenario-2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 7.14: Comparison in terms of performance Scenario-3 
 

The MML-GSCATS algorithms method can be a little time consuming but better than 

traditional existing methods. It increases the level of reliable data loading. Reliability 

and accuracy are generally considered quite high priority even if there is some delay 

of an execution as shown in table 7.10. It offers fast prediction (matching and 

mapping errors) within a very short time. Graphs in figures 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 show 
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the performance in terms of empirical data values of executions. The trend of both 

graphs is similar and consistent. It does not indicate other factors such as reliability, 

manual efforts and tries of users. Factors such as web execution and WS increase 

slowness in terms of duration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.15: Normalized variations with different methods Scenario-2 
 

Comparisons of Data Sets in S1, S2 of MML-GSCATS 

To evaluate consistency regardless of data sets, establishing cross-scenario 

comparison of different scenarios with different data sets as follows (section 3.5): 

Scenario-1 with data set 1 - S1 DS1 (table 7.5)  

Scenario-1 with data set 2 - S1 DS2 (table 7.13) 

Scenario-2 with data set 1 - S2 DS1 (table 7.14) 

Scenario-2 with data set 2 - S2 DS2 (table 7.7) 

Scenario-3 with data set 2 – S3 DS2 (table 7.12) is described in section 7.7. 

Table 7.13: Log of scenario-1 data set-2 using mapping MML-GSCATS algorithm 
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Table 7.14: Log of scenario-2 data set-1 using mapping MML-GSCATS algorithm 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.16 shows graphs, predicting consistent comparison of data sets 1, 2 in both 

scenarios [92] (Referencing tables 7.5, 7.13; 7.8, 7.14). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7.16: Comparison of scenarios with interchange of data sets of  S1 and S2 
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The curves S1 DS1 and D2 DS2 are not complete because in the first scenario there 

are 2 target tables and in second there are 4 tables. These slopes can be predicted 

beyond the fourth transaction. The trend of both graphs of these scenarios is the same 

but cost in terms of execution time is significantly different. 

 

Reliability of Executions and Future Forecast 

Figure 7.17 illustrates the exponent part of MML-GSCATS curve from empirical data 

of table 7.13 and figure 7.13. The main purpose of this distribution is to estimate and 

figure out expected trends of transactions discussed in section 3.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7.17: Exponential distribution of MML Process 

 

Consider an application that has a constant failure rate of 0.083 failures per 

transaction. To find the per unit transactional probability that this application will fail 

before transactions t = 12 if it starts from fifth transaction of figure 7.12 (table 7.8). 

Assume integral range is 0 to 12 then 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This shows the reliability of MML application process after 12 transactions. 

For calculation of SM, data in table 7.15 is taken from table 7.10.  
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Table 7.15: Data for the calculation for SM 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SM = (402-305)/SQRT(24481.33+29789.89) = 0.416 

Figure 7.13 indicates that time consumed during both methods is not significantly 

different. The value of SM is not high which means less reliability in terms of process 

duration. Where as probability prediction Pr = 0.36 shows the reliability in terms of 

execution stability can be easily managed or sustained in the next 12 transactions. 

MML-GSCATS has significantly reduces manual efforts of fixing errors as compared 

to existing traditional methods. 

 

7.10 Overall Experimental Achievements and Limitations 

In addition to benefits and weaknesses of the MML algorithms described in section 

7.8, this section elaborates the overall achievements and limitations found during 

experiments of MML-GSCATS using the ArabGRID toolkit. The MML-GSCATS 

method is based on the discrete data set, which has an inherent disadvantage because 

SQL works on discrete data set. The performance of MML-GSCATS using the 

ArabGRID toolkit largely depends on the size of data, network traffic and resources 

of web services. However, reliability in terms of completion of process is achieved, 

and is also mainly required in grid. 

 

Mapping and matching algorithms are mainly applicable for discrete data set rather 

than image data. This might be a problem if non-discrete data (such as images) 

propagate during MML processing. Logs of executions and errors are produced in 
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MML-SGCATS methodology whereas existing traditional methods do not highlight 

the similar logs and graphs 

 

Traditional methods uses SQL to map and load data in client server environment 

without using WSs. Whereas MML-GSCATS uses SQL by cursor execution record 

by record and produces a log of executions. Such a layer of WSs degrades 

performance slightly but increases optimum reliability. 

 

The trend of number of errors and error description graphed is consistent and 

identical as shown in figures 7.7, 7.8, 7.11 and 7.12. The quantity of errors can be 

seen clearly from these graphs. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 are showing MML-GSCATS 

methodology in terms execution time is better than existing methods. Scenarios with 

interchange of data sets are compared in figure 7.13. Therefore experimentation 

shows that the approach of MML-GSCATS methodology offers a significant benefit 

in terms of reliable of MML processing with complete execution and time. In future, 

testbeds with very large volumes of data and frequent updates distributed over the 

continents need to be validated. However, it is often unnecessary or even inefficient 

to immediately refresh and send frequent updates from federated databases [55]. 

Further configurations can be tested, varying items such as the databases' physical 

size, the number of simultaneous users executing MML processes, the amount of 

available RAM memory and the time rates between transactions. 

 

The discrete data set is based on DBMS standard and is uniform grid structure, which 

brings limitations due to excessive storage waste in a large scenario. Staging DBMS 

storage is mainly used for temporary processing and executions. This can degrade 

performance of up coming experiments if tuning of the staging DBMS is not 

regularly monitored. As a result this will become a bottleneck for MML processes 

such as execution of data in terabytes can halt the system. 
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7.11 Summary 

This chapter presents experimental results obtained from existing methods and the 

MML-GSCATS method. The achievement is that the performance and reliability of 

existing methods has been benchmarked. It is clearly seen from the comparison the 

MML-GSCATS method is an improvement compared to these existing methods. The 

results of various sample data load queries of both methods are also presented. Three 

distinct scenarios have been used as testbeds to evaluate the performance and 

reliability of MML in grid environment. Specifically, the MML-GSCATS method has 

eliminated the ad-hoc and manual fixing of data loading. Although, the MML process 

may become a little slow, it exhibits the reliability of executions. This means the 

process successfully completed. If the structure of target tables is compatible with 

source data then the outcome of the MML process will be identical with the results of 

traditional processes or methods.  
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Chapter 8 
 
 

Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
8.1 Introduction 

This thesis presented a method for data inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies, 

namely MML-GSCATS. Results from several experiments have demonstrated the 

MML-GSCATS method is reliable, based on MML algorithms and valid for data 

transformation, migration and loading. This chapter summarises the method.  

 

This chapter is structured as follows: 

 Section 8.2 describes the overall achievements. 

 Section 8.3 elaborates the research contributions. 

 Section 8.4 elaborates the limitations in terms of resources and overall 

research. 

 Section 8.5 concludes and makes recommendations for future work. 

 
8.2 Achievements 

Data mapping and loading process are becoming ever more important in TDE and 

EDE. The MML process is based on data mapping and matching algorithms, which 

provides the motivation for developing the MML-GSCATS method. An ArabGRID 

toolkit acts as a software prototype simulation of an MML process for performing 

experiments. The aim of this research study is to develop a reliable and accurate 

propagation method for data mapping and loading. The following details are the 

achievements associated with each objective. 

 

A major contribution is that data mapping and matching algorithms have been 

developed to resolve data inconsistencies, anomalies and redundancies, and the 
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algorithms are consolidated in a method called MML-GSCATS. MML is a process, 

GSCATS is a framework and ArabGRID is a toolkit to perform experiments for 

validations. The MML-GSCATS has been fully tested and optimised. Another major 

contribution is that the algorithms explore data inconsistencies, anomalies and 

redundancies during the MML process. This method is highly efficient and can be 

used in data loading, migration processes using a temporary staging DBMS for log 

profiles and executions. However, the MML-GSCATS method may not be efficient 

enough in some particular scenarios, such as in scenarios where data is remote at a 

large distance with slow or busy network communication. 

 

The approaches and methodologies adopted in this research study are systematic. 

First, the state-of-the-art literature review was conducted to study the background of 

research area. Experiments of empirical and semi-empirical models were conducted 

to investigate their advantages and disadvantages, which produces the comparisons 

between different major approaches/ models in TDE and EDE. This also led to the 

motivations for developing a new method using mathematical set theory. Analytical 

demonstration and theoretical platform of mathematical set theory is used to build the 

algorithms described in chapter 4. The software architecture approach separates the 

model into different components such as process, framework and toolkit as described 

in section 6.2. For example, the process component handles the data inconsistencies, 

anomalies and redundancies in staging DBMS. The component framework provides 

architecture of work flow, how to perform executions and the toolkit is software that 

helps in performing experimental tests. This method is advantageous because it helps 

to manage different components and reduce the risks of causing effects between 

MML process steps.  

 

After the MML-GSCATS method was developed, the measurements are used to 

validate the MML algorithms discussed in chapter 7. An experimental arrangement 

was conducted by the author in KFUPM Dhahran medical centre, which was used to 

validate the MML algorithms for three scenarios wherein remote hospital databases 
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are integrated. Encrypted patient and medical staff data is used in the scenarios. 

Software design in terms of logical view is adopted to develop a prototype software 

simulation for testing algorithms programmatically. Some of design model views are 

shown in Appendix E. 

 

The statistical exponential distribution approach predicts the future trend of data flow 

and scheduling optimises the performance in managing manual steps during the 

process, described in chapter 7. Comparisons were also investigated in the terms of 

accuracy, speed and performance. The results show that the MML-GSCATS is 

superior to most of the state-of-the-art approaches of TDE and EDE. This can be 

further optimised by upgrading software and hardware infrastructure, for example, 

enhancing network bandwidth, optimisation queries and increasing storage. Data is 

populated and replaced at four remote locations by repeating testing. This generates 

comparisons in terms of performance, time and reliability of executions. This 

incorporates MML-GSCATS methodology with a grid environment to facilitate the 

OGSA-DAI framework. 

 

Finally, with an optimised infrastructure and methodology, MML-GSCATS using the 

ArabGRID toolkit can be easily adapted to more scenarios. Accuracy and speed of 

performance will not be compromised if further optimisation and simplification is 

applied. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the MML-GSCATS method is 

significantly, analytically and computationally efficient, which is superior to most of 

the cutting-edge approaches of TDE and EDE. 

 

8.3 Research Contribution and MML-GSCATS Development 

This study is original and important as there are no previous studies that address the 

issues of data mapping, matching and loading in heterogeneous data integration 

environment. This research contributes to the current body of traditional and current 

grid environment in the following ways:  
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The MML development was initiated by creating and agreeing its success criteria 

with flows described in section 1.6. Objectives were set to clarify the purpose of the 

method and outline what the method is expected to describe. These criteria guided 

development and were later used to help in evaluating the MML. The development of 

the MML involved abstracting characteristics from the following sources: 

 MML literature data 

 OGSA-DAI literature review 

 Data collection and integration 

 MML grid  architecture 

 

To develop the MML, this work adopts a combination of research approaches based 

on an analysis of the existing relevant literature in a systematic way and an empirical 

approach. A variety of empirical data sources are employed e.g. data collection from 

medical experts and data from remote data sources such as hospitals. The analysis of 

the literature provides a solid theoretical platform to inform the development of the 

MML using web services, as discussed in chapter 5. The empirical approach, used for 

the development of MML, is characterised by a mixture of qualitative and 

quantitative approaches of remote data collection and analysis based on guidelines by 

[1, 2, 83]. 

 

The MML-GSCATS is a specialised, cohesive and comprehensive method that 

represents a new process view of the data loading. The MML-GSCATS aims to 

present complex outsourcing readiness activities in a way that can be easily 

understood in TDE and EDE. It addresses problems of data integration through a 

robust and transparent model building strategy rarely known described in chapters 5 

and 6. Finally, contribution includes list down data anomalies problems (section 1.3), 

MML processes, MML algorithms (equations 4.3, 4.4, 4.5) using set theory (section 

3.3, 3.4), profile logs of inconsistent data, XML DBMS large data parsing, MML-

GSCATS methodology and ArabGRID toolkit to support TDE and EDE. Most 
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importantly industry such as medical integrated system and financial institutions is 

getting benefit from such cases study. Doors are open for academicians to explore 

these techniques for business oriented systems in terms of Cloud Computing. 

 

8.4 Limitations 

The MML-GSCATS method is based on discrete data mapping and matching 

algorithms, which has an inherent disadvantage when it is evaluated using toolkit 

with different scenarios and selected case study. Three case studies are explained in 

chapter 5 and one them is selected for further experimentation. The performance of 

ArabGRID largely depends on the number of factors such as remote network traffic, 

physical memory and volume of data. If a large volume of data and the default 

database buffer is to be used, this causes operating system and DBMS overhead and 

thus performance is likely to be degraded in terms of slow execution. In this case, use 

of a temporary storage staging DBMS is used for MML processes which decreases 

the time factor somewhat but increases reliable executions, which is major 

requirement of an EDE such as in grid architecture. Similarly, as usual execution is 

slower on remote-database web as compared to an execution on client-server 

environment. Network security and other resources are dependent on IT service 

providers of four hospitals. Another large scale test with more scenarios needs to be 

tested for different expected results. 

 

Scheduling is an important tool for manufacturing and engineering, where it can have 

a major impact on the productivity of a process. In manufacturing, the purpose of 

scheduling is to minimize the production time and costs, by telling a production 

facility what to make, when, with which staff, and on which equipment [53]. 

Production scheduling aims to maximize the efficiency of the operation and reduce 

costs.  
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The goal of MML scheduling is to confirm a final delivery time for data requested by 

the user. This data needs to be delivered into a target DBMS of one of target 

federated databases. For backward scheduling in figure 8.1, the user requested data or 

time is used to calculate the final mapped data availability in WRK table and data 

loading lead time. The final data loading must be created on the earlier of the two 

times (**).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1: Backward scheduling of MML process 
 

During the process of MML in scenario S2 data set 1, time consumed during  

 Matching Algorithm search is around 12 minutes, 

 Data Loading of Federated DBMSs is 16 minutes, 

 Mapping Algorithm to reload data and ERR fixings is 17 minutes 

 Final data delivery into target table is around 3 minutes 

It is noted that time taken between these phases is not included. Such scheduling of 

MML process is also a limitation where some manual tasks were performed. 

 

8.5 Recommendations for Future work 

Current work involves combination of MML-GSCATS method and toolkit, which 

has shown some promising results. The further work also includes the usage of data 

mining and predictions which improves the performance in terms of speed and 

accuracy. The time dimension in handling inconsistencies and anomalies can be 
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further explored as a future work, using this work as a benchmark. An ArabGRID 

toolkit software prototype simulation can be improved in terms of functionality. 

Attributes such as performance and reliability using toolkit applications can be 

further market-oriented in terms of cloud computing [95]. Tested and stable software 

toolkit increases performance and reliability. There will be investigation of automated 

dynamic grid services, configuration and other tasks where user involvement is 

minimised by means of semantic service mapping.  
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Appendix A 

Matching String: name 
Following are possible matching found in the Schema of Dhahran Hospital Database 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure A-1: Matching string “name” exists in tables 

 
Figure A-2: Staging schema catalogue of plug-in relations with sample data for string “name”
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Appendix B 

--Oracle PL/SQL Database Server Level Programming Code 

 

@c:\test1\EMP_HR1_s2.sql 

 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE EMP_HR1_EXT_001 IS 

 

--Title:  Initial Experiment for EMPLOYEE 

--Used by:  Application: Data Migration 

--Called by:  N/A 

--Purpose:  This package loads the data from EMPLOYEE_TMP into 
EMPLOYEE_WRK,  

--              loads invalid records  

--  into EMPLOYEE_ERR After applying business logic 

--Limitation: only valid for IM Initial stock table EMPLOYEE, prior to the 
compilation of EMP_HR1_EXT_002, 

--              EMP_HR1_EXT_003 is required 

--Input:  N/A 

--Outputs:  Set of records inserted into table EMPLOYEE_WRK 

--Who:   Ejaz Ahmed, Technical Developer, Date:03-MAR-2010 

--What:  Initial version 

--Notes:  

  

---------------------------Declarations------------------------------------  

  

    v_BUS_OBJ_NUM       EMPLOYEE_WRK.bus_obj_num%TYPE    := 'EMP'; 

    v_BUS_OBJ_TABLE     EMPLOYEE_WRK.bus_obj_table%TYPE  := 'S1';     

    v_SITE              EMPLOYEE_WRK.site%TYPE           := 'H1';  

    v_PROCESS_STATUS    EMPLOYEE_WRK.process_status%TYPE := 0;   

    v_RECORD_NO         EMPLOYEE_WRK.record_no%TYPE; /*derived by sequence*/ 

    v_EMPLOYEE#         EMPLOYEE_WRK.EMPLOYEE#%TYPE;  

    v_NAME              EMPLOYEE_WRK.NAME%TYPE; 

    v_ADDRESS           EMPLOYEE_WRK.ADDRESS%TYPE; 

    v_CITY              EMPLOYEE_WRK.CITY%TYPE   :='DHAHRAN'; 

    v_TELNO             EMPLOYEE_WRK.TELNO%TYPE;  

    v_EMPTYPE           EMPLOYEE_WRK.EMPTYPE%TYPE; 

    v_ora_error         EMPLOYEE_ERR.ora_error%TYPE      :=SQLERRM;  
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    v_active            EMPLOYEE_WRK.active%TYPE         := 'Y'; 

    v_user_update       EMPLOYEE_WRK.user_update%TYPE    := 'N'; 

    v_records_processed NUMBER;   

    v_records_rejected  NUMBER;   

 

  --This variable is used a as a flag to decide whether an insert or an 
update has  

  --to be performed for this record 

 

    v_ins_flag          VARCHAR2(1); 

     

    unique_violated     EXCEPTION; 

    PRAGMA EXCEPTION_INIT(unique_violated, -00001); 

 

    check_violated      EXCEPTION; 

    PRAGMA EXCEPTION_INIT(check_violated, -002290); 

 

    null_violated       EXCEPTION; 

    PRAGMA EXCEPTION_INIT(null_violated, -01400); 

 

   --  This is the only PUBLIC program unit in this package. All other 
procedures and functions 

   --  are PRIVATE to this package and are being called from this procedure. 
It acts like a  

   --  controlling unit for this package. This procedure would be called 
within a sql script. 

 

   PROCEDURE proc_extract_Main; 

     

END; --package specification end 

/ 

 

--
****************************************************************************
******************* 

 

CREATE OR REPLACE PACKAGE BODY EMP_HR1_EXT_001 IS 

 

    PROCEDURE proc_handle_err_Res_Header IS 

     -- This procedure is called from the exception section of all other 
procedures and functions. 
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     -- It inserts into SP1 error(EMPLOYEE_ERR) table the problem record 
alongwith the oracle  

     -- error code and message. 

    BEGIN 

       --v_ora_error:=SQLERRM; 

           INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE_ERR 

               (BUS_OBJ_NUM  

  ,BUS_OBJ_TABLE 

  ,SITE  

  ,PROCESS_STATUS 

  ,EMPLOYEE# 

  ,NAME 

  ,ADDRESS 

  ,CITY 

  ,TELNO 

  ,EMPTYPE 

       ,ORA_ERROR 

              ,Active 

              ,Last_update_by 

              ,Last_update_date 

              ,User_update) 

   VALUES( 

  v_BUS_OBJ_NUM 

  ,v_BUS_OBJ_TABLE 

  ,v_SITE 

  ,v_PROCESS_STATUS 

  ,v_EMPLOYEE# 

  ,v_NAME 

  ,v_ADDRESS 

  ,v_CITY 

  ,v_TELNO 

  ,v_EMPTYPE 

              ,v_ORA_ERROR 

              ,'Y' 

              ,'EMP_HR1_EXT_001' 

              ,SYSDATE 

              ,v_user_update ); 

 

    v_records_rejected := v_records_rejected + 1;   
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    END; -- end of proc_handle_err_Res_Header 

 

 

    FUNCTION func_ChkInsert_Res_Header 

    RETURN VARCHAR2 IS 

    --This function returns the insert flag. An insert or an update is 
performed for this record  

    --depending on the value of this flag. If a matching record is found in 
the SP1 working table  

    --for this legacy record then an update is performed for that record or 
else an insert 

 

    vv_count  NUMBER; 

    BEGIN 

        SELECT COUNT(*)  

        INTO vv_count 

        FROM   EMPLOYEE_WRK 

        WHERE  site   =  v_site 

        AND    EMPLOYEE#   =  v_EMPLOYEE#; 

 

       --When a matching record is found in SP1_0017S1 working table then 

                IF vv_count > 0 THEN 

                   v_ins_flag := 'N'; 

 

--select the value for user_update column for this record. 

 

                   SELECT user_update 

                     INTO v_user_update 

                     FROM   EMPLOYEE_WRK 

          WHERE  site   =  v_site 

          AND    EMPLOYEE#   =  v_EMPLOYEE#; 

                ELSE 

       --When a matching record is not found in EMPLOYEE working table then 

                   v_ins_flag := 'Y'; 

                END IF;                    

         RETURN v_ins_flag; 

        EXCEPTION 

     WHEN OTHERS THEN 
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       v_ora_error:=SQLERRM;      

      proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

    END;  -- end of func_ChkInsert_Res_Header     

--
============================================================================
======== 

--
============================================================================
======== 

 

    PROCEDURE proc_set_activ_Res_Header IS 

   --This procedure sets the value for the ACTIVE column to 'N' for all the 
rows which have  

   --USER_UPDATE set to 'N' before performing an update of existing records 
when this extraction 

   --is not the first one for this SP1 working table. This is the first 
procedure being called  

   --from main procedure proc_extract_Res_Header. 

 

    BEGIN 

               UPDATE EMPLOYEE_WRK 

               SET active = 'N' 

               WHERE user_update = 'N'; 

        COMMIT; 

     EXCEPTION 

     WHEN OTHERS THEN 

       v_ora_error:=SQLERRM; 

      proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

     END;     --end of proc_set_activ_Res_Header    

--
============================================================================
======== 

--
============================================================================
======== 

 

    PROCEDURE proc_Insert_Res_Header IS 

    --This procedure performs the actual insert or update on the SP1 working 
table. It calls the function  

    --func_chk_storage_bin and determines whether an insert or an update is 
required. If a record match is 

    --found in the existing SP1 working table with USER_UPDATE = 'Y' then it 
throws that record into Sp1  
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    --error table.The exception section throws the records which violate 
CHECK,UNIQUE or NOTNULL constraints  

    --into SP1 error table and also displays the error message which would 
go to the spool file.   

   vv_comp_rec EMPLOYEE_WRK%ROWTYPE; 

   vv_update VARCHAR2(32000); 

   vv_flag   CHAR(1); 

    BEGIN 

        vv_flag := 'F'; 

        vv_update := 'UPDATE EMPLOYEE_WRK SET Active = '||'''Y'''||', '; 

 

      --When a matching record is found in EMPLOYEE working table and it is  

      --a record inserted by manual entry then throw it into EMPLOYEE error 
table 

 

        IF func_ChkInsert_Res_Header = 'N' AND v_user_update = 'Y' THEN 

              v_ora_error:=SQLERRM; 

             proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

             --When a matching record is found in EMPLOYEE working table and 
it is  

             --a not a record inserted by manual entry then updating 
EMPLOYEE working table 

        ELSIF func_ChkInsert_Res_Header = 'N' AND v_user_update = 'N' THEN 

          select * 

            INTO vv_comp_rec 

            FROM EMPLOYEE_WRK 

            WHERE  site  =  v_site 

            AND    EMPLOYEE# =  v_EMPLOYEE# 

            AND    werks =  v_werks; 

 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.NAME,'^') <> NVL(v_NAME,'^') THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' NAME = '''||v_NAME||''','; 

              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.ADDRESS,'^') <> NVL(v_ADDRESS,'^') THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' ADDRESS = '''||v_ADDRESS||''','; 

              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.CITY,'^') <> NVL(v_CITY,'^') THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' CITY = '''||v_CITY||''','; 
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              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.TELNO,'^') <> NVL(v_TELNO,'^') THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' TELNO = '''||v_TELNO||''','; 

              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.EMPTYPE,'^') <> NVL(v_EMPTYPE,'^') THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' EMPTYPE = '''||v_EMPTYPE||''','; 

              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

 

 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.Last_update_by,'^') <> 
NVL('EMP_HR1_EXT_001','^') THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' Last_update_by = 
'''||'EMP_HR1_EXT_001'||''','; 

              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

           IF NVL(vv_comp_rec.Last_update_date,SYSDATE) <> SYSDATE THEN 

              vv_update := vv_update || ' Last_update_date = 
'''||SYSDATE||''','; 

              vv_flag := 'T'; 

           END IF; 

 

           IF vv_flag = 'T' THEN 

              vv_update := SUBSTR(vv_update,1,length(vv_update)-1); 

              vv_update := vv_update 

                        ||' WHERE site  = '''|| v_site 

                        ||''' AND  EMPLOYEE# =  '''|| v_EMPLOYEE# 

                        ||''' AND   user_update = ''N'''; 

              execute immediate vv_update; 

           END IF; 

             Commit; 

           --When a matching record is not found in EMPLOYEE working table 
then inserted   

           --into EMPLOYEE working table 

        ELSE 

           INSERT INTO EMPLOYEE_WRK 

               (BUS_OBJ_NUM  

  ,BUS_OBJ_TABLE 
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  ,SITE  

  ,PROCESS_STATUS 

  ,RECORD_NO 

  ,EMPLOYEE# 

  ,WERKS 

  ,NAME 

  ,ADDRESS 

  ,CITY 

  ,TELNO 

  ,EMPTYPE 

              ,Active 

              ,Last_update_by 

              ,Last_update_date 

              ,User_update) 

   VALUES( 

  v_BUS_OBJ_NUM 

  ,v_BUS_OBJ_TABLE 

  ,v_SITE 

  ,v_PROCESS_STATUS 

                ,S018S1_WRK_SEQ_01.NEXTVAL 

  ,v_EMPLOYEE# 

  ,v_WERKS 

  ,v_NAME 

  ,v_ADDRESS 

  ,v_CITY 

  ,v_TELNO 

  ,v_EMPTYPE 

              ,'Y' 

              ,'EMP_HR1_EXT_001' 

              ,SYSDATE 

              ,v_user_update ); 

        END IF;    --func_chk_Res_Header 

    EXCEPTION 

       --This section throws the records which violate CHECK,UNIQUE or 
NOTNULL constraints  

       --into SP1 error table and also displays the error message which 
would go to the spool file. 

       WHEN unique_violated OR check_violated OR null_violated THEN 

            v_ora_error:=SQLERRM; 
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            proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

    END;   --proc_Insert_Res_Header          

--
============================================================================
======= 

--
============================================================================
======= 

   PROCEDURE proc_extract_Res_Header is 

    -- This procedure assign a sequence number to TVERS for the same PRDNO, 
starts with 1 and increments by 1 

    --This cursor fetches data from legacy files into Oracle SP1 temporary 
tables. 

    --Temporary tables have the same structure as the corresponding file in 
legacy.  

    --Before each extract this temporary tables have to be truncated. 

  vv_ora_msg  varchar2(250);  

  err_except  EXCEPTION;  

  vv_exist NUMBER; 

 

     cursor c_tmp is 

       select *  

         from SP1_0018_TMP; 

 

   begin 

     FOR vv_c IN c_tmp LOOP 

       vv_ora_msg := 'x'; 

      v_records_processed := v_records_processed + 1; 

     BEGIN 

          v_EMPLOYEE# := vv_c.EMPLOYEE#; 

 select count(*) 

          into vv_exist 

   from T001W 

   Where WERKS = 'CA01'; 

          v_WERKS := 'CA01'; 

 IF vv_exist <= 0 THEN 

          vv_ora_msg := 'Reference required TOO1W.WERKS'; 

          raise err_except; 

 END IF; 

 

 IF vv_c.EMPTYPE = 'ZC01' THEN 
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           v_NAME := 'ZC01'; 

 ELSIF vv_c.EMPTYPE = 'SAP0' THEN 

           v_NAME := 'ZM05'; 

 ELSIF vv_c.EMPTYPE = 'SAP1' THEN 

           v_NAME := 'Z009'; 

 ELSIF vv_c.EMPTYPE IN ('ZPE1','ZPE2') THEN 

           v_NAME := 'Z008'; 

        END IF; 

 

      IF LTRIM(RTRIM(v_NAME)) IS NOT NULL THEN  

 select count(*) 

          into vv_exist 

   from TC30A 

   Where NAME = v_NAME; 

 IF vv_exist <= 0 THEN 

          vv_ora_msg := 'Reference required TC30A.NAME'; 

          raise err_except; 

 END IF; 

      END IF; 

 

 IF vv_c.ADDRESS NOT IN ('NULL','BLANKS') THEN 

            v_ADDRESS := vv_c.ADDRESS; 

 ELSIF vv_c.ADDRESS = 'BLANKS' THEN 

            v_ADDRESS := ' '; 

 ELSIF vv_c.ADDRESS = 'NULL' THEN  

            v_ADDRESS := NULL; 

 END IF; 

 

 IF vv_c.CITY NOT IN ('NULL','BLANKS') THEN 

            v_CITY := vv_c.CITY; 

 ELSIF vv_c.CITY = 'BLANKS' THEN 

            v_CITY := ' '; 

 ELSIF vv_c.CITY = 'NULL' THEN  

            v_CITY := NULL; 

 END IF; 

 

      IF LTRIM(RTRIM(v_CITY)) IS NOT NULL THEN  

 select count(*) 
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          into vv_exist 

   from TC23 

   Where CITY = v_CITY; 

 IF vv_exist <= 0 THEN 

          vv_ora_msg := 'Reference required TC23.CITY'; 

          raise err_except; 

 END IF; 

      END IF; 

 

 IF vv_c.TELNO NOT IN ('NULL','BLANKS') THEN 

            v_TELNO := vv_c.TELNO; 

 ELSIF vv_c.TELNO = 'BLANKS' THEN 

            v_TELNO := ' '; 

 ELSIF vv_c.TELNO = 'NULL' THEN  

            v_TELNO := NULL; 

 END IF; 

 

      IF LTRIM(RTRIM(v_TELNO)) IS NOT NULL THEN  

 select count(*) 

          into vv_exist 

   from TC24 

   Where TELNO = v_TELNO; 

 IF vv_exist <= 0 THEN 

          vv_ora_msg := 'Reference required TC24.TELNO'; 

          raise err_except; 

 END IF; 

      END IF; 

 

        IF v_NAME = 'ZC01' and v_TELNO <> 'C01' THEN 

          vv_ora_msg := 'For NAME = ZC01 TELNO should be C01 '; 

          raise err_except; 

        END IF; 

 

 

 IF vv_c.EMPTYPE NOT IN ('NULL','BLANKS') THEN 

            v_EMPTYPE := vv_c.EMPTYPE; 

 ELSIF vv_c.EMPTYPE = 'BLANKS' THEN 

            v_EMPTYPE := ' '; 
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 ELSIF vv_c.EMPTYPE = 'NULL' THEN  

            v_EMPTYPE := NULL; 

 END IF; 

 

      IF LTRIM(RTRIM(v_EMPTYPE)) IS NOT NULL THEN  

 select count(*) 

          into vv_exist 

   from TC21 

   Where EMPTYPE = v_EMPTYPE; 

 IF vv_exist <= 0 THEN 

          vv_ora_msg := 'Reference required TC21.EMPTYPE'; 

          raise err_except; 

 END IF; 

      END IF; 

 

  

      EXCEPTION 

           WHEN err_except THEN 

             v_ora_error:= vv_ora_msg; 

             proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

           WHEN OTHERS THEN 

             v_ora_error := SQLERRM; 

             vv_ora_msg := SQLERRM; 

             proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

      END; --for raise exception 

 

        IF vv_ora_msg = 'x' THEN 

            proc_Insert_Res_Header; 

        END IF; 

     END LOOP; 

    EXCEPTION 

     WHEN OTHERS THEN 

       v_ora_error:=SQLERRM; 

      proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

  end; 

--
============================================================================
=== 
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--
============================================================================
=== 

    PROCEDURE proc_extract_Main IS 

    BEGIN 

 

    --Initializing 

      v_records_processed := 0;   

      v_records_rejected := 0;   

       

      delete from Final_LogLoad; 

      commit; 

      insert into Final_LogLoad values(1,'Resource EMP_HR1_EXT_001 
EXTRACTION'); 

      insert into Final_LogLoad values(2,'Started on : 
'||TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'dd-mon-yy HH24:MI:SS')); 

      commit; 

       

      DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Resource EMP_HR1_EXT_001 EXTRACTION'); 

 

      DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Started on : '||TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'dd-mon-yy 
HH24:MI:SS')); 

 

    -- common module for disabling primary and foreign key constraints-- 

 --disable_enable_cons('EMPLOYEE_WRK','DISABLE'); 

 

 

    -- Truncate the temp table holding data from legacy before each 
extraction. 

       --DBMS_UTILITY.EXEC_DDL_STATEMENT('TRUNCATE TABLE SP1_0018_TMP');  --
?? XL file 

 

        proc_set_activ_Res_Header; 

 

        proc_extract_Res_Header; 

 

 

        Commit; 

 

        DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Total Records Processed:'|| 
v_records_processed); 
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        DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Total Records Rejected for EMPLOYEE_WRK: '||  
v_records_rejected); 

         

        insert into Final_LogLoad values(3,'Total Records Processed                  
: '|| v_records_processed); 

        insert into Final_LogLoad values(4,'Total Records Rejected for 
EMPLOYEE_WRK: '||  v_records_rejected); 

        commit;         

 

        --EMP_HR1_S2.proc_extract_Main; 

        --EMP_HR1_S3.proc_extract_Main; 

 

        DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE('Ended On : '||TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'dd-mon-yy 
HH24:MI:SS')); 

        insert into Final_LogLoad values(7,'Ended on : 
'||TO_CHAR(SYSDATE,'dd-mon-yy HH24:MI:SS')); 

        commit;         

         

 --disable_enable_cons('EMPLOYEE_WRK','ENABLE'); 

 

    EXCEPTION 

     WHEN OTHERS THEN 

       v_ora_error:=SQLERRM; 

      proc_handle_err_Res_Header; 

 

   END;   --proc_extract_Res_Header 

    -- call here the common module for enabling primary and foreign key 
constraints-- 

END;    ---package body end 

/ 
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Appendix C 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Following columns/ fields are containing very large data about every patient. A 

sample of diagnosis template is show below. 

H3.PATIENT_VISIT.V_DIAGNOSIS,  

H4.PVISIT.DIAGNOSIS,  

HR.PATVISIT.DIAGNOSISDESC 
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Appendix D 

ArabGrid MODEL 

Logical View Components Models 

Logical View 

Classes directly in the logical view are generic abstract classes intended to be subclassed 
for generic annotation and for attributes to be used as identifiers for instances of a class. 

Describable 

Abstract class that allows subclasses to inherit the association to Description, for 
detailed annotations such as Ontology entries and Database references, the 
association to Audit, for tracking changes, and the association to Security for 
indicating permissions. 

Derived from Extendable 

 

Extendable 

Abstract class that specifies for subclasses an association to NameValueTypes.  
These can be used, for instance, to specify proprietary properties and in-house 
processing hints. 

Identifiable 

An Identifiable class is one that has an unambiguous reference within the scope.  It 
also has a potentially ambiguous name. 

Derived from Describable 

 

Private Attributes: 

identifier : String 

An identifier is an unambiguous string that is unique within the scope (i.e. a 
document, a set of related documents, or a repository) of its use. 

name : String 

The potentially ambiguous common identifier. 

 

NameValueType 

A tuple designed to store data, keyed by a name and type. 
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Private Attributes: 

name : String 

The name of the key. 

value : String 

The value of the name. 

type : String 

The type of the key. 

 

CompositeGroup 

Allows specification of the type of Composite Design Element. 

Derived from DesignElementGroup 

 

DesignElementGroup 

The DesignElementGroup holds information on either features, reporters, or 
compositeSequences, particularly that information that is common between all of the 
DesignElements contained. 

Derived from Identifiable 

AuditAndSecurity 

 

Specifies classes that allow tracking of changes and information on user permissions to 
view the data and annotation. 

Audit 

Tracks information on the contact that creates or modifies an object. 

Derived from Describable 

 

Private Attributes: 

date : Date 

The date of a change. 

action : enum {creation,modification} 

Indicates whether an action is a creation or a modification. 
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Contact 

A contact is either a person or an organization. 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

Private Attributes: 

URI : String 

address : String 

phone : String 

tollFreePhone : String 

email : String 

fax : String 

 

Organization 

Organizations are entities like companies, universities, government agencies for 
which the attributes are self describing. 

Derived from Contact 

 

Person 

A person for which the attributes are self describing. 

Derived from Contact 

 

Private Attributes: 

lastName : String 

firstName : String 

midInitials : String 

 

Security 

Permission information for an object as to ownership, write and read permissions. 
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Derived from Identifiable 

 

SecurityGroup 

Groups contacts together based on their security privileges. 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

BQS 

Allows a reference to an article, book or other publication to be specified for searching 
repositories. 

BibliographicReference 

Attributes for the most common criteria and association with OntologyEntry allows 
criteria to be specified for searching for a Bibliographic reference. 
 

Derived from Describable 

 

Private Attributes: 

title : String 

authors : String 

publication : String 

publisher : String 

editor : String 

year : Date 

volume : String 

issue : String 

pages : String 

URI : String 

 

Description 
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The classes in this package allow a variety of references to third party annotation and 
direct annotation by the experimenter. 

Database 

An address to a repository. 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

Private Attributes: 

version : String 

The version for which a DatabaseReference applies. 

URI : String 

The location of the Database. 

 

DatabaseEntry 

A reference to a record in a database. 

Derived from Extendable 

 

Private Attributes: 

accession : String 

The identifier used to look up the record. 

accessionVersion : String 

The appropriate version of the accession (if applicable). 

URI : String 

The location of the record. 

 

Description 

A free text description of an object. 

Derived from Describable 

 

Private Attributes: 

text : String 
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The description. 

URI : String 

A reference to the location and type of an outside resource. 

 

ExternalReference 

A reference to the originating source for the object. 

Derived from Extendable 

 

Private Attributes: 

exportedFromServer : String 

The originating server for the object, a network address or common name. 

exportedFromDB : String 

Name of the database, if applicable, that the object was exported from. 

exportID : String 

The identifier of the object at the originating source. 

exportName : String 

The name of the object at the originating source. 

 

OntologyEntry 

A single entry from an ontology or a controlled vocabulary.  For instance, category 
could be 'species name', value could be 'homo sapiens' and ontology would  be 
taxonomy database, NCBI. 

Derived from Extendable 

Private Attributes: 

category : String 

The category to which this entry belongs. 

value : String 

The value for this entry in this category. 

description : String 

The description of the meaning for this entry. 
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Experiment 

 

Represents the container for a hierarchical grouping of phases.  Can have the end results 
of Clustering Analysis specified and, through the ExperimentDesign, a description and 
annotation of the overall design of the experiment and what it was to show. 

Experiment 

The Experiment is the collection of all the phases that are related by the 
ExperimentDesign. 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

ExperimentDesign 

The ExperimentDesign is the description and collection of ExperimentalFactors and 
the hierarchy of phases to which they pertain. 

Derived from Describable 

 

ExperimentalFactor 

ExperimentFactors are the dependent variables of an experiment (e.g. time, glucose 
concentration, ...). 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

FactorValue 

The value for a ExperimentalFactor 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

Protocol 

 

Provides a relatively immutable class, Protocol, that can describe a generic laboratory 
procedure or analysis algorithm, for example, and an instance class, ProtocolApplication, 
which can describe the actual application of a protocol. The ProtocolApplication 
provides values for the replaceable parameters of the Protocol and, through the 
Description association of Describable, any variation from the Protocol. 
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Hardware 

Hardware represents the hardware used.  Examples of Hardware include: computers, 
scanners, wash stations etc... 

Derived from Parameterizable 

 

Private Attributes: 

model : String 

The model (number) of a piece of hardware. 

make : String 

The make of the Hardware (its manufacturer). 

 

HardwareApplication 

The use of a piece of hardware with the requisite Parameters and ParameterValues. 

Derived from ParameterizableApplication 

 

Private Attributes: 

serialNumber : String 

Manufacturer's identifier for the Hardware. 

 

Parameter 

A Parameter is a replaceable value in a Parameterizable class.  Examples of 
Parameters include: scanning wavelength, laser power, centrifuge speed, 
multiplicative errors, the number of input nodes to a SOM, and PCR temperatures. 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

ParameterValue 

The value of a Parameter. 

Derived from Extendable 
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Private Attributes: 

value : any 

The value of the parameter.  Will have the datatype of its associated Parameter. 

 

Parameterizable 

The Parameterizable interface encapsulates the association of Parameters with 
ParameterValues. 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

Private Attributes: 

URI : String 

Where an instantiated Parameterizable is located. 

 

ParameterizableApplication 

The interface that is the use of a Parameterizable class. 

Derived from Describable 

 

Protocol 

A Protocol is a parameterizable description of a method.  ProtocolApplication is 
used to specify the ParameterValues of it's Protocol's Parameters. 

Derived from Parameterizable 

 

Private Attributes: 

text : String 

The text description of the Protocol. 

title : String 

The title of the Protocol 

 

ProtocolApplication 

The use of a protocol with the requisite Parameters and ParameterValues. 
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Derived from ParameterizableApplication 

 

Private Attributes: 

activityDate : String 

When the protocol was applied. 

 

Software 

Software represents the software used.  Examples of Software include: feature 
extraction software, clustering software, etc... 

Derived from Parameterizable 

 

SoftwareApplication 

The use of a piece of software with the requisite Parameters and ParameterValues. 

Derived from ParameterizableApplication 

 

Private Attributes: 

version : String 

The version of the software. 

releaseDate : Date 

When the software was released. 

 

QuantitationType 

 

This Package defines the classes for quantitations, such as measured and derived signal, 
error, and pvalue.  The subclasses of StandardQuantitationType will be the best fit from 
FeatureExtraction or Transformation Protocol for the values obtained.  Other values can 
be specified using SpecializedQuantitationType. 

ConfidenceIndicator 

Indication of some measure of confidence for a standard quantitation type. 

Derived from StandardQuantitationType 
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DerivedSignal 

A calculated measurement of the intensity of a signal, for example, after a 
transformation involving normalization and/or replicate DesignElements.  Of type 
float. 

Derived from StandardQuantitationType 

 

Error 

Error measurement of a quantitation.  Of type float. 

Derived from ConfidenceIndicator 

 

ExpectedValue 

Indication of what value is expected of the associated standard quantitation type. 

Derived from ConfidenceIndicator 

 

Failed 

Values associated with this QuantitationType indicate a failure of some kind for a 
particular DesignElement for a BioAssay.  Of type boolean. 

Derived from StandardQuantitationType 

 

MeasuredSignal 

Best measure from feature extraction as to the presence and intensity of the signal.  
Of type float. 

Derived from StandardQuantitationType 

 

PValue 

Measurement of the accuracy of a quantitation.  Of type float. 

Derived from ConfidenceIndicator 

 

PresentAbsent 

Indicates relative presence or absence.  From the enumeration 
AbsoluteCallTypeEnum {Present | Absent | Marginal | No call} or 
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ComparisonCallTypeEnum {Increase I Marginal Increase | Decrease | Marginal 
Decrease |  No change | No Call | Unknown }, as specified by the dataType. 

Derived from StandardQuantitationType 

 

QuantitationType 

A method for calculating a single datum of the matrix (e.g. raw intensity, 
background, error). 
 

Derived from Identifiable 

 

Private Attributes: 

isBackground : boolean 

Indicates whether the quantitation has been measured from the background or from 
the feature itself. 

 

Ratio 

The ratio of two or more signals, typically between two channels.  Of type float. 

Derived from StandardQuantitationType 

 

SpecializedQuantitationType 

User defined quantitation type. 

Derived from QuantitationType 

 

StandardQuantitationType 

Superclass for the named quantitation type.  Useful for mapping to those languages 
that can use a fly-weight for processing the subclasses. 

Derived from QuantitationType 

Totals: 

 6 Logical Packages 
 35 Classes 

Logical Package Structure 

Logical View 
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AuditAndSecurity 
Experiment 
Protocol 
Description 
Measurement 
BQS 
QuantitationType 

DesignElement 
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Appendix E 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure E-1: Logical View of Audit & Security 
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Figure E-2: Logical view of Data Mapping 
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Figure E-3: Logical view of Data Matching 
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Figure E-4: Data Formatting or Loading overview (Protocol) 
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Figure E-5: Logical overview of an Experiment 
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Figure E-6: Description Overview 
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Figure E-7: Protocol Parameterisable 
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Figure E-8: Data matching and data load in Staging DB (Activity Diagram) 
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Figure E-9: Data mapping, uploading, verification and loading (Activity Diagram) 
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Figure E-10: Data consumer registries, WS and usage of plug-in relations (Activity Diagram) 
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E-11 SCHEMA DESIGN 

 

a. TABLE TT_Extendable 

 

It is an abstract class that specifies for subclasses an association to NameValueTypes.  

These can be used, for instance, to specify proprietary properties and in-house 

processing hints. 

ID label_id  
  

 
 

Attribute Domain 
Id NUMBER: 12 
label_id  Numeric 

 

b. TABLE TT_Describable 

 

It is an abstract class that allows subclasses to inherit the association to Description, 

for detailed annotations such as Database references, the association to Audit, for 

tracking changes, and the association to Security for indicating permissions. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

ID security_ID 

  

Attribute Domain 
Id NUMBER: 12 
Security_ID NUMBER: 12 
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c. TABLE TT_Identifiable 

 

An Identifiable class is one that has an unambiguous reference within the scope.  It 

also has a potentially ambiguous name. 

ID identifier 
 name 

 
Attribute Domain 
Id NUMBER: 12 
identifier VARCHAR: 255 
name VARCHAR: 255 

 
Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
 (ID) TT_Describable  ID 

 

d. TABLE TT_Security 

 

Permission information for an object as to ownership, write and read permissions. 

ID 

 
 

Attribute Domain 
Id NUMBER: 12 

 
Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
(ID) TT_Identifiable ID 

 
e. TABLE TT_NameValueType 

Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
(security_ID) TT_Security  ID 
(ID) TT_Extendable ID 
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A tuple designed to store data, keyed by a name and type. 
 

ID name value type T_DataOwner_ID 
 
 

Attribute Domain 
Id NUMBER: 12 
name  VARCHAR: 255 
value  VARCHAR: 1500 
type  VARCHAR: 255 
T_DataOwner_ID NUMBER: 12 

 
Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
(T_Extendable_ID) TT_Extendable ID 
(T_NameValueType_ID) TT_NameValueType ID 

 

f. TABLE TT_Description 

 

The classes in this package allow a variety of references to third party annotation and 

direct annotation by the experimenter. 

 
 
 
 

Attribute Domain 
text  VARCHAR: 4000 
URI  VARCHAR: 255 
T_Describable_ID  NUMBER: 12 
externalReference_ID  NUMBER: 12 
Id NUMBER: 12 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 

g. TABLE TT_Audit 

 

ID text  URI  T_Describable_ID  externalReference_ID 

Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
(T_Describable_ID) TT_Describable ID 
(externalReference_ID) TT_ExternalReference ID 
(ID) TT_Describable ID 
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It tracks information on the contact that creates or modifies an object. 

 

 
 

Attribute Domain 
date_Audit CHAR(20) 
action  VARCHAR(25) 
T_Describable_ID  NUMBER(12) 
performer_ID NUMBER(12) 
Id NUMBER: 12 

 
  

Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
(T_Describable_ID) TT_Describable ID 
(performer_ID) TT_Contact ID 
(ID) TT_Describable  ID 

 
h. TABLE DataTable 
 
TableName SchemaName Description DateCreated 
 
 

Attribute Domain 
TableName CHAR(30) 
SchemaName VARCHAR(30) 
TableDesc NUMBER(250) 
DateCreated Date 

 
i. TABLE TableDetails 
 
TableName SchemaName TableDet_sno Att_name Att_type Att_size
 Att_constraints Att_ShortDesc Att_DetailDesc   
 
 

Attribute Domain 
TableName CHAR(30) 
SchemaName VARCHAR(30) 
TableDet_sno NUMBER(4) 
Att_type Date 
Att_size VARCHAR(10) 
Att_constraints VARCHAR(10) 

ID date_  action  T_Describable_ID  performer_ID 
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Att_ShortDesc VARCHAR(250) 
Att_DetailDesc VARCHAR(250) 

 
  

Foreign Key Reference Attribute Name 
(TableName) DataTable TableName 
(SchemaName) DataTable SchemaName 
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Appendix F 

Site Data Mapping 
Legend: Type: (C) Alpha; (N)umeric; (D)ate 

 Status: (M)andatory; (O)ptional; (M/O) either based on rules 

EMPLOYEE – Table Definition Employee’s Personal Information 

TARGET FIELD LEGACY SCREEN/REPORT SOURCE 
Field 
Name 
 

Description 

T
yp

e 

L
en

gt
h

 

D
ec

 

S
ta

tu
s 

Source System Name/ 
Description 

Field 
Description 

WorkBook / 
Worksheet 

Field 

T
yp

e 

L
en

gt
h

 

D
ec

 

Default 
Value 

Comments/Rules 

EMPLOYEE# Employee identifier C 8 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEE
ADDRESS 
H2.EADDRESS 

N/A N/A N/A EMPNO 
E# 

C 8 N/A N/A Only employees whose citizenship# or 
work permit number is valid. 

NAME Employee’s full name C 50 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEE
ADDRESS 
H2.EADDRESS 

N/A N/A N/A NAME 
NAME 

C 40 N/A N/A Full name including first name, middle 
names and family name 

ADDRESS Living address C 99 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEE
ADDRESS 
H2.EADDRESS 

N/A N/A N/A ADDRESS 
STNAME 

C 99 N/A N/A This includes apart#, house# or flat/ 
building number follows street name. 

CITY City C 30 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEE
ADDRESS 
H2.EADDRESS 

N/A N/A N/A CITY 
CITY 

C 30 N/A Dhahran The City name exists in table CITY. 
Default is city Dhahran. 

TELNO Telephone number C 10 N/A O H1.EMPLOYEE
ADDRESS 
H2.EADDRESS 

N/A N/A N/A TELNO 
PH# 

C 20 N/A N/A Telephone format is 038601234. Remove 
country code if appended with phone 
number. For multiple, phone number 
includes only first number. 

EMPTYPE Employee Type C 2 N/A O H1.EMPLOYEE
ADDRESS 
H2.EADDRESS 

N/A N/A N/A EMPTYPE 
ETYPE 

C 3 N/A N/A Data Entry Field 
Based on attached spreadsheet. 
Note:   
I.e.: If EADDRESS.E#=’01’ then 
EMPTYPE=’P’ Else If 
EADDRESS.E#=’02’ then EMPTYPE=’T’ 
ELSE Null and shall exist in table TC24 
for the type specified.  
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EMPLOYEESALARY – Table Definition Employee’s Salary 

TARGET FIELD LEGACY SCREEN/REPORT SOURCE 
Field 
Name 
 

Description 

T
yp

e 

L
en

gt
h

 

D
ec

 

S
ta

tu
s 

Source System Name/ 
Description 

Field 
Description 

WorkBook / 
Worksheet 

Field 

T
yp

e 

L
en

gt
h

 

D
ec

 

Default 
Value 

Comments/Rules 

EMPLOYEE# Employee number C 8 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEEBE
NEFIT 
H1.NURSEBENEFI
T 
H1.NURSEWORK
ON 
H2.DOCTORPAY 
H2.NURSEPAY 
H2.NURSEWORK
ON 

N/A N/A N/A EMPNO 
E# 

C 8 N/A N/A Only employees whose citizenship# or 
work permit number is valid. 

MONTHNAM
E 

Month name C 3 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEEBE
NEFIT 
H1.NURSEBENEFI
T 
H1.NURSEWORK
ON 
H2.DOCTORPAY 
H2.NURSEPAY 
H2.NURSEWORK
ON 

N/A N/A N/A N/A C N/
A 

N/A N/A System’s date during data load or data 
entry field. Or month can be taken from 
salary pay date 

SALARY Salary amount N 10 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEEBE
NEFIT 
H1.NURSEBENEFI
T 
H1.NURSEWORK
ON 
H2.DOCTORPAY 
H2.NURSEPAY 
H2.NURSEWORK
ON 

N/A N/A N/A SALARY 
HRSRATE 
HRS 

N 8 N/A N/A EmployeeBenefit.Salary 
NurseBenefit.HrsRate*NurseWorkOn.Hrs 
 
DoctorPay.MonSalary 
NursePay.Rate*NurseWorkOn.Hrs 
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TARGET FIELD LEGACY SCREEN/REPORT SOURCE 
Field 
Name 
 

Description 

T
yp

e 

L
en

gt
h

 

D
ec

 

S
ta

tu
s 

Source System Name/ 
Description 

Field 
Description 

WorkBook / 
Worksheet 

Field 

T
yp

e 

L
en

gt
h

 

D
ec

 

Default 
Value 

Comments/Rules 

HOSPITALW
ORKIN 

Hospital identifier 
where employee is 
working 

C 2 N/A M H1.EMPLOYEEBE
NEFIT 
H1.NURSEBENEFI
T 
H1.NURSEWORK
ON 
H2.DOCTORPAY 
H2.NURSEPAY 
H2.NURSEWORK
ON 

N/A N/A N/A N/A C N/
A 

N/A H1, H2 H1: Dhahran Hospital, H2: Dammam 
Hospital refers to table T001 
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    Information for Data Entry Form/ Mapping Form 
For this business object for City-A (Dhahran) which requires a pre-extraction template as input to the extraction program, 
the following information is required. 
 
The following are the Field Headings and Descriptions, which appear on the Data Entry form. 

Field Headings Definitions 

Table Name N/A 

Field Name Target field name 

Field Type Target Field type – (C) Alpha; (N) numeric, (D) Date 

Target Field length and decimal 

Examples: 

 N(15,3) represents a numeric field type with a field length of 15 
and 3 decimals.   

 C4 represents a alpha field type with a field length of 4 

Field Description Target field description  

Default Value Default value for the field (if any) 

Field Usage Usage of the field (ie: data entry field or key field) 
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Appendix G 

Deploying OGSA-DAI (AXIS) 3.0 & DQP 3.2 on to 
Windows/ Vista 

OGSA-DAI Blog 
Views and comments on OGSA-DAI (http://blog.ogsadai.org.uk/?p=352) 

 

« New OMII-UK Newsletter Out International Summer School on Grid Computing 2009 » 

The following article was provided by one of our users and gives a step-by-step overview for installing 
OGSA-DAI on to a Vista platform. 

1 Pre-requisite Software 

1.1 Java 

1.1.1 Download 

http://java.sun.com/products/archive/ 

Downloaded file jdk-1_5_0_07-windows-i586-p.exe 

1.1.2 Installation 

Install in to the directory: C:\Program Files\Java 

1.1.3 Set Environment Variables 

Add: JAVA_HOME=C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.5.0_07 
Change: PATH=%JAVA_HOME%\bin;%JAVA_HOME%\lib;%path% 
Add: CLASSPATH= 
.;%JAVA_HOME%\lib;%JAVA_HOME%\lib\dt.jar;%JAVA_HOME%\lib\tools.jar   
(create JAVA_HOME, Classpath and ANT_HOME in upper “user eahmed” of 
env.) 
At DOS verify by using C:\>echo %JAVA_HOME% 

1.2 Jakarta Tomcat 

1.2.1 Download 

http://archive.apache.org/dist/tomcat/tomcat-5/v5.0.28/bin/jakarta-tomcat-
5.0.28.exe 
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1.2.2 Installation 

C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0 

During the installation, set port: 8080, the password of admin: admin   (port is 8081) 

1.2.3 Setting 

Setting: control panel → management tools → Services: Apache tomcat—not auto 

>cd C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0\bin 

C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0\bin>startup 

1.3 Apache Ant 

1.3.1 Download 

http://ant.apache.org/bindownload.cgi 

apache-ant-1.7.1-bin.zip 

1.3.2 Installation 

Unzip to C:\apache-ant-1.7.1 

C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\apache-ant-1.7.1 

1.3.3 Setting Environment Variable 

Add: ANT_HOME= C:\apache-ant-1.7.1 

Change: PATH=%ANT_HOME%\bin;%ANT_HOME%\lib;%path% 

1.4 MySQL 

1.4.1 Download 

http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/5.0.html 

mysql-essential-5.0.67-win32.msi 

1.4.2 Installation 

C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.0 
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During the installation, set the password of root: admin 

1.4.3 Setting 

>cd C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.0\bin 

C:\Program Files\MySQL\MySQL Server 5.0\bin>mysql –u root –p 

input password: admin 

mysql>create database ogsadai; 

mysql>use ogsadai;  show databases 
mysql>INSERT INTO user (Host,User,Password)     
VALUES(’localhost’,ogsadai,’ogsadai’); 
insert into 
user(Host,User,Password,ssl_cipher,x509_issuer,x509_subject ) 
values('localhost','ogsadai','ogsadai','Y','Y','Y');   
 
CREATE USER 'ogsadai'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'ogsadai'; 
 
FLUSH PRIVILEGES; 
 
--giving grant to user ('ogsadai'@'localhost') on database ogsadai 
GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON `ogsadai` . * TO 'ogsadai'@'localhost'; 
FLUSH PRIVILEGES; 

2 Deploy OGSA-DAI Axis 

2.1 Download 

http://www.ogsadai.org.uk/downloads/ogsadai3.0/ 

binary distribution: ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin.zip 

2.2 Deployment (see file “OGSA-DAI axis steps-1.txt”, Run Startup.bat) 

Unzip to C:\Program Files\ogsadai\ 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin       (unzip and copy-paste this 
folder) 

Download DB Driver: mysql-connector-java-5.0.4-bin.jar 

copy to c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-
bin\thirdparty\lib\mysql-connector-java-5.0.8-bin.jar   (unzip file 
and copy file into this lib folder & JDK lib folder also) 
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>cd c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin> ant -
Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28" -Ddai.host=localhost -
Ddai.port=8081 buildDeployWARAndServices 

(A folder C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28\webapps\dai will be created) 

C:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin> ant -
Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28" -Ddai.host=localhost -
Ddai.port=8081 deployServices 

2.3 Configuring the server 

2.3.1 Config and deploy a relational resource file 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>setenv 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>ant -
Ddai.db.product=MySQL -Ddai.db.vendor=MySQL -Ddai.db.version=5 -
Ddai.db.uri=jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/ogsadai -
Ddai.db.driver=org.gjt.mm.mysql.Driver -
Ddai.resource.id=MySQLDataResource createRelationalConfig 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>ant -Dtomcat.dir= 
"C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28" -Ddai.resource.file="c:\Program 
Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin\MySQLDataResource" 
deployResource 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>ant -
Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28" -
Ddai.resource.id=MySQLDataResource -Ddai.user=root -
Ddai.password=admin permit 

2.3.2 Configuration and deploy a file system resource file 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>ant -
Ddai.db.file.path=c:\works -Ddai.resource.id=FileSystemDataResource 
createFileSystemConfig 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>ant -
Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28" -
Ddai.resource.file=”C:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-
bin\FileSystemDataResource" deployResource 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>ant -Dtomcat.dir=" 
C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28" -Ddai.resource.id= FileSystemDataResource 
-Ddai.user=root -Ddai.password=admin permit 
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2.4 Test OGSA-DAI server deployment 

2.4.1 Web access 

http://localhost:8081/dai/services 

http://localhost:8081/dai/dai-manager.jsp 

2.4.2 Create test databases (see file “OGSA-DAI axis steps-2.txt”) 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>setenv   (MUST run 
it before next command) 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>java 
uk.org.ogsadai.dbcreate.CreateTestMySQLDB -driverclass 
org.gjt.mm.mysql.Driver -host localhost -database ogsadai -username 
ogsadai -password ogsadai -tablename littleblackbook -rows 10000 -
rootusername root -rootpassword admin 

(It will take time, wait to load all records 10000, use select count(*) from 
littleblackbook) 

2.4.3 Server client 

C:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin>setenv 

>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.ServerClient -u 
"http://localhost:8081/dai/services" -c getVersion 

>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.ServerClient -u 
"http://localhost:8081/dai/services" -c listResources 

>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.ServerClient -u 
"http://localhost:8081/dai/services" -r MySQLDataResource -t 
uk.org.ogsadai.DATA_RESOURCE -c getLifetime 

2.4.4 SQL client 

>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.SQLClient -e 
DataRequestExecutionResource -d MySQLDataResource -u 
"http://localhost:8081/dai/services" -q "select * from 
littleblackbook where id<10;" 

2.4.5 File client 

>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.FileClient -u 
http://localhost:8081/dai/services/ -d FileSystemDataResource -c 
list 
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>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.FileClient -u 
http://localhost:8081/dai/services/ -d FileSystemDataResource -c 
list -dir vig/ 

(d:/works/vig/) 

>java uk.org.ogsadai.client.toolkit.example.FileClient -u 
http://localhost:8081/dai/services/ -d FileSystemDataResource -c 
read -f someFile.txt 

3 Deployment OGSA-DQP 

3.1 Another Tomcat container  (port 8082) 

Install another Tomcat container 
C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0 2nd 

Or create as C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd 

C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0 2nd\conf\ server.xml 

<Server port=”8006″ shutdown=”SHUTDOWN” debug=”0″> 

<Connector port=”8082″ maxThreads=”150″ minSpareThreads=”25″ 

C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.0 2nd \bin>startup 

http://ics-eahmed:8082/index.jsp 

3.2 Deployment of OGSA-DAI on Tomcat 2nd container 

cd c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin> ant -
Dtomcat.dir=" C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd " -Ddai.host=localhost -
Ddai.port=8082 buildDeployWARAndServices 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin> ant -
Dtomcat.dir=" C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" -Ddai.host=localhost -
Ddai.port=8082 deployServices 

3.3 Deployment of OGSA-DQP 

ogsadai-3.0-extension-dqp-bin.zip 

ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port.zip 

unzip both files to c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-extension-dqp-bin 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port 
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3.3.2 OGSA-DQP QES Installation 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\evaluator> ant 
deploy.axis121 -Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-
axis-1.4-bin" -Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\evaluator> ant 
deploy.axis121 -Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-
axis-1.4-bin" -Dtomcat.dir= "C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" 

3.3.3 DQP Extension Pack 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-extension-dqp-bin>ant -
Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin" 
deployToDistribution 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-extension-dqp-bin>ant -
Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin" -
Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" deployToDRER 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-extension-dqp-bin>ant -
Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-axis-1.4-bin" -
Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" deployToDRER 

3.3.4 DQP Coordinator Installation 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\coordinator>ant 
deploy.axis121 -Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-
axis-1.4-bin" -Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\coordinator>ant 
deploy.axis121 -Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-
axis-1.4-bin" -Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" 

3.4 Deploy the Testbed of DQP 

Tomcat Container running on 8081 

 OGSA-DAI Services exposing: 

DQPFactoryResource (DQP Coordinator): Check if it is listed at 
http://localhost:8081/dai/dai-manager.jsp  

 DQP Evaluator Service, Check at http://localhost:8081/dqp-evaluator  

Tomcat Container running on 8082  

 OGSA-DAI Service exposing relational data resources: 
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Check if it is listed at http://localhost:8082/dai/dai-manager.jsp 

DataOne,DataTwo, DataThree, DataFour, DataFive  

 DQP Evaluator Service: Accessible at http://localhost:8082/dqp-evaluator  
 Entropy Analyser Service: Accesible at http://localhost:8082/entropy-analyser  

Create five relational data source files on Tomcat-8082 

Deploy the Entropy Analyser Service: 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\service>ant 
deploy.axis121 -Dtomcat.dir="C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd" 

C:\jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28-2nd\webapps\dai\WEB-INF\etc\dai\activities.txt 318 
remove comment mark 

3.5 Using the client 

3.5.1 Building the DQP client 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\client>ant 
compile.axis121 -Dogsadai.dir="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadai-3.0-
axis-1.4-bin" 

3.5.2 Using the client– Creating a DQP Data Resource 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\client> ant factory 
-Ddqp.config.file="c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-
od30port\examples\test-dqpconfig-axis121.xml" -
Durl=http://localhost:8082/dai/services/ -
Dresource.id=DQPFactoryResource 

[java] Created DQP Resource with id: ogsadai-11f84a2dfd8 

3.5.3 Using the client– Querying the imported schemas property 

cd c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\client 

c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\client> ant 
getschemas -Durl=http://localhost:8081/dai/services/ -Dresource.id= 
ogsadai-11f84a2dfd8 

3.5.4 Using the client– Executing a query (Try it when service is shutdown) 

cd c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\client 
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c:\Program Files\ogsadai\ogsadqp-3.2.1-od30port\client> ant query -
Durl=http://localhost:8081/dai/services/ -Dresource.id= ogsadai-
11f84a2dfd8 -Dclient.query="SELECT goterm_goterm.name FROM 
proteinterm_protein_goterm, goterm_goterm WHERE 
proteinterm_protein_goterm.GOTermIdentifier=goterm_goterm.id AND 
proteinterm_protein_goterm.ORF='YBL037W' AND goterm_goterm.name LIKE 
'vesicle%';"  

Tags: Vista. OGSA-DAI 

This entry was posted on Monday, March 9th, 2009 at 4:29 pm and is filed under General. You can 
follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or trackback 
from your own site.  
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Installing the OGSA-DQP Query Evaluation Service (version 3.1) 

Contents 

 Overview  

 Prerequisite software  

 OGSA-DQP QES Installation  

Overview 

The QES (evaluator) is implemented as a stateful web service. It implements the 
physical query algebra and query processing semantics based on the classical Iterator 
Model. It evaluates a XML-formatted query partition sent to it by the co-ordinator. 

The installation process of the QES is simplified by the provision of an Apache Ant 
build file which contains targets which will automatically install and deploy the QES 
on Tomcat.  

Prerequisites 

 Java 1.4.x (tested with Java 1.4.2_07)  

o Required to compile and run OGSA-DQP; obtained from 

http://www.java.sun.com  

 Jakarta Ant 1.6.5  

o Required to execute targets in the OGSA-DQP build file; obtained 

from: http://ant.apache.org  

 Apache Tomcat 5.0.28  
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o Container required to host the evaluator service.  

Installing Apache Axis is not necessary. OGSA-DQP is packaged with the Axis 
libraries required by the evaluator. 

OGSA-DQP QES Installation 

1. The following environment variables should have been set during the installation 
of Tomcat: 

 JAVA_HOME -- location of Java  

 CATALINA_HOME -- location of Tomcat  

Ensure that these environment variables have been set before proceeding.  

2. Run the following from within the evaluator directory of the OGSA-DQP 
distribution:  

$ ant deploy 

This will create a WAR file for the QES and deploy it on Tomcat. 

3. Start-up Tomcat.  

If these steps are performed successfully, the result is that the QES is deployed on 
Tomcat, and you should be able to view the WSDL at: 

http://<host>:<port>/dqp-
evaluator/services/QueryEvaluationService 
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Appendix H 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure H-1: Logical View 
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Figure H-2: Describable Hierarchy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure H-3: Identifiable Hierarchy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure H-4: Extendable Hierarchy 
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Figure H-5: Main Packages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure H-6: Annotation Packages 
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Appendix I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure I-1: ER Diagram 
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Figure I-2: Sequence Diagram – Data Access 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure I-3: Sequence Diagram – Data matching from federated DBMSs 
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Figure I-4: Sequence Diagram – Web page database Connection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


